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GPS1 00 wtth databoM £1199
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=TRIMB.LE =
TRANSPAK D • ••• £ 999
AVPAK D ...•..•. £1199

Global Positioning Systems are the most
accurate navigational aids the world ha.s
ever seen. With orbiting satellites circling the
globe, they provide 3 dimensional posHlonlng
anywhere In the world 24 hours a day.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Portable
250 user defined waypolnts
Nicad battery/mains charger
Glmbal mounting bracket
Digital keypad
PowerI data lead
NMEA output

GPSSSAVD •••••• £699
GPS55 ••.•• .. •• _..::l"l.aY
GPS50 also available •
• Hand portable
• 250 user defined
waypolnts
• Database of
airfields & VORs
• Antenna klt
• Carrying case
• Power/ data lead
• NMEA output

SKYFORCE LOCATOR £125
Connects to any GPS system w11h NMEA
output and converts the raw latitude and
longitude Information Into distance and
bearing from the nearest town, airfield
or VOlt Supplied w1th mounting kit ond
connection cable.

GPS EUROPE LTD
16 COUNTON ROAD • EDINBURGH EH10 5EL
PHONE:

031-447 8444
OR
031-452 9639
FAX: 031·452 9004
OPeiiNG HOURS: MON-fiii9.CJ0an.6.30pm W

•o.ooam.s.OOpm

ADD 17V.'llo VA'l TO AU PRIC£$ (UK ONLY)

Wl ACCEPT VISA, ACCUS, SWITCH, MASTEICAID. fUROCAIID

VISA

~ ~ ~·~~·~ [&]

•
•
•
•
•
•

Portable
NMEA output
999 user defined waypolnts
SKYFORCE database on disc
Aircraft antenna (AVPAKnonly)
Contains OS grid co-ordinates

FUGHTMATE .•••• £769
(now Includes antenna OCC8$SOry kit)

• Hand-held portable
• 100 user defined
waypolnts
• Database of
airfields & VORs '
• Yolk mounting
bracket

.. .·
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• Carrying case
• Contains OS grid co-ordinates

• GUWNTEBl LOWtST PRICES • SPECIALIST HBPUN£ FOR CUSTOMERS • SAME DAY DISPATCH • 28 DAY MONEY lACK GUARANTEE • AU GOODS FUllY GUARANTEED

LAK-12
From Lithuania- a new sailplane for the Western market:
20 .5m span-2 piece wing -- Uaps.
Fibreglass & carbon lihre construction.
Max U O 48:1
Tail dolly etc.
Riggin<J aids
Fully instrumen1Ad
42 g;tllons water ballast
Full C of A granled
Empty weight: 8201b
Sup&b fibreglass trailer
Ideal for cross·country minded individuals and clubs
Inclusive Price: UK mainland £18000 (approx) for complete new outfit. Prices may vary
rellecting recant falls in the value ot sterling BUT we have 4 unflown LAK 12s - cancelled
order - i•><lividu<.•lly pricud. Ring tor details.

Demonstrator ovailabie. contact agents:

BALTIC SAILPLANES Ltd.

Baltic Sailplanes Ltd., 46 The Wood lands, Market Harborough,
Leicestershire LE16 7BW
Tel: 0858 467723; 0536 85552 (office hours); 0536 81777 (evenings)
Fax: 0858 467137

FOR SPECIALIST REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE

ROGER TARGEIT
Sailplane Services
Bristol & Gloucestershire Gliding Club
Nympsfleld, Nr. Stonehouse
Gloucestershire GL10 3TX
Tel: Workshop (0453) 860861
Home (0453) 860447
(PortJJble (0850) 769060
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Offering outstanding workmanship, efficiency and
service ln:

* All glass, carbon and kevlar repairs
* Wood and Metal repairs
* All modifications
* Motor Glider engine approval
* C of A Renewals
* General Maintenance

(including re-finishing and wax polishing)
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

JJ(JJlflJjZ1' B-1 (J(J JtJ.Vt'
( A Gl1S UNiffiD SOAlliNG SYS'fDI )

Optiorwl

Main Dual f-urlt:Tion
~1:1 c r

~lctn

Di'qllay OptiurL'\ an: .• T E Vario

Rd~tli vc

Optional Mctc;r

Q:ltional Nk'tcr
~no .

GPSSVSTDI

20 Scc Avg . .f\.·r f Index (ilk.Jc S lope .

Ncuu & Sp.xd to F-ly
fuphlL-1\. [Mpl ay l nil
Fi h ovc.r XOrrun Hok

A Precision Soaring & Goidana lnfonnation
Systml featuring:-

• 6lx41mm Graphics/Data Screen
Easy to Use wilh On-Screen Help
• Uses prove11 Borgell Press. Tram. Technology
• Drives up to 5 Pilot Conjigured A11alogue Meters
• On board U.K. 1'umi11g Point Library
• Elecrtonic G-Meter sensing Cmise/Ciimb
• Remote Programming unit for ease of rlse in Flight
• Remote Compass Interface for Area Navigalion
• Transfer Dalll to and from Personal Computer

B-100 GPS- 5 Channel, compact
and lightweight
£ 925.00
Load in Task Information directly from
the Tuming Point Database 011 the
ground or in the air a1ul make POST
flying and an tasks quick and easy.

- - - (mEBOB6ELT B-20 SEBIES J'ABIO llli1V61I ) - - - - rre:..:. uroJ f ran~duu· r
Tt>t·hnolo(;y
Electrvni C" Gu '1 1 hl!t:'.r

,:ull Tnnl' Oi s Jtal,\w r,;,g~

2 -S ~d K~ pll fl:'>l;'

Alt1tud(.' l"()mpc-os.ltl'd 22,1)0i.J it
~(J\fn I n~tru m ·nt ._: ~t Cl'

.J"

B-2 1 Vario - £237.50
6-l fl Au:.l io Pad: na:JL-d
~ rdJa!ittl

\~· hO ;

v.itllout B-24 . £ 5KOO

tl cad/Tuil WwJ COm JK'11s.llit1n

Cu~ to m'5 e d

RF-1 pw k'<"h.-·J.

Avail.tbl\'
Rc pc;!ll'f Uni t h1r
2 ~L·.:~tc:r .1pphl.•1t l un~

Y Turning Point C :~~pr~ bi lit y
• y tu ProgrJ m and use

Full Tim~ S ~ C om ma11d
4 T un(• C ru.Jk"/ClJmb t\uJa1
G lld.cr Pu l...1r
Oyn<.HDl L Aud1o Q ui(·t HdnJ
Auto Dr:ift Com pen.sat!OTI
$.]mm Stomds rd lns t ruml'nt
Ht.•al nrnc N cttt ~ to H-21

B-24 Averager / Netto /
Speed Command/ Audio
£349.75

f1 u g Polar CQm~n 'jl. lion
C ll'i! r LCD Rtadout
EPHOM conta m\ng Polar
Dua l Jl(Jldr fot tip~ GliJen.
MOmm Stdnd.ud l n ~ trum<'nl

B-25 Final Gli de/Nav
Computer £425.00

Flite Lines Marketing 32 Brislington Hill , Brislington , Bristol BS4 5BD U.K.
Tele: (0) 272-413655 or Fax: (0 ) 272-721923
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All pric"s exclude VAT and p&p
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Grob Twin Ill 18mtr, now all carbon
25KG lighter
Self-Launcher: Full dual control
VP propeller
Highly automated operation
Flrst SL with FAA certlflcatlon
50 sold
Short delivery
Sailplane Is the same specification but sans
engine.
Send for details:

JOHNADAMS
SOARING (OXFORD) LTO
Hoo Mill, \ngestre, Stafford
Tel: 0889-881495 Fax: 0889 882189

Anglia Sailplanes
AEROFINISH
THE NEW NAME IN AIRCRAFT FINISHES
We are pleased to announce our appointment as representatives for AEROFINISH products.
The range of products - tools, fabrics, dopes, fillers. paints and accessories- is primarily 'Made in Britain'.
The availability of these products from ANGLIA SAILPLANES makes us your ONE STOP SHOP for
A LL your glider finishing requirements at very competitive prices.
Our services and other products from Seat Harnesses to Battetles are also available.

For further details and price list, phone or write to Stu Hoy at:

Anglia Sailplanes

Crow n Cottage, Lower Street, Gissing, Diss, Norfolk IP22 3UJ. Tel: 037977 411 4 or 0860 54581 2

ZULU GLASSTEK LTD

*

High quality repairs completed on t im e
General maintenance and inst rume nt insta lla ti on
We supply GPS, Boh li Com passes, R C Alien horizons,
new altimeters, hard seals, instrumen t
accessories, tapes & polishes
Limited number of Schueman varios now ava ilable
Pete Wells
Workshop & Fax 08444 4345
Office 084 44 3 036

*
*

*

'

____...~Need your K6re·covered1
~Has your Oly failed ifs Cof A1
Is your club ~13 Tatty1
IJJJll>Bro~en your S~ylark 1
4

SAILPLANE & GLIDING

The Complete,• Glider Service
~

SPARES~

INSTRUMENT S ~

PARTS~

MATERIALS~

SERVI C E

HJGH QUALITY MAJOR REPAIRS: in all materials.
Schleicher gliders a speciality.

TOST: Wheels, tyres, weak links and release hooks.
DOPES AND PAINTS: Main stockists fo r N eogerie
products.

INSTRUMENTS AND RADIOS: Winter age nts most other makes available.

MATER[ALS: For all your repair and re-build needs:
GLl Finnish birch ply, German steel tube, glass cloth and
ceconite.
INSTRUMENT CALIBRATION AND SERVICING
COUNTER, POSTAL AND CARRIER SALES
SERVICE: All items competitively priced.
Open Monday to Friday
Saturday

9am to Spm
9am to 4pm

London Sailplanes
Limited
Tring Road, Dunstable, Beds LU6 2JP
Dunstable (0582 ) 662068

Used by Winners of a/13 Classes- UK Nationals 1992
Used by Winners of a/1 3 Classes- World Championships 1991
~nnounces

or

its GPS Interface
= Unbeatable

or

Performance

Most models of S-Nav and L-Nav can now be
to operate in conjunction with a Garmin GPS 100 or GPS 55. You get
full GPS capability from your Garmin plus spot-on distance and height information from yourS- or L-Nav. Extend your existing
Ca'!'bridge system- no need to re-equip! • See RD Aviation Ltd Winter 199213 Catalogue for prices

CAMBRIDGE- The choice of Champions- the leader in innovative technology
Manufactured by:

Represented by:

CAMBRIDGE AERO INSTRUMENTS

RD Aviation Ltd.

WARREN-SUGARBUSH AJRPO R T
RR BOX 109-3 WAR REN. VERMO NT 05674
PHONE: (802) 496-7755 FAX (802) 496-6235
ALL CAMBR IDGE PRODUCTS C AR RY A FULL 2- YEAR W MlRANTY.

February!March 1993

25 Bankside, Kidlington,
OXON OX51JE
Tel: 0865-841441 Fax 0865-842495
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The Droopsnoot and the GT2000 come fully fitted Solo Rigging, Trestles and Solo Tow Out Rigging

re.• T-Hangar available
AMF ENTERPRISES

Membury Airfield, Lambourn, Berks.

~

Tei/Fax 0488 72224

Make Insurance problems
just plane sailing .. .
CONSULT THE AVIATION INSURANCE SPECIALISTS
FOR A COMPETITI VE QU OTATION CONTACT: MARTIN CASEY

GLIDERS, SAILPLANES,
AND POWERED AIRCRAFT

f~

FACILJTIES AT LLOYD' S
Membe r of B.I.I.B A

LOWNDES LAMBERT
AVIATION LI MITED
Lowndes Lambert House, 53 Eastcheap
London , EC3P 3HL
Tel (071) 283-2000 Telex 8814631
Fax(071)283-1970

The ultimate self-launch two-seater
• Glide at over 50 to 1, or cruise quietly at 100 mph for 600 miles!
• Spacious, comfortable seating, delightful handling and docile stall.
• Safe airborne restart - no fold-out engine, the propeller folds from the
retractable nose-cone.

Congratulation JUg Willson -1 0121un at 148.8 lun/ltrl!!
Let Dr St mme's technology broaden your horizons too.
For information please contact:
Mike Jefferyea,

Tanglewood, Flngrlth Hall Road,
a..ckmore, Nr. lngateatone,
Euex CII40RU
Phona & Auto Fax: 0277 82.3088
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HOW ABOUT A VETERAN'S COMP?
Dear Editor,
Once reaching this vast age we seem to be
passed over as golden oldies. From the point of
view of the bureaucrats I have the feeling we
are rather looked upon as has-beans with our
practical and theoretical senses fast waning .
So perhaps a senior citizens' Comp would
be looked upon with relish for those coming up
to sixty. If anyone is interested, write to me at
the Black Mountains GC with the idea of
form ing a comm ittee to work out a fair system,
using maybe standard handicapping plus age
points.
JOHN L. ROLLS, Talgarth GC

DA VID'S ANSWER
Dear Editor,
My observations on the letter from David
Salmon in the last issue, p311 , are as follows:
In his article "Be a Safer Pilot" (1992 S&G
Yearbook), p36, Bill Scull's remarks on high
speed flight g ve the impression that the neverexceed speed was a true airspeed limit at all
heights, hence causing David Salmon to
wonder why the laws of aerodynamics have
apparently changed.
For a typical modern sailplane, VNE would
correspond to a fixed equivalent airspeed at all
heights up to about 1OOOOft and to a constant

February/March 1993

true airspeed at greater heights. If the placarded VNE is 135kt then, assuming that the
indicated airspeed is substantially the same as
the EAS , this would correspond to a TAS of
157kt at 1oOOOft. The IAS c orresponding to this
TAS at 20 OOOft is then 11 5kt and.at 30 OOOft it
is 96kt. Bill quoted these last figures but did not
indicate how they were derived.
Conventionally, only the "low aftitude" value
of VNE would be placarded in the cockpit but
the Flig ht Manual would give a table of "high
altitude" VNE in terms of IAS as a function of
height, generally corresponding to a fixed TAS.
The constant T AS limit is associated with
flutter. Flutter may occur w hen parts of an .
aircraft can deflect in various ways ("modes")
and the consequential aerodynamic, inertial
and elastic loads due to one mode can influence another, perhaps in a different part of the
aircraft. For example, a wing can oscillate irl
bending up and down: it can also twist and
ailerons can flap up and dow n. In the
Reference, about 40 modes of a sailplane are
identified, so the potential number of interactions Is enormous. Fortunately, only a few
are normally significant.
In the 1948 edition of British Civil
Airworthiness Requirements, Section E, there
is no specific mention of flutter, other than
fleeting references to "vibration or snatching of
the controls". Limitations were therefore based

on the static strength of the structure, leading to
constant EAS (and hence IAS) limitations
applying at all heights.
In the 1960 SCAR, a whole chapter is
devo ted to flutter prevention. A formula is given
for the Critical Flutter Speed in knots EAS and,
after measuring the wing torsional stiffness, this
speed must be calculated at a height not less
than 10 OOOft. The wing torsional stiffness must
be such that the Critical Flutter Speed is at least
1.25 times the Design Dive Speed. The formula
includes a "wing relative density" term which
depends on the local air density and hence the
Critical Flutter Speed calculated from this
formula will vary with height. The variation turns
out to be small and, taking into account the 1.25
factor, can normally be neglected. So, again,
we are left with constant EAS and IAS limitations . The same formula but with metr.ic units
appears in the Ref.
The above formula is rather empirical and of
doubtful relevance to sailplane wing geometries. Also it only deals with one particular type
of flutter. With the advent of fle xible GAP
structures, opportunities for flutter increased
and carbon has not brought much relief since
aspect ratios have increased and wing sections
have become thinner. A much more extensive
analysis of flutter modes is therefore required .
The current Joint Airworthiness Requirements
(JAR-22) specify what is required in general
terms("... an analytical method, which w ill
determine any critical speed in the range up to
1.2Vo . .. ") and leave it to the designer and
certificating authority to do something sensible.
A convention has been established whereby
the calculations relate to a height of 3000m
(approx 10 OOOft) and flight tests are carried out
as near to this height as possible. At lower
1heights, VNE will still depend on static strength
and will be a constant EAS.
Tests at greater heights are normally impracticable and detailed calculations are very
expensive, so an approximate rule has been
formulated to deal with greater heights. In the
equations which determ ine Critical Flutter
Speeds, some terms (eg, aerodynamic forces)
depend on EAS. Others (eg, those related to
local changes of incidence as a wing flaps up
and down) will depend, in part, on T AS.
Intuitively, one might suppose that the variations of Critical Flutter Speed with height might
lie somewhere between a constant EAS law
and a constant TAS law. If VNE is made to
correspond to the same T AS at all heights
above 3000m, then this will be conservative,
since it is more restrictive than constant EAS.
TheTAS has then to be converted into IAS for
the benefit of the pilot gazing at his airspeed
indicator. This is the current convention and
has so far been found safe. In principle, there is
the possibility that some hitherto unsuspected
flutter mode might appear a great height, but it
hasn't happened yet.
lt is important to note that this convention
does not imply that Critical Flutter Speed
actually corresponds to a fixed T AS: it simply
works on the principle that a T AS limit is
conservative and safe.
So far, this has not been incorporated in
airworthiness requirements but something like it
(largely incited by myself) is likely to appear in •
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OSTIV Airworthiness Standards.
The lessons of all this are:
(a) Read the Flight Manual and do what is says,
and
(b) Do not take the line that because the stated
values of VNE are conservative, you can invent
your private rule. A glance at the Rei should
discourage that!
Finally, David Salmon, whose perceptive
letter started this discussion, may rest assured
that the laws of aerodynamics (and mechanics,
and structures) have not changed : they are
simply being applied with more discernment
and caution.
Reference: Stender, S. and Kiessling, F.
"Aerolastic Flutter Prevention in Gliders and
Small Aircraft". DLR lnstitut fur Aeroelastik,
Gottingen. (Obtainable from OSTIV).
FRANK IRVING, Richmond, Surrey

PILOT ERROR VERSUS EXPERIENCE
Dear Editor,
Please allow an absolute beginner to ask a
basic question about gliding and accidents. I
had my first flight in September and still find it
difficult to stop grinning! My only regret is the
years wasted by not beginning sooner.
The October issue, p277, lists the BGA
Accident Summary covering, roughly, the first
five months of 1992. Several things struck me
about the reported accidents.
First, there were no less than 38 reported

We welcome your letters but please
keep them ss concise ss possible snd
Include your full name snd address.
We reserve the right to edit snd
select.
accidents during the period, which I assume is
not the most active part of the year. Do you
maintain statistics for accident rates per flying
hour?
The second thing which stands out is that
some 63% of the reported accidents appear to
have been caused by pilot error, or were pilot
error related .
A close look appears to show that the pilots
who were involved in pilot error accidents had an
average gliding experience of over SOOhrs each.
My question for discussion is: "Why d~ very
experienced glider pilots have pilot eiror
accidents?"
JOHN STEWART-SMITH, Crantock, Cornwall

Bill Scull, BGA director of operations,
replies: Your name is noted as a possible
member of the BGA Safety Committee! it's
most encouraging that newcomers to gliding
show such interest. Safety awareness is an
important part of training. May I wish you long,
happy and safe gliding involvement.
Yes, we do analyse the data in various ways
but pilot error is the cause of most of them. Pilot

~omeo! O'Romeo! Come in my Romeo!

Roger! juliet: my Delta! My Dove!
I come for thee on wings of love:
In a Piper Warrior to meet thy desire:
Up through the clouds! Higher and higher!
1 1

Bravo! Romeo: my rod! My hot!
But how darest thou where others may not?
O'juliet: my portion! My lust!
Have thy memory so soon turned to rust.
Gliding alone could not get me to thee.
"To Beta or not to Beta?.. I cried,
d converte~to
PPL(A) rom Silver(C

February!March 1993

EDGEHILL REGIONALS
Dear Editor,
Some whingers who flew last year in the
Edgehill Regionals and complained about the
weather and other elements, may like to know
that Mike Cuming will take over and direct the
competition this year. So if anything gets
muggered up it will be his fault. Already he
wants to change the date- possibly to August
14-22.
And furthermore, I can't help noticing that
even if we never got anywhere that week, we
did end up with four contest days ... Dunstable
and the Inter-Services Club Class only managed three.
MARY MEAGHER (organiser), Oxford

THEVENTUSC
Dear Editor,
Derek Piggott's very readable article in the
·last issue, p319, quite rightly describing the
Ventus C as a "classic glider", may have
missed an opportunity for any potential Ventus
C owner to read about the classic potential
problems associated with flying the turbo
variant of this glider.
If Derek felt he had the spare time, it would
be interesting to read about a flight test of the
Ventus CT, to include, of course, slow speed
flight and spinning in the various possible
configurations.
There is a tendency for describing all the
best features of gliders under test in S&G,
whilst glossing over the not so good points.
There is nothing dangerous about any gliders
that are available for us to buy, but reports need
to be balanced.
PETER STRATIEN, Bicester, Oxon

Derek Piggott replies: If Peter Stratten feels
there is a special problem with the CT version
of the Ventus, he should encourage the BGA
Technical Committee to investigate it and let
everyone know their findings. To date I haven't
heard of any problems.

TRAILER COMMENT

rOo,e

~~;:,·,

~~~

experience seems to have little bearing on this.
Pilots with 1000 or 10 OOOhrs have accidents.
There may be different underlying causes complacency, over-confidence, not in current
practice or converting to a new type of glider. In
the latter every pilot can be regarded as inexperienced .
A permutation of the above should suffice as
an answer. You choose!

(.O~g

1os1a:

Dear Editor,
You would think that Phil Lever would have
learned his lesson with the spectacular jackknife of his trailer in France. (See the last issue,
p309.)
Instead of worrying what effect the temperature has on the stability of his trailer as he
drives along at 85mph, my suggestion would be
to study the Highway Code or Laws and
Rules for Glider Pilots regarding towing
trailers.
JULIAN DAY, Wakefield, Yorks
11
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TINSFOS again or
History as it should have
been writ

I,

aodeot hme•. • g'e•t w•n;m w" the

scourge of the Hebrews. He was a Philistine,
which I think means that when he was bored with
breaking heads he liked nothing better than to
watch Match of th e Day with a six-pack at his
elbow. One day a brave young fellow came forth ,
took up his sling and hurled a pebble at Goliath,
for that was his name. The pebble whistled past

couple of points to the 57, threatening to send
the whole thing gently into earth-orbit.
All sorts of strange ideas might now seize the
numerologists (I looked the word up in the
Shorter Oxford Dictionary, and it doesn't exist,
so I had better copyright it) who will see a clear
case of cause and effect: "Think of the amazing
performances we could get in the 21 si century if
Pial goes on till he's 100 !" I can see myself being
kidnapped from my rocking-chair by a gang of
aged alumni of the akafliegs, bearing duelling
scars, cropped hair and heavy accents "Put der
olt geezer on der life-support machine, Gerhard.
Maybe ve can sqveeze anuzzer five points out
of him."

Better to be a Philistine.

A mere coincidence
Th ere is a bizarre group of people who find
mystic s gnificance in numbers, and twist and
manipulate them to prove anything they like. I'm
not thinking of politicians, nor of mathematicians
or scientists (though lsaac Newton was
obsessed with weird necromantic ideas that
seem to us a million miles away from the age of
enlightenment that he ushered in) but of pure
cranks, who will add the Queen's birthday to the
square root of the height of St Paul's Cathedral
and derive the date of the end of the world.
I am not one of those kinds of crank, though I
may well be any other ki nd. But I am intrigued
by something that dawned on me only last night,
after finishing a six-pack. When I was 15 I got
my A badge in a Cadet, glide angle 15:1. When
age 25 was reached I was allowed to fly the club
Olympia, with an UD ot 25. Then at27, the K-7
with an UD of 27. At 31 the Skylark 3 at around
31 ' . At 44 I was flyi ng the Kestrel1 9 at -you
guessed it. At 47the Nimbus 2, at 57 the ASH-

Gently Into earth-orbit.

This carnage went on for months.
G's ear. G stepped forward with a snort of contempt, and "Whap!", the poor lad was stone
dead. This carnage went on for months. Finally,
whether by dint of assiduous practice or sheer
luck. a youth named David confronted Goliath,
and "Ziiing-Whap!"- the giant fell on his face. At
!his, all the scribes and chroniclers leapt to their
feet , seized their clay tablets and papyri and
crowed with one voice "Now at last we have
something worth putting in that great book we
are writing!"
Thus it comes about, children, that people the
world over believe that the little guy will always
beat the big guy, just as from reading another
ancient book they discover that a tortoise will
beat a hare any time. So people who read a lot
are deluded into thinking that little gliders are
better than big gliders, and are indeed prepared
to spend more on a new glider of 15 cubits' than
a slightly worn glider of 25 cubits, though the latter will slay the the little glider stone dead today,
tomorrow and unto the end of the millenium.
Maybe there are are times when it's better to
be a Philistine, what don't read much, like, yer
know, John.
' Yeah, I know a cubit ain't a metre, but biblical poetic
licence reigns here.
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Lots of them did.

l
IJ.

1:
I am not one of those kinds of crankS.
25- and just before the day I turn 59 next spring,
a lovely pair of winglets promises to add another
' The 36: 1 claimed at one time for the 18m Sky lark 3
was an optimistic revision. quite unjustified, of the original much tower manufacturer's estimate. The same
goes for the 30:1 claimed for the 15m Skylark 2 at the
same time. When the Skylark 2 was rigorously tested
at Dunstable in the late 1950s the figure was nearer 25
than the 30 claimed for it. The awful news was never
disseminated. in the best British tradition of lealllliaid
soonest mended. The Skylark 2's big sister was probably over-hyped to the same extent.

Rational-minded people will rebut the theory
with an elegant reductio ad absurdum:. When
Pial was born in 1934, gliders should have plummeted straight into the ground the moment they
were launched. Well , lots of them did, but one
would have to admit that a few of them were covering the countryside pretty effectively. So much
for the pseudo-science of numerology. All the
same, if I celebrate my 80th birthday with a new
glider capable of, yes, 80 to 1, I shall start looking over my shoulder . . .

Deus ex machina
Just about the worst argument for motor gliders
Is lhat they avoid the need for field landings on
cross-countries. Currently the drill is to deploy
the dirty, smelly, noisy device at 1500ft. Lower
than that and life g ets complicated, not to say

SAILPLANE & GLIDING

TAIL FEATHERS

lit11e airfields welcoming us to drop in so that the
risks of damage in a farmer's field or on a
windswept moor never arose, would that increase your enjoyment of cross-country flying or
would it spoil it? Many of us would doubtless say
"Marvellous!" adding "Do they serve cream
teas?''. However I asked JJ, and he firmly said
such an absence of any risk would spoil his enjoyment. If you don't sweat a bit it's no fun, he
says . Well, I tend to agree, though my opinion
on the matter varies according to how desperately close the trees and rocks are get1ing. What

terminated, because of the finite risk that the engine won't start together with the bricklike performance and mental workload. We all know of
spectacular prangs that have resulted from the
very fact that the pi,l"ot relied on an engine,
whereas if he'd treated the aircraft purely as a
glider and not as a rather capricious aeroplane,
no damage would have occurred. (The lovely
Stem me two-seater avoids much of that criticism, but what do they cost now? Over
£110000?)
If motor gliders really were safer the insurance companies would encourage us to install

Lot of time below 1000ft.

is certain is that since I have a talent for spending a lot of time below 100011, even on good days,
I would have missed the most memorable flights
of my life if I'd had a motor. So I'm with JJ so long
as my nerve holds.
The best argument for engines in gliders is
that they enable you to travel to where some exciting gliding can be done, or even to tour whole
continents with a toothbrush and a folding
bicycle in the luggage compartment. So if ever
you see me with a motor in my glider, that's my
ready excuse.

Welcoming us to drop In.
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THE
BENEVO NCE
OF
STBONIFACE
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Dirty, smelly, noisy device.

engines by lowering the premiums, but they
don't. They aren't safer, that's why.
However the debate, which will doubtless
.rage for years to come, is really one of at1itude
and emotion, rather than calculation. Just ask
yourself this question : if at regular four mile intervals, dot1ed all over Britain, there were safe

JOHN KENNY

Platypus put aside his port and Stilton over
Christmas to work on his special feature for the
1993 S&G Yearbook.
11:11
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Bo"''' " Down 00
of Wlght ha.
been there as long as I can remember . it is a
south facing hill which alter a couple of miles becomes a cliff sheltering the Underclifl, beloved
of the nineteenth century romantics , from the
north winds. When I was a boy the downs were
smooth turi; now they are covered by evergreen
oaks.
corner from St Boniface and faces east across
Sandown bay; it's a friendly hill and a cliff gives
a line of lilt back home to Sand own Airport.
Though I have worked many sea breeze fronts
over St Boniface. I am cautious of this hill. South
winds are rare and I've never ventured far round
its corner in the hill lilt.
When I took off the wind was SSE. The east
facing hill wasn't working well so I thought I would
try "round the corner". I am circumspect about
St Boniface because it has always spelt drama
- a horse mistook me for a hayrick there when I
was three and I still have a hole in my ear tu
prove it.
Creeping over Ventnor, I found lift and, flying
in figures of eight, rose to 230011. Looking down,
I could just recognise the almost healed scars of
bomb craters. What terror it struck into me when
the Ju 88s dive bombed the radar station there.
They say that the oaks grew alter the bombs dug
up the chalk. Now I could see the undersides of
the leaves glistening as the wind lifted them.
Courage returned and I decided to try to soar
the six miles to St Catherine's lighthouse at the
southern extremity of the Island. This line of hills
is radio-active. First the dreary dirge of "Volmet
South" broke in on the radio followed by the click
of Ventnor radar, then an interesting conversation, eavesdropped on the ship to shore telephone at Niton. I blushed and turned off the
radio.
Coming back and slowly losing height, I knew
there was only one landing field in the Undercliff.
it was not quite long enough for the Stuka which
tried it in 1940 but the K-6 might just fit in. Back
over Ventnor cemetery where the Stuka pilot
rests , we picked up height again, then on over
St Boniface and back round the corner to
Sandown bay. The wind might just have been
on the tall cliffs six miles away at Culver, the
eastern extremity of the island, but no there was
just zero sink. So alter 1hr 4min home to land.
You run out of land quickly on the IOW.
On the ground we gave some encouragement
to the boys and girl to try "round the corner". Andy
Noctor got his ~hrs - St Boniface was benevolent alter all.
11

MIKE CUMING

his design competition was launched by the
International Gliding Commission (IGC) to try
and find a cheap, simple glider which would offer
respectable performance at modest cost. lt had
to have a kit built option, be of a conventional
construction with a fixed whee l and big airbrakes, an UD of at least 30, stall speed of no
more than 35kt, min sink no worse than 1kt plus
a degree of crashworthiness and pilot protection
in excess of current JAR 22 rules .
Forty-five serious design proposals were considered and 12 selected for the prototype evaluation. In the end only seven made it to the
evaluation and only five were test flown.
An international jury of volunteers included
representatives from all over the world with Tony
Segal having his own special group to consider
crashworthiness and human factors .
The competition was very successful in challenging the established thinking that only 15 metres will do and the entrants deserve great credit
for their ingenuity and effort. Regardless of the
outcome of the competition, there will be a substantial knock-on effect in production sailplane
standards as a direC1 result of these prototypes
- especially in the areas of simple rigging and
crashworthiness.
The seven we evaluated were:-

NG DERS
AT BARGAIN PRICES
Mike helped to evaluate the flight performance and handling
qualities of the World Class Glider Competition prototypes
during September and October at Oerlinghausen, Germany.
See his brief report in the last issue, p341
with an auto-connecting elevator and a ballast
tank. lt was very disappointing that PZL hadn't
taken the opportunity to introduce some welcome improvements to this popular sailplane.

wise nice to fly. The rigging system was clever
and wonderfully simple but didn't seem to work
very well when I tried it!

Russia 1 and 2 (Russia)

PW-5 (Poland)

The Cygnet (USA)
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This was probably the only glider which truly
encapsulated the spirit of the contest. The team
were great enthusiasts and assembled their kit
glider despite remarkably little background
knowledge of gliding. Unfortunately it wasn't
ready for flight testing but I hope they go on to
develop it- or possibly a Mark 2 version - to go
into production in the USA. This interesting
machine had a ballistic recovery parachute
system .

One of a series from the Technical University
of Warsaw, this is an attractive and clever design. The prototype was slightly incomplete but
fit for test flying. The glider handled nicely but
was very uncomfortable for me (6ft 1in) to fly.
An impressive entry.

L-33 "Solo" (Czechoslovakia)
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The PZL 51.2 Junior (Poland)
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This was just a standard production Junior
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The single-seater follow-on from the L-13
Blanik and L-23 Super Blanik, this was the only
all-metal design . lt was beautifully made (in the
LET factory, not as a kit I) and was in all respects
ready for testing. Unfortunately it also was uncomfortable and had quite unacceptable
stall/spin characteristics, although it was other-

These were the babies of the competition, 11
and 12 metres respectively and weighing in at
99 and 11 Okg. The reasons for their light weight
was that they were incomplete- although flyable - but had amazing simplicity and were astonishingly easy to rig . This is the first time I have
ever seen a genuine one -man rig (in seconds,
too!). Development of these little gliders could
turn into latter day K-Bs if they prove as durable.

Vel/no (Italy)

1-~. ===l
TP-----------1

[,_____,_=__JJ
Sponsored by the Aero Club of Italy, this is an
interesting machine with an unusual high camber aerofoil section . lt has a very stylish construction and presentation and several neat
ideas.

Summary
As always, the machines tended to be a little
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

COMPETITION GLIDERS

behind programme and a little overweight.
However they all had some really good features
and represent a major step forward in simplified
glider tec~nology . lt was a pleasure and an education to be involved in the evaluation.
NB. There isn't a deadline for the results of the
competition but we expect to hear very soon.

Key to photographs. A. Russia 11m. B.
"Big" Russia (12~m) and " Small" Russia
(11 m). C. PZL 51.2 Junior. D. Velino.
E.Cygnet. F. L33 on the left and PW-5 at the
launch point. Photos by Mike.
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TED LYSAKOWSKI

t was an amazing competition: 12 contest
days out of a possible 12, excellent conditions,
lots of high speed flying, lots of sun, balmy
evenings, excellent local cuisine. Add super organisation run by local ace flyers, mix in the
warmth of an east European welcome- and you
will begin to get the flavour of Bekescsaba, the
venue of the 6th European Gliding
Championships, hosted by the Aeroclub of
Hungary, from July 17-30.
To begin·with, we had some misgivings. The
dates of the UK Standard and 15 Metre Nationals
clashed with the Europeans and so an agonising choice was needed. Hungary did seem to be
a long way away. Would the troubles in the former Yugoslavia interfere? The local weather was
said to be prone to poor vis and to thunderstorms. But gentle inquiries to Hungary produced encouraging results and the Poles,
consulted on the cond itions, said "just like
Poland".
To the team who elected to go there it soon
proved to be the right decision.
Bekescsaba is about 200km SE of Budapest,
right on the Romanian frontier, in the great plain
of Hungary. 11 is a large grass airfield on the outskirts of Bekescsaba town, the capital of Bekes
province. Bekescsaba Aeroclub enjoys the facilities built in the days of government subsidies
and these are lavish by our standards, although
now the free market mode prevails.
The task area was the eastern half of Hungary
-mainly the flat, prosperous agricultural region
with an extensive network of rivers and irrigation
canals. The northern side had some wooded hills
rising to about 3500ft.
Navigation was something of a problem because the ground did not quite match our 1/2
million maps. Some of the rivers and reservoirs
were dry, while others were there in real life but
not on the maps. The local 300000 scale road
maps proved to be very popular. A GPS- not
allowed in international Comps until 1993 would have been of great help.
The organisation was not only functionally excellent but al'so enlightened : it declared at the
outset that all the ,tasks would be closed circuit
speed tasks, with no POST tasks favoured by
some gliding activists but disliked by most competition pilots. All the relevant day information
was distributed on briefing sheets, so that
Georgy Szentgyorgyi ("Saint George"), the director, rarely needed more than 15min for the
daily 10am briefing, to be followed by a grid announcement of which of the pre-briefed tasks
was to be flown.
Kalman Szabo's Met contained a wealth of up
to date information and his forecasts were remarkably accurate, although not always believed; his descriptions of "bubble" or "chimney"
thermals with 3.5m/sec mean rates of climb were
particularly evocative. And in the midst of the
dismal summer of 1992 the weather was kind to
u;:; throughout, even if a number of days did not
prove to be of the classic type.
Over the 12 contest days the average task
distance was 270km in Standard, 330km in 15
Metre and 405km in Open. Setting off on a
420km task at 2pm seemed daunting enough at
the time. but on many days it would have been
possible to fly 50 to 100km further in each Class
and- in the context of the conditions -the tasks
14

HUNG

RHAPSODY- often in blue
A team of seven pilots and their crews, lead by team manager
Andy Lincoln, took part in the 6th European Championships in
Hungary in July. Ted Lysakowski, who flew a Ventus in the 15
Metre Class, reports
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Sieve Longland's map of the contest area.
often seemed underset to us.
As a result, day scores were often devalued
to less than 1000pts because the winners took
less than 3hrs to complete the task. But the organisers may have been constrained by the military, the conditions often did not look all that
good, did generally switch off as forecast and
the task setter had to make assumptions about
speeds etc, which could be misleading ...
On Day 6 Denis Flament (France) took 2hrs
11 min to complete a 31 0.5km Open Class triangle at an average speed of 141.4km/h; the slowest in the Open was 109km/h. The best speed in
the 15 Metre Class that flew the same task on
that day was 129.4km/h. The Standard flew a
similar 270km triangle wh ich Gabor Halasi
(Hungary) won at 121.4km/h in an ASW-24.
Day 9 looked suspect, so Standard was set a
201 km triangle which the Polish trio of
Franciszek Kepka, Claus Trzeciak (ASW-24s)
and Tomasz Rubaj (SZD 55) completed in 1hr
34min, at 128km/h. The 15 Metre flew a 257km
triangle that Paul Janssens (Belgium) , LS-6A,
won in 2hr 13min at 115.8km/h. Gerrit Kurstjens
(Holland) in the Open covered 358km at

122.2km/h, flying a Nimbus 4.
In good conditions and with a 6000ft cloudbase you can go a long way fast and still expect
to get a decent thermal at a respectable height!
But it was not all plain sailing. The weather in
the NE sector was- somewhat inexplicablyworse than elsewhere and often blue, so that
there the operating mode was low grovel. That
could be disconcerting if only 1OOkm earlier you
were over the hills in the NW in Bkt thermals to
7000ft, going like the clappers at 11 Okt. On days
with a fair amount of cu the conditions would
cycle, which is OK on task, but can cost precious
minutes if the cycle goes against you on the latter part of the final leg; the converse is also true.
On some days visibility was poor and navigation
required a lot of attention, particularly when looking into the sun from 5000ft at featureless landscape.
The Open and 15 Metre Classes both had
days of mass landouts. Nearly 90% of the 15
Metre landed out on the last leg of the 507km triSAILPLANE & GLIDING
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angle on Day 8 and the Open's equivalents were
on Days 4 and 14. Over the 12 contest days there
were 193 outlandings- so who could really be
sure about the under-setting?
The teams that did well operated in pairs,
flying in close proximity (say up to 200m apart),
fully co-operating all the time, from the general
concept of the flight to the search for the best
core under a given cloud. Pair flying was best
developed by the French, Polish and Czechoslovak teams, but- in a less structured form -it
was also practised by the German, Danish,
Dutch, Belgian and other teams. it clearly requires discipline and mutual trust. At times one
pilot may get higher and the pair must then decide how to tackle that and when, but a complete
separation would be accepted only in unusual
circumstances.
In the 15 Metre Class the French pair of Gilbert
Gerbaud and Eric Napoleon (LS-66s) was very
impressive and held the overall lead almost
throughout the Championship. Pavol Cerny and
Milos Dedera (Ventus Bs) of Czechoslovakia
were also very strong and consistent and took
the 3rd and 4th places.
In the Standard Class Kepka, Rubaj and
Trzeciak fought hard to secure a similar result
and by Day 9 held the top three places, but the
latter two had minor slip ups in subsequent days
and only Kepka remained on top in the final placings. All three fought a close battle with Ricardo
Brigliadori (Italy), Discus A, and Claus Triebel
(Germany), LS-7, who moved in to the 2nd and
3rd places, respectively.
In the Open, numerically weakest, there may
have been less evidence of team flying. The
F·rench pair of Gerard Lherm and Den is Flament
flew different gliders (Nimbus 4 and ASW-226,
respectively) and had an upset through
Flament's early landout on Day 2, which put him
out of the running for top places . But Flament
had a string of excellent results on other days
and Lherm developed a good lead and held it to
the end. The Polish pair of Wujczak (ASW-226)
and Pozniak (ASH-25) also co-operated closely

and that helped Wujczak to gain 2nd place.
With practice, pair flying works. as two heads
can obseNe and interpret more clues better than
one. lt is interesting, however, to note that the
Continentals reserve that method for international events only and expressly prohibit pair flying in their Nationals, which- rightly , in my view
-they regard as a Championship of individual
pilots.

Ted Lysakowski, on the left, with Brian
Spreckley. All photos by Sue Hinder.
What of the Brits? We all had some very good
day results, learned a lot, did wel l on the whole
-but many others did better. The results show
the story . In all Classes, the winners routinely
practise or compete in strong conditions that are
so completely different from even a very good
day in Britain. So, here is to the next time . ..AI
Kay and John Gorringe (ASH-25s), who were
able to fly the UK Nationals in their Class several days later, put that experience to good use

by taking the top two places -as reported in the
last issue, p330.

European Championships
After the Worlds, this is the next premier international gliding competition. lt is held every
other year- alternati ng with the Worlds- and
the concept calls for an event run to international
standards but with low overheads to keep the
cost down.
Whatever it gives away to the Worlds in
razzmataz, it more than makes up in quality .
Given that European gliding is numerically the
strongest of all the world regions, it also has extraordinary depth and most countries have many
pilots -other than the Names -who are at the
leading edge of competition and cross-country
flying. The result is a competition of very high
standard, where every task is flown aggressively
and well.
How do you get in into the British team for the
Europeans? All you need is to do very well in the
UK held UK Nationals in the preceding year.
The BGA had the wisdo m to declare an unambiguous method of qualifying for the
Europeans, based entirely on results . You qualify in the Class in which you competed in the
Nationals. The Champion and the runner up get
in definitely. The No. 3 may well get in if one of
the other two drops out because of eg wanting
to fly in the pre-Worlds. The No. 4 may get in if
he or she is lucky. What could be simpler and
fairer?

What impressed me most?
• The standard of flying - see text.
• Excellent organisation .
• That so few spoken words were needed for a
comprehensive task briefing.
• Very few photo penalties. The method was
simple. In the sector-OK; up to 45° out of sector-1 OOpts; more than 45° out of sector- no
control. We in the UK are the only ones who
persist with the graduated penalties method: •

TIME IS RUNNING OUT!
Now is the time for your C of A
Don't
leave it until the Spring like everyone
else! Make sure you are ready for the first
good day of 1993!

C of A from £45
Hard Waxing from £ 0

/Ql'SJ"~~;~:~~~~~~~~~~~73~~~!~~;_~~
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theoretically sound , lbut often the source of
unnecessary aggro.
That the good conditions were so excellent.
The Ventus that is excellent with wing lets and
with the C of G well aft (a fin tank is essential)
and gives nothing away to the LS-6 . Ventus
owners please note. (The usual disclaimers,
etc.)
That, with all that flying, there were no accidents or incidents.
That the 18 assorted Brits got on so well together for 20 days.

Results
As %of Total Day Winner Pts
Standard
An aerial view of the site.

Entries
Total Day Win Pts
1. F. Kepka, ASW-24
2. R. Brigliadori, Discus A
3 . C . Triebel , LS-7
23 . P. Gaisford, Discus B
32. W. Kay, ASW-24
37. D. Campbell , Discus B

45
9652

(D)
(GB)
(GB)
(GB)

100%
93.2%
91 .2%
91.1%
76.9%
69.9%
65.1%

Entries
29
Total Day Win Pts
10647
1. G. Gerbaud , LS-68
(F)
2. E. Napoleon , LS-68
(F)
3. P. Cerny , Ventus
(CS)
15. B. Spreckley , LS-6c
(GB)
16. E. Lysakowski, Ventus B (GB)

100%
90.7%
87.5%
86.5%
75.5%
75.1%

Open
Entries
14
11458
Total Day Win Pts
1. G. Lh erm , Nimbus 4
(F)
2. S. Wujczak, ASW-228
(F)
(CS)
3. K. Holighaus, Nimbus 4
(GB)
7. A. Kay , ASH-25
(GB)
12. J . Gorringe, ASH-25

100%
92.3%
91 .4%
91 .3%
87.7%
77.7%

(PL)

(I)

15 Metre

Statistics
Standard

15 Metre

Open

Distance
Km Set
Km/Day
Km Flown
Completion

150093
278
141470
94.2%

114785
329
105626
92.0%

67880
404
65867
97 .3%

Max Speed
Km/h
Over Task

128.0
201 .0km

129.4
310.5km

141.4
310 .5km

Gliders Discus : 21 LS-6: 12
ASW-24: 8 Ventus : 11
LS-7:
4 Other:
6
LS-4:
4
SZD 55: 3
Other:
5

Nimbus 4 : 4
Nimbus 3 : 4
ASH -25 : 4
ASW-228 : 2

Our two best days
P. Gaisford
W . Kay
D. Campbell
E. Lysakowski
B. Spreckley
J. Gorringe
A.Kay

8, 18
8, 9
17, 17

5, 7
2, 2
1, 6

1, 2

a
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The top three-quarters of the railway line.

ZAT
ZAR

Tom Zeall'ey attended the International Gliding Commission
meeting last September as the BGA delegate. lt was held at
the Polish Mountain Gliding school at Zar near Bielska Biala in
the south of Poland

Th;, wa. the '""o"d meetl"g of IGC oo"fined to European gliding matters. The first was
held a year ago in what was East Germany- at
Schonhagen, south of Berlin. This year we were
invited to Zar for our meeting and were most
courteously looked after by our Polish hosts.
Before going, I looked hard on a map of
southern Poland to try and find Zar. I failed, because it turns out that Zar is the name of a relatively small mountain and the village at the
bottom where the gliding club is situated is
called -wait ·for it- Miedzybrodzie-Zywieckie.
No wonder they call it Zar! (Actually it gets a little easier when it is explained to you that the
village is midway between two fords - Miedzybrodzie; and then when the village was cut in
two by the formation of a hydro-electric lake,
each half of the village had the name of the
nearest big town added on at the end to distinguish it from the other half; Zywiec is the town
just south of Zar.)
Gliding at Zar started before the war- bungying off the top of Zar hill which is 1200ft above
the landing field at the bottom. Landing back at
the top was to be preferred : there was a large
flat area at the top and the hangars and clubhouse used to be there as well. Unfortunately,
about 12 years ago it was decided to use the top
of Zar as the site for a large reservoir for feeding
a hydro-electric generating plant at the bot1om.
However, a very fine new replacement clubhouse and hangars were built next to the bot1om
field and that was where we were accommodated! and held our European IGC meeting.
Before the war there was no road up to the
top of Zar and it took 2hrs for a horse to drag a

The glider arriving at the top.

The bottom "station" of the line with the glider ready to be hoisted to
the top.

glider to the top. Immediately after the war they
installed a winch to drag the gliders to the top,
but someone had to walk up with the wingtip and
it's fairly steep. The walk took 20min and was
pret1y exhausting, especially as the last bit was
rather fast as the cable on the drum built up and
increased its diameter!
A few years later, a grand full-sized railway
system was built from top to bottom with two
large flat railway trucks each capable of carrying
two fully rigged gliders. The trucks were con nected by wire cable via an electric powered engine-house and counter-balanced each otherone going down as the other was hauled up, with
a double track passing place in the middle.
This marvellous system fell into dis-use when
the hydro scheme was being built, but it has recently been reinstated. Although it is not possible to land at the top now, (unless your glider is
fitted with floats) , there is still room to bungy
launch gliders from the top. We saw a lot of
bungying including a flight by the president of
IGC. Particularly active were two Gapas- Polish
designed glass-fibre Daglings which were briefly
described in the October issue, p268.
The landing field at the bot1om of Zar is somewhat sloped. In fact you always take off downhill
from near the hangars and you always land uphill and finish up close to the hangars : all very
convenient. Apart from bungying from the top of
Zar (and even from the top corner of the bot1om
field), launching from the bot1om field is normally
by aerotow using, amongst others, the mighty
Wilga.
Something' that was new to me, and probably
to most delegates , was glider flying at night. I

gather it's part of their normal training programme: it sorts out the men from the boys! On
the second evening we were there a line of small
lights as a flare path was laid out on the field and
the gliders and tugs were fitted with red and
green wingtip lights. Otherwise everything was
dark- very dark. A large number of delegates
took two-seater rides ; but not the writer! There
was only one incident: a glider landed slightly off
the correct line and caught its wingtip on a
wooden post on its landing run. No one was hurt
and the damage wasn'ttoo bad.
The Polish Aero Club and glider people were
extremely kind and considerate. They helped us
with all our travel ar~angements and apart from
the meeting itself they arranged visits to the PZL
glider factory in Bielska Biala and to the subterranean hydro-electric plant which is fed from the
Zar reservoir.
Along with a number of others, I made the journey from Zar to the PZL Glider factory, in the
Aero Club's Antonov. This is an enormous bi plane with a 1OOOhp engine and carrying capacity of ten or more. lt flies slowly and can easily
land and take-off from the Zar glider field .
However, a brief session in the right hand seat
revealed the controls to be a bit heavy. A number of delegates were able to fly from Warsaw to
Zar and back in the Antonov.
For anyone who wants a gliding holiday
amongst beautiful scenery and pleasant helpful
people with very reasonable living costs, I commend Zar.
Please contact the BGA office for a copy of the
brochure and the 1993 price list.

And being bungyed. Photos by Tom.
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ooioOO by Alao Potohiog
the chairman of the OSTIV working group on
crashworthiness , which is part of the OSTIV
Sailplane Development Panel. The group recently reviewed data on pilot size and the safety

DESIGINED BY
NFORMEIN
Towards the end of last season a female pilot died when she
apparently lost control during a winch launch. The main
contributory factor was a soft cushion behind the pilot which
compressed during the initial acceleration. Bill Scull, BGA
director of operations, eo-chairman of the Safety Committee
and chairman of the OSTIV Training and Safety IPanel,
discusses how important it is to take account of pilot size

Pltols come in assorted sizes. Tynna Morrice
is 5ft and Bill is 6ft 51n.

implications are considered here . Pilots come
in assorted sizes. Some can climb into a glider
with the minimum amount of fuss ; all the controls fall readily to hand and no packing or ballast
is needed . For others it may not 'be quite so
easy. For instance , Tynna needs ballast and
extensive packing to fly her K-6 in comfort and
safety.

There are no pilot size design requ irements
in either OSTIV Airworthiness Standards or JAR22, but for the new World Class glider competition it was recommended that they should be
from 1.55-1 .95m (61 - 76.8in) and, ideally, from
1.50- 2.00m (59- 78.75in) . If you are under 5ft
or over 6ft Sin then you might still have problems.
Some basic anthropometric data obtained by
Tony Segal and analysed by Peter Saundby
showed the problems of the smaller pilot. The
minimum height (1.55m) would exclude 2% of
Japanese men but no western males, 12% of
USAF females, 25% of British women and 50%
of Japanese female civilians .
The recommended minimum height of 1.50m
would reduce the number of British women excluded to 2%. The short answer (pun intended)
is that if you are about 5ft then you will have problems. But you know that anyway, don't you? This
article is concerned with solutions so read on.

Tynna needs 401b (1 8kg ) of ballast, 6in of cushions behind as well as a parachute and an
energy absorbing cushion to sit on. Note that the packing {top left of picture) is high density
chip foam with a layer of energy absorbing material {dark grey) as well. The latter is strictly
redundant but meets the criterion of minimal compressibility.
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Cockpit ergonomics
There was much debate at the OSTIV meeting on adapting the cockpit for the smaller pilotan issue raised by the BGA Women in Gliding
Group who were represented at the meeting by
Elaine Carver from the Derby & Lanes GC.
lt would seem fairly straightforward to have a
range of seat-back and rudder pedal adjustments to fit any size of pilot. Another possibility
is a movable stick position - remember the
Capstan? In practice it's not so easy, as any
glider designer will tell you , but our main con cern is with existing gliders and the next point to
consider is the shape and proportions of pilots.

Pilots' proportions
Two people of the same height may have quite
different proportions. In the cockpit one critical
dimension is inside leg length, strictly buttockheel length, and the small pilot may have to sit
so near the control column to reach the rudder
pedals that backward movement of the stick is
restricted , or they may not have the full range of
rudder pedal movement . And neither of these
limitations is acceptable.
If the pilot slides forwards this will further restrict backward movement and may even push
the stick forward, especially if the glider is nose
down. There has been one fatal accident where
this may have been a factor. If the pilot is unable
to apply full rudder then spin recovery is unlikely.
But what about the acceleration during a winch
launch with soft cushions behind the pilot? The
risk is obvious- even less rudder control and, in
the worst case, none.
The only solution if your legs are too short for
full rudder control is rudder pedal adaptions.
Words of advice I heard for the first time came
from Terry Joint , the CFI at Lasham- "Adjust
the rudder pedals until they are comfortable,
then bring them back two notches for a winch
launch". This only applies of course to pedals
that can be adjusted in flight.

More ergonomics
Supposing the pilot has adapted the cockpit
to reach the stick and rudder pedals, then what
SAILPLANE & GLIDING
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parted the thighs with a well-fitted four-point harness was effective in reducing the submarining
risks- principally a problem in the crash case
but not exclusively so.

Cockpit ballast
A ballast weight for the sole owner is less of a
problem than in a syndicate or club glider. If the
weight has to be removable then the arrangement must be properly secure so that it can't
slide forward in reduced g or turbulence and be
strong enough for all but the worst crash case .
.Dog-lead clips and strong cable attachments to
·the lap strap attachments have remained intact
in one fatal crash. In fUture, design requirements
will obviate the need to use lead cushions.
it is better to have a special attachment in a
forward position but accessibility may be a problem. If there is a regular need to use ballast then
a proper attachment should be considered.
Design approval· would be required but this isn't
difficult to arrange- speak to a BGA inspector
or repair organisation.
Full and free movement? The pilot must be
able to operate the stick and rudder through
their full range but not at full stretch. The leg
and arm should still be bent - the latter only
just in this case. However, stick full forward
and full aileron is a rare combination. Note
that the airbrake lever falls readily to hand.
about the other controls? Here the considerations are not only reach but strength.
Airbrakes may be difficult to close from the
full-open position, especially if the control force
is high and the pilot is sitting well forward .
it may be necessary to fit an extension to the
cable release if at the limit of the pilot's reach.
What happens if the pilot slides backwards at
all?
The undercarriage lever may need considerable force to operate, especially locking and
unlocking. Some pilots give up on this one and
fly with the wheel down; others need two hands
to operate it.
Flaps should not be a problem unless, perhaps, the load to select landing flap is excessive.
The difficulty is that the problems may not become apparent until the first flight(s) on type.
Every pilot new to a glider should regard him or
herself as inexperienced and do their utmost to
ensure they can reach and operate all controls
before flying.

Cockpit adaptions
Strictly speaking the main adaptation is cushions, After a recent fatal accident (not at lasham)
Phil Phillips, eo-chairman of the safety committee and manager at lasham, was seen confiscating soft cushions, such was his concern.
let's look at our female pilot's solution.
The material used behind the pilot really is
critical. If the initial acceleration of a winch launch
causes cushions to compress then the pilot may
lose control of the rudder. Worse, as the pilot
slides backwards he, but more likely she, may
move the stick back ·inadvertently and at a time
when they should probably be moving it forward
to counter the tendency to pitch nose up.
Incidentally, this risk can be reduced with antislip mats on the seat- an RAFGSA requirement.
February!March 1993

The detail of any rudder pedal adaptions are
obviously specific to the type of glider and the
pedal arrangement. Beware of pendulous pedals! Can you operate the pedals with your heels
on the floor? If not then build up the floor so that
you can and make sure the adaption is properly
secured.

Harness or straps
I'm sure all pilots know the principle of fastening the harness or straps. For best effect the lap
strap should be firmly in place over the pelvic
protrusions. The shoulder straps should be tight
enough to avoid significant forward movement
and any upwards and backwards movement with
a reclining seat-back. If you overtighten the
shoulder straps this is to the detriment of the correct lap strap position.
There may be other considerations for the
smaller pilot. Do the straps adjust sufficiently to
be tightened: as much as required? Do the
shou.lder straps go back horizontally or are they
inclined slightly downwards from the pilot's
shoulders? If, in the latter case. the straps incline upwards (from shoulders to attachment
points) then the risk of sliding upwards and backwards in the winch launch case is increased. The
solution? Firm packing underneath the pilot to
meet the shoulder strap angle criterion.
Straps may also tend to slacken in flight.
Aeroplane discipline is to tighten the straps before a crash landing and this isn't a bad practice.
The same should apply in gliders if the impending crash is recognised in time.
One solution is better straps. lt is interesting
that Gerhard Waibel (designer of Schleicher's
W series) sandblasts the harness fitting of his
own glider to reduce the tendency to slip. lt wears
out the straps rather quickly but must be safer.
Another possible modification is to fit a five or
six-point harness but this isn't always an easy
adaption . This point was also debated at the
OSTIV meeting with the recommendation that
the extra straps could be released and reconnected in flight (for plumbing reasons!) . it was
also recognised that a seat design which sup-

This shee lead seat weight (shown also In
the second photo) Is moulded to the shape
of the seat and held In place with four
screws. Photos: Terry Joint.

If ballast is needed then its importance cannot be over-emphasised. Pilots have died because they did not bother to fit the ballast and
even just flying the glider at the aft C of G limit
(ie, minimum cockpit load) . Remember the recommendation for inexperienced pilots to ballast
their glider to at least 15kg in excess of the minimum figure.

Summary
All pilots, but especially small pilots, possibly
with problems of strength and reach , shou'ld be
absolutely sure the following apply:
1. All the controls are easy to reach and operate
through their full range, with a margin to spare.
2. Cushions behind them are firm and virtually
incompressible under all normal loads.
3. Cushions underneath are of energy absorbing material.
4. lap straps are properly located over the
pelvis.
5. Shoulder straps are so located as to hold the
pilot down in the seat. albeit slightly.
6. The seat has an anti-slip mat, especially if not
properly contoured to support the thighs.
7. Ballast weights are properly secured and
preferably have a margin above the mif')imum
specified cockpit load.
Realise that you may need some hours of preparation to get ready for a type conversion.
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At 2500ft with a steady 2kt on the vario we put away the "mechanical
thermal."

A..,•

w"k ot Aboyoe, th'"e of'"' •yodi-

cate members took the DG-500M to the west
coast. My impression of Connel Airfield was that
the pioneering spirit of gliding was alive and well.
Stalwart members of Connel GC, wh ich operates mainly at weekends, were busy erecting
their new clubhouse, a primary school building.
We were greeted by Tony Shelton who runs
Argyll and West Highland Gliding Centre on
weekdays between spring and autumn .
Launching is by autotow and I felt the club
needed more members and to be able to aerotow, which is of course easier said than done.
During our three days' stay we had brilliant
sunshine while the rest of the country had rain
with severe flooding in the south. We had several thermal flights in and around the mountains
but unfortunately the wave wasn't working.
One flight, however, will remain in my
thoughts as an outstanding experience and typical of the different sort of gliding which Connel
has to offer the adventurous pilot. What follows
isn't a description of a record breaking height or
distance flight, nor is it written in praise of self
launching sailplanes; it is a memory of a 100km
0 /R on Tuesday, September 22 in the DG-500M
which lasted a mere 1hr 40min.
Total engifle time, used at the beginning of
the flight, was 9min and without the self launching facility the flight wouldn 't have taken place
on that day. it was all below the 3000ft cloud base with many of the mountain tops hidden in
cloud. Re-use of the engine was talked about on

TP-Gien Coe car-park.

We almost looked into the eyes of a loan pair of sheep grazing near
the top as we turned close in.

CONNE.L- MOUNTAINS
AND MAGIC

DAVID CHAPLIN

After David read Tony Shelton's article in the June issue,
p132, his appetite was whetted to explore the possibilities of
mountain flying at a place which sounded different to the
more established wave sites
several occasions but was never a serious consideration.
By 4pm my syndicate partners had left for
home and tile wind had strengthened to about
15-20kt from N to NW. Tony suggested the increased wind might be producing funnel lift on
the nearby slopes at Benderloch and we decided
to try it from a self launch before derigging.
At 2500 we were well below the tops of the
mountains and beyond Benderloch , with a
steady 2kt on the vario, we put away the "mechanical thermal" and Tony and I flew closer and
closer to the slopes. The gentle but steady lift
was being funnelled up the valleys against the
north facing slopes like a chimney effect.
Orographic cloud rolled off the tops to join the
main cloud above and indicated the lift. Tony said:

"This is what it's all about. Don't expect the lift to
be any higher than 200ft above the top like normal 'h illlift and stay out of the cloud." The hard
granite faces gave me no encouragement to enter
cloud! We almost looked into the eyes of a pair of
sheep grazing near the top of a ridge as we turned
close in. The orographic cloud continued to rise
and roll off the tops as we skirted along.
The ridges in the adjoining valley of Glen
Creran seemed almost to beckon us to try further into the mountains. Crossing the gulleys between the ridges meant flying through sink. I
thought of my Tutor flying days at Sutton Bank
and was pleased with the safety afforded by
span.
From ridge to ridge we soared, neither gaining nor seriously losing height. We rounded

Heading out into the lowering sun towards Mull over the Firth of
Lorn. Photos by David.

CONNEL- MOUNTAINS AND MAGIC

Beinn Fhionnlaidh and in the distance lay Lock
Leven and GlenCoe. As we approached Glen
Coe I saw the awesome Aonach Egach ridge top
covered by cloud and my mind flashed back
twenty years to when it was covered in ice and
snow I walked its narrow length. The orographic
cloud was still rolling off the western end of the
glen and as Glen Coe village came in sight I saw
the first field big enough for landing. We turned
into Glen Coe and the steep sided valley topped
by cloud looked tight for the 22m wingspan. The
wind seemed to be lessening suggesting a
weather change and a loss of lift. so we started
the journey back.
I photographed an eagle soaring the slopes
ahead. As we turned underneath him to gain
height, he stalled like Jonathan Livingston
Seagull. Gradually we gained the distance back.
riding the slopes almost as if on a magic carpet.
We returned to Connel at a safe height and
headed out into the lowering sun towards Mull
over the Firth of Lorn.
I said to Tony that with his knowledge of the
mountains and my second mortgage the flight
had been fantastic, He agreed and said that he
had never been so far into the mountains below
the tops without thermal or wave.

DAVID SMITH

1

Davld, who ha more
than 700hrs, a Gold
badge and one Diamond, flies a Nimbus 3
from Blcester where he
Is an Instructor. He
started gliding Yllth
Aqulla GC In 1973, took
lt up erlously with the
Cranfleld Club In 1978
and was their secretary
for many y rs.
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"Close proximity to such
great lumps of granite
concentrates the mind to fly
accurately and gives
Immense satisfaction. "
For me it was a lesson in mountain flying for
which I was so grateful and will never forget in a
hurry. Close proximity to such great lumps of
granite concentrates the mind to fly accurately
and gives immense satisfaction.
There are vast acres of mountains to explore
around Conrilel which perhaps is an ideal training ground for Alpine flying . The area is stunningly beautiful and the opportunities for
spectacular gliding seem to be endless. it Is well
worth the long trailer tow.
Ill

VINTAGE RALLY
There were 55 gliders in the 20th International
Vintage Glider Rally at Terlet, Holland in August,
21 from Britain. With six flying days, 189.16hrs
were flown from 200 winch launches and 245
aerotows, giving only 25.5min/flight.
After the first four hot days, most of our tents
were broken or swept away during the night by
storm force winds. Luckily no gliders were damaged.
Michael Maufe, taking his BAC-7 to its first international rally, was awarded the Musee de l'air
et de I'Espace's grand prize for his efforts.
The 21st International rally will be held at
Zbrazlavice, 70km SE of Prague, during early
August.
CHRIS WILLS
February/March 1993

h GPS oow beoomlog mo'" "allabl•

it may be a good time to remind current users of
the fallibility of GPS and give some pointers to
those considering buying a GPS receiver.
GPS is an aid- it should not be relied upon
as the sole source of navigational reference.
Information on the serviceability of GPS is now
available by lax to users by ringing The UK Civil
Satnav Group GPS Information Service on 0336
40599. The Information in this bulletin is updated
weekly and gives information on availability of
satellites and their predicted performance.
Before readers accuse me of being a Jonah
on the subject let's have a look at a couple of
potential problems:
The US Department of Defence, who operate
the GPS system, state that:
"Users of GPS are cautioned that the system
is not fully operational. Signal availability and
accuracy are subject to change due to an incomplete constellation (ie the number of satellites available) and operational test activities.
Selective availability was activated at Standard
Positioning Service accuracy levels (plus or
minus 1oom for 95% of the time) at 0400UTC
on July 1, 1991 . Variations may be seen in the
effect of Selective Availability during testing, but
the effect should not exceed standard positioning service levels."
The imposition of Selective Availability means
that there is no guarantee that a civilian standard GPS receiver has a horizontal fix better
than plus or minus 1OOm for 95% of the time.
Accuracy will be plus or minus 300m for 99.9%
of the time.
On Friday, October 16, a problem with a Block
11 GPS satellite resulted in many rece1vers computing a totally inaccurate position between 0749
and 1737hrs. As a matter of interest how many
people at Aboyne (or anywhere else for that matter) noticed?
So how does this affect its use with regard to
gliding?
1. The initial inputting of way points requires a

great deal of time and patience if you wish to
build up a reasonable library for TPs. Don'l do it
on your own: get someone else to check what
you've done. Inputting an easterly co-ordinate
instead of westerly co-ordinate can have a fundamental effect on your day. If you haven't got
access to a published list of co-ordinates how
confident are you of your ability to accurately
plot latitude and longitude from a chart?
2. GPS will give a track from wherever you are
to where you want o go in a straight line regardless of what's in the way (clouds stuffed with hills.
controlled airspace etc) so don't throw away your
aeronautical charts.
3 . Airmanship - don't let your eyes become
glue to the GPS receiver- maintain a good
lookout - after all on a good cross-country day
1OOkt of groundspeed = 50m/sec, so GPS is only
good for telling you where you were and where
you are going.
There is another problem to be co nsidered
with GPS receivers currently ava1lable. Where
do you put it? At present receivers are either
mounted on the top of the instrument coaming
or attached to the side of the cockpit wall by various Heath-Robinson devices. I have seen very
few securely panel mounted receivers; is this
safe? Perhaps some readers have ideas on
ergonomics of a GPS equipped cockpit.
I am in no doubt having used GPS coupled to
a locator on cross-country flights that it may be
close to the greatest invention since sliced
bread and goes considerably towards relieving
some of the anxiety associated with crosscountry flying -and not wishing to enter into a
debate on the Willsonian ethics of having a
piece of equipment such as GPS, let's not forget
the basics. After all we managed well enough
Ill
without it.

SIMON WINS VETERANS COMP
The "Coupe Europenne des Veterans" is held
each year at Brienne le Chateau on an ex Nato
aerodrome with a single vast runway located
about 100 miles east of Paris. One of the attractions is that this is in the Champagne region and
a bottle is awarded as a daily prize.
A veteran is defined as someone who has
been gliding for more than 25 years or is over
the age of 50. Simon Redman says that since
he meets both these qualifications by a comfortable margin, he decided to enter with his LS-6
as a change from the usual British competition.
The veterans event was held in conjunction
with a French two-seater competition from
August 2 to 14. The Classes were scored separately but otherwise were completely integrated.
There were 23 entries divided about equally between the two Classes.
Brienne 1992 suffered from the variable
weather which seemed to have been prevalent
last year but there were five completed tasks
with an average length of 209km and speeds of
over 1OOmph were achieved on two days. Simon
won four of the five days and the competition by
over 1OOOpts. He says it is a very well organised
event, deserves more support and thoroughly
recommends it to any reasonably competent old
glider pilot who likes drinking champagne. (Must
apply to most of the gliding movement. Ed.)
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MIKE FAIACLOUGH

he following description will show that I am
really a novice in this aspect of soaring and how
good fortune was on my side as they are my
only two encounters with real wave.
Both flights fol lowed an expedition to
Portmoak With our much loved "all flap and no
brake" PIK 20B. On the first in April 1990 I visited Aboyne and had a 3hr soaring fl ig ht in
strengths of up to 1Okt with the strengt hen ng
westerly wind promising better things for the
next day .
The following morning I rus hed to the airfield
an d after much scratching and scraping , workIng really hard for 2hrs, I couldn't manage more
th an 6000ft . Feeling very over-heated, prickly ,
uncomfortable and th oroughly disgruntled with
my performance, I landed.
Refreshed and coole r I returned for the afternoon performance . Dave Wh ite , the duty instructor who the day before had give n me
invaluable information on wave flying technique
and working lhe local wave system , promised
th e wave contact point was in its regular place
over Loch Kinord in the lee of the high ground
to the west.
Releasing over the loch at 2500ft I was continuing to climb in smooth air until tu rbulent air
and sink aboun ded and I rea lised I was fall ing
out of th e ba se of the wav e. lt meant mo re
searchi ng and some anxious moments before I
eventuall y established a beat across the loch
between two gro un d reference points which
steadily increased to Bkt of lift.
Elated I watched the altimeter winding around
as I rose past the ragged edges of the lower cumulus an d eventua lly it indicated 10 000ft higher than I had ever been in a glider. The
panoram ic vi ew of the rust brown mountains
spread out below with the green Dee vall ey
th reading its way between them and fluffy white
cumulus dotted above was fabulous.
I! then became increasi ng ly misty and I
reali sed I was approaching an upper layer of
stratus and th e canopy had Iced up. At 18 OOOft
the lift was weakening noticeably and 1pushed
forward to th e next even higher bar ahead. I
guessed 90kt indicated to be a good speed as I
rushed through the intermediate sinking air, losing about 5000ft before climbing again .
I had no anxiety about navigation as the river
Dee showed as a reass uri ng si lver thread
through the now tiny dots of scattered cum ulus
and wave bars below. In gradually weake ning
lift and with oxygen now on full flow I worked my
way up to 22 500ft, th e top of the climb.
Relaxing for a few moments I hung seemingly
motion less, su spended in brillia nt light amidst
the va st panorama of gold tint ed clouds far
below and the pale blu e sky above. The sense
of peace and isolation was immense . If only I
had found roo m fo r the camera - but perhaps
the memory is the best recorder of this probably
once in a lifetime experience.
My second wave flying experience was last
April 18th. Retu rning fro m Portmoak I called in
at Glyndwr GC at Den bigh, North Wales .
Clearer air and weste rly winds were forecast
and I had heard of the excellent potential for
wave climbs at this magnificently spacious flat
grass site in the Vale of Clwyd. lt is close enough
to winch launch on to the Clwydian range of hills
whose west facing ridge produces excellent lift
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This is an account of two wave flights, the first for all three
Diamonds at Aboyne and the second at Glyndwr

Mike, photographed with his wife Barbara,
has been a member of Devon & Somerset GC
since 1960. For ten years he ran Dunkeswell
GC with his wife. He has 1600 gliding hours1
400 power, Is a tug pilot and Instructor ana
sharn a PIK and a Super Cub with Barbara.

Photo: Davld Wolff.
throughout its 15 mile length. lt is ideally placed
to phase in with the lee wave produced by
Snowdon and the Cambrian mountains to the
west.
I took an excellent winch launch and joined
the slope about one third ol the way below its
150011 summit. Not knowing the intricacies of
the humps and rifts, I stuck to a point where turbulent lift took me to the level of the top of the
T V mast crown ing the hil l wh ich was a usefu l
marker for the airfield.
I soared the ridge , gradually gai ning experience and ventu ri ng further afield, but the turbu lence was very fatiguing and after an hour I had
had enough. Apparently the wave system was
creating the turbu lence which made ridge flying
diff icult and th at th e ridge was n't always li ke
that! Things could easily change as the pa!lern
shifted.
By the aftern oon the blue sky could be seen
th ro ugh open standing wave s lots in the
genera lly ragged cumulus cover. Taking a second launch I climbed once again on the ridge to
2000ft. The air was less turbulent and the lift
more substantial. Turn ing directly into wind I
could see Ruthin in the sunlight shining through
the wave slot and I quickly climbed to 2800ft.
Pushing forward and approaching the upwind
edge of the ragged cumulus base I worked in
and around the contours of cloud trying to stay

in clear visual air. I climbed quickly up the edges
of the slot until I was in clear air above and going
up at4kt in smoolher ai r. At 6000ftllelt th at I
might become trapped under a thin veil of stratus wh ich threatened to engulf me but through
which I could see the sun.
I increased speed and, still climbing, pushed
forward to the kn ife-like leadi ng edge of this
len1icular looking cloud which capped the cumulostratus below. All above was cl ear blue sky
and I was sti ll climbing at 3 to 4kt. I would guess
the wave sl ot was less than a mile long and beating back and fort h along it seemed quite unnecessary. After some time I fou nd the best
technique to stay centrally positioned in the sys tem was to sit lacing straight into wind and using
as aim ing points the only other two wave caps
visib le which were ahead but at a lower level.
As I cli mbed stead ily through 11 OOOft and
with oxygen on. I cou ldn't believe my luck. Wh en
flying at 45kt I gradually dlifted back downwind.
The dead smooth air giving way to a slight flutter
rather like a pre stall buffet warned me to
increase speed to 55kt to re-establi h my
position .

lt now occurred to me that I
might exceed the height of
my previous wave climb

Passing 18000ft at 3kt I hadn't moved at all
and could still see Ruthin through the wave slot
below. The distance between my wave bar and
the two ahead appeared insuffi cient lo give any
greater amplitude to my climb but still I went up,
slowly but surely at 2kt and passing 20 000". lt
now occurred to me that I might well exceed the
height of my previous wave climb and this on
only my second real wave experience!
As I approached 24 000ft the rate of climb had
dim in ished to 1kt and I was now search ing
around in different po itions to ensure that I
really had reached the top, I scraped a further
700ft . T his flight had produced 24700ft in one
straight cli mb off the ridge - far more easily
achieved than my previous wave cli mb.
Basking in the warming rays of the sun and
wearing only one extra pair of socks and a
quilted flying suit, amazingly I was stilt quite
warm and only then found it necessary to put
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on my gloves. I was enjoying all the same marve llous sen sations as on rny previous wave
flight - the only difference was the solid cloud
cover below. Miles ahead to the west was a lone
lenticular at about my level which I guessed
would be above Snowdonia. What astrono mical heights would be gained by future pilots prepared to press on into this primary wave?
The slot I had corne through an hour ago. and
wt1ich was the only indication of my position over
the ground, looked infinitesimal. lt was my only
way back with any certainty so with flap fully extended I spiralled downwards on the long jour·
ney to terra firma, hoping there was still time for
Barbara to have a go.
Descending through 12 00011 I made what
later proved to be a bad decision. Through the
brilliant whiteness of the cloud tops I could see
another small opening which I judged to be further north along the valley and th refore closer
to the site. At 870011 I had the c hoice of descending through my now apparently narrowing
original slot or going for the new, smaller aperture.
Through both I could see the odd glimpse of
roads. houses and green fields so I knew I
wouldn't emerge over high ground and should
have 2500ft below cloud to son things out.
Heading for the smaller hole, which was now no
more than a wingspan's Width, I dived almost
vertically through it and emerged from brilliant
whiteness into grey overcast gloom.
Pulling off my speed I settled just below the
ragged mass of over-developed cumulus at
2400ft. I could see the coast and the ridge with
!he TV mast about five miles away, but somehow I felt disorientated and decided to check
the chart.
As I am now encumbered with reading
glasses I put these an. only to find them repeatedly steam1ng up - the lenses were still ice cold
from the high altitude and I gave up further attempts at IMC map reading and headed off towards the TV mast and base.
On realisi ng that in the rough unpredictable
air the chances of finding the site were becoming remote . I decided that with 1800ft it would
be prudent to choose a good field and land. lt
was gusty and I studied the surface for indications of wind direction.
I circled trying to judge my drift over the
ground, but without success and was now at
1OOOft I then saw a steeply upward sloping field
which I thought might be into wind but should
this not be so at least the uphill landing would
reduce my ground round. Using lull flap and
sideslip I made a safe arrival at the top of the
slope. Opening the canopy I found the wind was
blowing behind my left ear! I had landed near
the town of Mold.
No wonder I had felt disorientated - my badly
chosen hole in the cloud had brought me out on
the downwind side of the range and although I
was heading for the TV mast, it was from the
opposite direction. Well lessons learned and no
harmdonel
Back at Glyndwr I was told that I had broken
the site record. From my limited experience In
wave soaring, I would definitely recommend this
sile for its wave potential has by no means been
fully exploited and I am sure this site record
won't stand for long.
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GILLIAN SPRECKLEY

Gillian tells of her experiences at the Czechoslovakian
Women's NationaJs at Ceske Budejovice in southern Bohemia
last August

Gllllan (left) with Jilt Burry and Ollver
Spreckley debriefing after another hard day!

Wawo<a oo the h"t mom'"" to britliaot
sunshin and the sound of a winch singing in the
distance. For the first time in years my stomach
fluttered at the prospect of going flying . I had half
been hoping it would rain.
Not the sentiments of a glider pilot you might
think. but this was different. The fi rst competition in a country I had never flown in- what would
the fields be like, how would I navigate. how
wo uld I communicate with the natives, would
they have 'phones? Then there were the more
immediate problems of understanding the briefing, launching behind what looked like flying
skips and understanding the weather over foreign terrain.
Competi on flying isn't everyone's cup of tea
but going abroad to compete provides that
added spice to appeal to the Paul Theroux in us.
This was an adventu re more than a serious
event for Jilt Burry and me but the good weather
did eventually squeeze out the competitive
streak in us.
To fly in eastern Europe still has many practical barriers, the most important being airspace
restric!lons, but to fly as part of an organised
competition avoids many of these hassles. The
competition was in two Classes - the 15 Czech

made Gradient , a metal fuselage and glassfibre wing glider of little better performance than
a K-6E, and the handicapped International Class
with 12 entries including a Ventus. LS-6. Discus.
ASW-19 and ASW-15.
Apart from us there were two other foreigners
-a Hungarian and a Pole and the fo ur of us were
the only pilots with crews. In Czechoslovakia
women are fig hting for th e opportu nity to fly in
mixed competitions, but the problem is purely a
lack of gliders. Although they have many active
clubs. most of the flyin g is in Blaniks. As there
are only about 40 high performance singleseaters. these do the rounds of all the competi·
tions and trailers are almost unheard of, hence
the lack of crews. Al most all retrieves we r by
aerotow and on the day when everyone landed
out, some did not get back until the next morning.
In theory the airspace restrictions were prohibitive. mainly because military permission has
to be gained for all cross-countries. We were not
allowed to stray more than 15km off track and
the upper ceiling was usually around ?500ft. But
on a few days the director did get permission for
us to fly into the mountains that form the border
•
with Austria.
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MOWBRAY VALE - STOP PRESS
INSURANCE
It will have come to the attention of many glider owners and clubs that all is not well.
The purpose of this notice is to reassure you regarding the current position.
The non-aviation business of Mowbray Vale has oeen taken over by the ARNOTT GROUP.
However all matters relating to aviation have been passed to us.
In the past much of the glider and fixed wing business which you may have given to Mowbray
was then passed to us for placing in the Uoyd's or London Insurance Company market.
In those cases where we have handled business you only have to show that the premium was
paid to Mowbray Vale in order to validate your insurance. We do now have the various records
for the Mowbray Vale office and wiU do our best to contact clients as necessary.
If you as a Mowbray Vale client experience any difficulties or are in any way concerned please
do contact our London office and speak with Tim Proctor, Tom Ellis or other members of our
aviation staff.
We are here to help you, and equally would appreciate your help to see that nobody is
uninsured.

T. L. CLOWES AND COMPANY LIMITED
8 Crosby Square, London EC3A 6AQ
Tel: 071 628 8844 Fas 071 338 0033

Soaring

Pwt

A NEW LIMITED EDmON PRINT
by Martin Alien, aviation artist and rather average glider pilot.
This large (34" x 20") high quality litho print on 190 g.s.m. art
board is signed by the artist and numbered . Production limited to
250 prints. Prints rolled with tissue in a tube and sent recorded
delivery. Allow 21 days for delivery.

I,.....-, -PRIN-T-£3-2 .5_
0_
0-,l l 2 PRINTS £62.50 0 1 1,......3-P-R-INT-S-£9-2.-50-0--,1
TICK ONE BOX

NAME ... ..................... ................ SIGNATURE ..... ........... ....... ..... .
ADDRESS ........ ... ........ .. ........... ..... ....... ............ .. ... .. ........ ...... ...... ..
................ ....... .......... .......... ..... ...... ... POSTCODE ......... .............. .
Make cheques/postal orders payable to

Rylng Colours, P.O. Box 21, Loughborough LE11 3AW.
If nol salisfted wilh your print(s) please return w ithin 14 days for a full refund.

JOINT AIR SERVICES
SELLERS. Send us a full description of the glider or equipment that you want to sell, and
for one payment of just £15.00 those details will stay on our Database until you advise us
otherwise.
BUYERS. One-stop phone call for customers worldwide gives comprehensive information
on what is for sale in the UK and Europe. (Small buyers commission payable).
T. A. and K. M. ~OINT, 42 Anstey Road, Alton, Hants GU34 2RB
Tel: 0420 88664
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BOHEMIAN ADVENTURES

MOUNTAIN FLYING SKILLS
British pilots visiting the French Alps for the first
time are often frustrated to see their fellow aviators achieving interesting and challengi n~ crosscountries whilst their own lack of mountain skills
and experience keeps them fairly local.
it takes tim and possibly several visits tor the
flat earth pilot to discover that the sale and reliable routes around the mountains are based on
slope lilt, valley breeze. thermodynamic lift, canvergence and similar phenomenon which don't
often occur in the UK. Furthermore the mass and
size of the mountains and the limited number of
safe landing fields have a sobenng effect on all
but the bravest (foolhardy?) first lime visitor.
To help experienced fl at land pilots get the
best from mountain flying in the shortest learning period, Roger Blagl and Jacques Noel, two
of France's most experienced mountain pilots,
opened a mountain flying school last year at Gap
Tallard cal led the Association Fram;aise de Vol
Voile en Montage.
Despite the poorer than average weather in
1992, courses were nearly fully booked. They
continue this yeaJ from March to September 10
in Janus and Calif gliders at 14950/week inclusive with 15hrs instruction In mountai n flyi ng
techniques and exploration . Not exactly cheap
but a real force multiplier for your capability to
achieve long and safe cross-country flights In
some of tha most beautiful scenery.
This yeaJ, in addition, bookings are offered to
clubs who wish to bring a party and some of their
aircraft for two or three weeks. All the courses
are in English.
Apply to Jacques Noel, 16 rue Emile Boyoud,
04600 St Auban. Tel 010 33 92 64 28 63.
PETER HEARNE

a

The Czechoslovakian made Gradient.
He was visibly emotional when he gave the
news at briefing . We were delighted because
the stable conditions in the flat lands made
cross-countries almost impossible for a few
days, wh ilst in the mountains we had beautiful
cumulus to ?500ft.
The terrain was similar to southern Englandbeautiful, green rolling countryside but with bigger fields, more forests and a much smaller population. Many of the TPs were the magnificent
castles for which Bohemia is famous.
We flew on eight of the 12 days and on the
day everyone landed out the task was 41 1km.
Five of the eight days were blessed with cumulus with bases ranging from 5000 to 750011 and
winners' speeds were from 80 to 1 1Okm/h. On
the blue days with thermals from 4500 to 6200ft
top speeds were from 65 to BOkm/h. The average task length was 250km and in the

...c..

Portmoaj/'

Scouish ( Jiding Unicr~r'dmired
\_,.,....,~

Post solo courses a vailable from
April.
• Ab-Initio & AEI courses also
available.

• All year round soaring in thermal
wave & ridge.
• Launching by winch and aerotow.
For Details Con tact ;
The Secretary

International Class most competitors flew about
2000km.
And landing out? No worries - Jill and I landed
in the same field on the second day and were
whisked away on the back of mopeds to the local
hostel , served beer. sausages and something
like schnapps, all on the house . We s howed
them our letter from the competition organisa tion and they rang in for us, giving all the wrong
directions! Luckily we had a handheld radio so
whe n we had had enough beer we installed
ourselves on the side of the road into the village
and e ventually guided the trusty crews in by
radio.
The Czechs are obviously proud of their history in aviation having produced many aircraft
and gliders and with a good record at world level
in gliding. This was explained by the amazing
support given this competition . They had the
help, advice and financial support of the Czech
Aeroclub; Jaroslav Vach, their national team
manager and coach, was present and one of the
team pilots (placed 3rd in the Europeans) was
flying a Janus during the competition. The organisation, especially the Met, was very professional and the social lite was enjoyable.
The real reason for our visit was to case the
joint for this coming season when the Women's
European Championships wi ll be at this site
starting on July 24. The competition will be fierce.
The 1 992 winner of the International Class
was Hana Zejdova (Ventus), a professional gliding instructor. She flies in Australia and the
French Alps during the winter and last year a
Discus at her home club in the summer. The
Germans couldn't come this time as the dates
clashed with their Women's Nationals, but they
hold the 15 Metre Class title. This January
Czechoslovakia became two countries, a development we hope won't affect the competition this
summer.

Scottish Gliding Unio n

Leading results of the International Class:- 1.

Portmoak Airfield
Scotlandwell KY13 711
059 284 543

H. Ze jdova (Ventus) 5787pts, 2. E. Petranova
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(Discus) 5655pts and 3. L. Kulhanova (Discus) 5596pts

-all Czechs-, 10. G. Spreckley (LS-6c)
12. J. Burry (LS-6c) 4260pts.

THIS DEFIES COMMENT!
Dick Stratton, BGA chi I technical officer, sent
us a cutting from the Bicester Advertiser which
reads: "Villagers near the Upper Heyford airbase
are to ask the Ministry of Defence to control
airspace above the base when it closes in 1993.
USAF alrcrews will continue to fly locally for six
weeks a year on exercises. but people are worried that pilots of ligh t aircraft who get used to
using the space between those occasions may
stray Into the paths of planes during the exercises."

JOHN EDWARDS
BGA Senior Inspector

C ofA Inspections
Repairs & Restorations
Wate r mill Industria l Estate

A!.ipenden R ad. Buntingford
H erts . G9 9 JS
Tel: 0763 27 161 2 (works)
0763 !:!9460 ( home)

4943p~
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THE ARM-CHAIR PILOT

c

c

How critical is the Critical
Rate Of Climb?

Maoy

mooy ' " " ' ago, wheo the A< mChair Pi lot was in his best- speed-to-fly inf ncy,
his mentor Ken Mach ill (CFI of the Cambridge
Club fo r many years) told him that the theory was
all a waste of time an yway - the only thing that
mattered was th e achieved rate of cli mb.
Maximise that, he said , and it really did not matte r how last o ne flew between th erm als . But it
was still fun to do the theory, just as it is was fun
to pore over maps in the winter and plan heroic
cross-countries.
In th ose far off days the theory said that the
best speed to fly between th ermals was determin d by the average rate of climb. T hen, in
1964, along came the th reshold theorem (first
published, of cou rse, in that leading journal S&G,
October issue. p364) : The best speed to fly between thermals 1s found from the standard theory , but the "av erage rate of cli mb " is to be
replaced by the chosen "criti cal rate of cli mb",
w ~1ere th e "crit ical rate of climb" is simply the
threshold rate below which the pilot chooses to
dolphin rather than circl e.
11 goes without saying that the cri tical rate is
less than the average rate, thus supporting the
sceptics of the old theory. who had always said
that it led to inter-thermal speeds which were too
high. But what is the relation between the critical
rate and the average rate? By what margin was
the old th eory unsatisfactory? How sensitive is
cross-cou ntry speed to the choice of the critical
rate?
As computers developed it was inevitab le that
John Pring le's delightful board game Therm al
Dice (which he described in the February 1960
issue of S&G, p18) shoUld be programmed, and
equally inevitable that after the disc<>very of the
thresho ld theorem the players in the game
should be left with only having to chose their critical rates. since the computer could work out the
corresponding correct speeds itself and implement them. This, of course, spoilt the fun, as well
as leading to the next inevitable development the computer adjusting the critical rate .
The Arm-C hair Pilot's program AUTOPILOT
has been playing by Itself In this way since 1980,
but alter the first few 100km triangles it became
boring to watch it any more. lt has built up quite
a bit of experience, however, and we can quiz it
about the questions that interest us.
Its set task is a 100km triangle. There are 13
thermals of varying strengths and widths, and
indeed the strength of each varies with height,
building up to a maximum at 3500ft and fi nally
fizzling out at 5000ft. The strongest thermals are
between 8 and 9kt. and of course along the route
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th e rising air is exactly compensated by sinking
air between the thermals. (Re I pilots do better
than this by "following the energy," and with modern !light-record ing facilities we will be able to
find out how much better. ) Altho ~h the thermal
profile is stored in the computer,"A UTOPILOT is
not allowed to make use of this information by
anticipati ng the position and strength of the neX1
thermal- in other words. it' s a blue day . T he
glider is an unballasted Astir CS?? .
The only choice left for the operator of the program is the cr itica l rate . This is sometimes
anacll ro nisticly call ed th e "MacC ready va lue "
because it is the value that is set on a variome ter' s MacCread y ri ng (or its modem electron ic
equivalent) . Bu t Paul MacCready invented his
ring in 1949 in the days of the old theory, and it
is the critical rate of cli mb, or C ROC. that must
be specified under the new theory. (Or shall we
call it the MATHS , the Minimum Acceptable
THerm al Strength ?)

ti me because the Astir then circles interm inably
in no sink at the top of the fi rst thermal, bu t a
cautious 0.1 kt sent it round in 1hr 33min 27sec.
about the same time as a near-suicidal 9kt setti ng ! (10kt was suicidal. with the Astir landing
half way round the triangle.) So the first thing we
leam is that the CROC does matter - of course
-but only to an accuracy of about ~kt .
At the winning CROC ol 3.5kt the mean rate
ol climb in thermals was 4.5kt, and th is was th e
maximum for any CROC, as is also shown by
Fig 1. Just as Ken Mach in said, one must maximise the mean rate of climb, by which is here
meant "choose the CROC so as to maximise the
mean rate of cli mb co nsistent with completing
the task" (for a discussion of the balance between cross-country speed and the probability
of landing short, see - if you can find a copy S&G for February 1963 p 12 , "A Stochastic
Cross -country or Festina Lente"). The reason
that beyond the optimum CROC the mean rate

Mean rate of climb
fRH scale)
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Critical rate af climb {kf)

The Astir starts its cross-country from 3000ft
and f! i s according to the thres hold theorem with
the chosen CAOC . This rate is changed as the
flight proceeds, according to two parameters,
the height and the distance to the goal : as the
Astir falls below 3500ft the CROC is gradually
reduced to lessen the probability of a premature
landing , whi lst as it approaches the goal the
CROC is gradually increased as the possibility
of an outlanding recedes. All this is done automatically, so the only parameter under the con trol of the operator is the initial CROC.
We can now instruct AUTOPILOT to get on
with the fly ing and tell us how long the 1OOkm
triangle takes for various initial CROC settings.
Whilst on the job it can al so record the amount
of time spent circling and the mean rate of climb
whilst circling. Fig 1 shows the time for the flight
graphed against the CROC.
The best CROC is about 3.5k1,1eading to a
time of t hr 4mln 34sec. At 2.5kt the time was
1hr 7min 13sec and at Skt it was 1hr 6min 1sec.
Of course, a CROC of Okt leads to an infinite

of climb starts to decrease is, of course, that the
Astir then keeps on getting low throug h fly ing
too fast , and has to recover using weal<. lift.
The difference of only 1kt between the CROC
and the mean rate must not deceive us Into thinking that the old theory was almost satisfactory,
for that would not be to compare like with like:
the modern threshold theory tel ls us not only
what speed to fly between thermals but also. unlike the old theory, when to thermal.
Finally, AUTOPILOT revealed a further minimum associated with the best time for the trian gle: the amount of lime spent circling. So the
happy winner not only minimises the flight ti me,
but the lime spent circling. as well as maximising the mean rate of climb. 'Twas ever thus.
What's left to do? We ll, once the Arm-Chair
Pilot has got AUTOPILOT running on a PC in
PASCAL (the original version Is in BASIC) he is
going to see how quickly this particular 1OOkm
triangle can be flown by a pilot who can detect
the position and strength of the thermals ahead.
In due oourse he will report what he finds.
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MIKECUMING

uring the first seven months we met pretty
well all our targets w1th more first solos than any
other club in the UK, despite being new in the
worst weather imaginable and in the middte of a
huge recession. And we are expanding this season with two airfields, rather better gliders and
even more fun !
The table below shows what we actually
achieved, what we expected to achieve (and
budgeted for) and in the last column what we secretly hoped to achieve.
Topic
Result
First solos
44
Bronze legs
33
Silver legs
22
Launches
6976
AEI instructors
14

Expectation
65

10
15
7000
6

Hope
100
2.0
25

10000
10

You can see that we met all the expectat1ons
except the total number of first solos. The principal reasons for that shortfall were the weather
and - more significantly- the fact that almost
half our customers had already gone salol
Furthermore, two-thirds of our pupils came back
for another course later in the season and this
also kept the number of pre-solo pupils artilicialty low. Thi does, however, explain the higher
than expected level of Bronze and Silver legs...

"Value for money"- and other
secret weapons for 1993
Our two big secret weapons are the introduction of a two week course, which will really get
good results. and !he very high level of repeat
business we have experienced. Both follow on
from the precept of giving good value for money.
We know gl1der pilots lend to be skinflints and
although we don't offer computerised accounts
or telephones which are always manned, i does
mean students' course lees can fund more time
in th e air- and this seems to go down pretty
well I
Two-thirds of last year's pupils came back for
more training before the end ot the season and
I take this to mean that !hey are satisfied with
what we do. Now we want to do even better, and
are endeavouring to improve on the inevitable
cock-ups which took place during our fi rst law
months.
Ground school and wet weather programmes
seem almost non-existent elsewhere and our
Bronze badge and other lectures during the
downpours went down well and whiled away
some of the bad weather days. We visited the
RAF Upper Heyford radar room once a week
during bad weather (and enjoyed excellent relations wilh the USAF in all respects , despite
operating within their UHMAA).

Where we went wrong
Most of our btg mistakes were down to lack of
preparation. lt took exactly 12 weeks from beginning negotiations with the farmer to running
the first course, so it was quite a rush to write
and print the brochures. buy and C of A the fleet
and winch. clear a derefiCt hangar, hire the staff
and hundreds of other little Jobs.!
We didn't feel able to run evening trial lessons
until quite late in the year because all !he early
evenings were spent keeping the fleet and vehi-
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Mike set up his gliding training organisation in just 12 weeks
and operated for seven months in 1992 at Hinton-in-theHedges. In the April issue, p88, he set out his goals and sent
us a sealed bid listing his hoped-for results. Now he tells us
how the results compare with his forecast
cl s seviceable. This improved greatly with experience and when the crop was harvested so
that we were able to fly off the stubble (now sown
to grass for this year). Hopefully a winter's preparation in the ITght of last year's mistakes will mean
a really good start on March 8, as soon as our
Polish wave soaring expedition ends.
Our pupils took us rather by surpnse; we had
many more part-trained or already-solo than I
had imagined and it took a little while to work out
how to make best progress with them. To illumi·
nate this remarl< - and perhaps help other clubs
and instructors - the principal categories we encountered were as follows:·
''Thlnklng-about-gMng-up-gllding-becauseof.the-lack-of-progress". We had expected to
attract quite a few trainees in !his category but
were frankly startled by !he number of such
pupils and the horror stories they told. No wonder they found our brochure attractive! These
poor people fall into alf of the categories dis·
cussed below...
Genuine sb-fnltlos. We had very few absolutely
genuine ab-inftios; most had had several previous trial lessons and many had attended
courses.The few genuine beginners were never
a problem and almost all went solo within the
five day course. They had no bad habits to overcome and learned quickly with one or at most
two instructors to work with. The most signili·
cant problems were fatigue (unused to being
outdoors on the airfield all day) and changes in
weather conditions from day to day.
Pupils who had alresdy done a course elsewhere. This is embarrassing. The single most
difficult category were those who had already
done one or more courses elsewhere.
Al most invariably they had been rushed
through exercises , not just too s on but much
too soon (the typical nightmare logbook showed
8~1 51aunches including a go· at take-off, a •go"
at aerotowing, a •go" at landing, a •go· at ci rcuits, etc). 11 took us two or three days just to
teach them the basics (lookout. turning, heading-holding, speed control, ate} while to their
frustration the beginners tended to leapfrog
them.
We just about invariably failed to get these
students solo in a week. although almost all rebooked for further training and went solo after a
few more days with us. 11 is largely for these

pupils that we have developed the two week
course for this year.
Part-trained club members. This is good news.
Club members tended to be quite well-trained
and were very good at airfield hygiene -groundhandling, retrieve driving, etc- but had simply
not flown enough, or often enough , or with far
too many instructors. The typical club member
we saw had done perhaps 35 launches but flew
like someone who had done 20.
Th eir training tended to have been rather
staid, with little or no emphasis on handling difficu lt situations like low circu its or cable breaks.
not nearly enough stall training and -usuallynot much soaring experience. However what
they had been taught had generally been taught
well and we had little difficulty in building on this
and getting good resulls.
The typical club member student went solo
on Wednesday or Thursday and ended the week
in the K-8 with at least one Bronze leg and commonly with a Silver height.
Advanced courses. The advanced course
members tended to be looking for Bron ze or
Silver badges, but could not get the necessary
training or encouragement back at base. A lot
came from the larger clubs w hich highlights
something the BGA coaches have been saying
for years -namely that there is a big need for
post-solo training within club environments.
11 commonly took us at least two days to get
the "advanced" pupils up to a satisfactory solo
standard, the usual shortfalls being stall/spin
training, the ability to turn properly and hence
soar. and aerotow/ navigation/field landing
checks. We found that a good deal of ground
school was necessary to get pupils up to the
standard we wanted; in the event the weather
provided us with plenty of opportunities for this!
The advanced flying programme tended to be
short triangular cross-country flights in the K-21
or K-13 -typically 60 to 1OOkm - to teach soaring and practise scratching away from a winch
launch. Very few had ever had a two-seater
cross-country trip so this item was high on the
priority list. We usually followed this up with
some motor glider time , my favourite routes
being navigation trips out to either Dunstable or
Husbands Bosworth; tea and sticky buns while
debriefing/ rebriefing at the destination and field
landing training on the way home
•
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WHAT HAPPENED IN A WEEK

EB80 - The Investment ofyour Life!

For only £ 750+VAT incl packing and carry bag
A Parachute designed to provide a safe exit and Low speed descent to even the htaviest of pilo ts
yet occupying minimwn cockpit space and pro viding long dur.llion comfo rt .
Your lift is too valuable to trust t an infe rio r design.
P

ORMANCE DATA

Max. oper.1tional height: lO,OOOft
Max. depJoymem speed: ISO kno ts

Weight of assem bly: 14lb
Rat~ of descent at 255lb: 17.7 ft/s

lrvin Gn:al Britain Ud
Tcknicld Way , Lctchwort.h, Hcrtfo.rdsh.i.re
Gttit Britain, SG6 IEU
1't'lcphone: Lctchworth (046l) 482000
t-JUNTINL,
''

FacsUnilt':0462~007

After this we sent most of the advanced pupils
on short cross-countries, in either the K-Ss or
the ASW-15. They roamed the local skies without being too much of a menace , although regrettably most were cheated of more badge legs
by the rotten weather. Sorry!

The weather
Like everyone else, we lost numerous days
due to unremitting rain, and many of the flyable
days were simply too windy for the K-Ss. I! wasn 't
thermic enough either and we only had a few
usable wave days.
We did get one lucky and slightly unexpected
break - the huge high that persisted during late
May for several weeks. While most of the country was enveloped in fog until mid-afternoon for
days on end, Hinton airfield turned out to be
smack in the middle of a very useful conver-

gence zone, radius about 20 miles, which gave
us excellent soaring and climbs to almost 600011.
Several Silver distance briefings during this
period included a requirement to follow the receding fog edge while keeping high and it must
have been amusing to arrive after 5hrs with two
or three Silver legs on the barograph to find the
hangar just being unpacked at the destination!

A question of standards
Everyone must naturally wonder about the
quality of the early solo pilot being produced and
I am happy to report that our standards are no
lower than anywhere else and, if anything , are
rather higher.
Our investment in new cable at regular intervals meant relatively few genuine cable breaks
(so we had to do a lot of simulated ones I) and
we used both the Falke motor glider and tactical

SKYLAUNCH WINCH
400HP 7.4 litre Chevrolet VB Enlillne thru· Stanclllrd
3 Speed Automatic Gearbox and T orque Converte r:
Excellent Acceleration and accurate Power Control.
Reliable running and Odourless exhaust from cheap clean burning
Propane Fuel.
High Quality Engineering and unique Sprung Cable feed produces
Launches of exceptional Smoothness.
Easy Maintenance , simple design, dependable Operation .
Simple controls in a comfortable air filtered cab with heating makes
for pleasant, easy driving.

Sln91e or Twin Dn.an Wlnchea at £32,000 and £35,000
alao Retrieve Wlnc:Ma to pt'Ovlde complete Launching

"If'• ""• fiOinfl up Oft lblll•l"
Designed and built in Britain by

D & MENGINEERING

Syatem.

Come and See One in operation at the
Midland Gliding Club
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aerotowing (despite the noise and cost) to maximum effect. I flew with just about every student
at least once which enabled me to calibrate the
performance of the instructors as well as th e
trainees.
I am aware of four course pupils we couldn't
quite send solo but who then went solo the very
next day at their home club; and of course we
must have sent at least a few who would otherwise- sooner or later- have gone solo anyway
in the club environment. But who cares? All that
matters is that we had tun and got results .
I am also aware that some of our alumni have
encountered scepticism on return to thei r own
club but this seems to wear off very quickly once
it is seen that they can in fact fly . Cl ub instructors are after all genuinely interested in the wellbeing of their pupils , even if it is hard at first to
believe that last week's stumblie is this week's
K-Spilot.
Twice I have been contacted (perhaps
tongue-in -cheek) to comment on cases of suspected fraudulent logbook entries by our pupils.
To put the record straight we had only seven
students all year who failed to reach the 35
launches we guarantee in a week (and who
therefore had a pro -rata refund of their course
fee); the overall average achieved was 42
launches per pupil for advanced courses and
49 for solo courses . Most club pilots seem to
find these figures quite incredible , hence the
suspected fraud !
The highest figures recorded were 83
launches in a week and -on a different occasion - 35 in a single day, both by early solo pilot
hours' builders . I don't approve of quite that
much flying and reprimanded the ,i nstructors
concerned , although the pupils themselves
most emphatically did not complain! This year
our guarantee will remain at35 bull expect the
achieved figures will drop slightly to around the
low forties since I hope we will get better
weather and do more soaring.
This question of standards- and others have al ready been discussed at some length
through the letters column of S& G with the broad
outcome of sceptics saying it can't or won't work
and our students saying that it jolly well did work.
Still undecided? Come and try for yourself!

Young people and the "standby
scheme"
The aim of this scheme was to enable young
people - initially students -to take up unsold
course places at cost price and so learn to glide
at a price they could perhaps affo rd. I've been
involved for some years in the on -going BGA
effort to encourage more young pilots and this
seemed a good way of doing something practical about it.
Around a dozen students learned to glide in
this way - mostly at Easter - and it was quite entertaining. Younger people tend, of course, not
to be too well organised and didn't always seem
particularly grateful, which could be a bit trying
at times. However the scheme will continue in
1993- expanded so that it encompasses young
people and not just students - and I hope we get
more trainees (and even more fun) in this way. I
should be grateful for any help in publicising this
scheme.
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

The K-13 on take-off.

Women, the disabled and other
minorities
Partly to meet the Sports Council and BGA
goals, partly because it seemed right and partly
because we had Gary Ben nett driving the winch
and instructing from his wheelchair, we seem to
have developed an unholy expertise in helping
disabled people to learn to glide. We modified
three gliders to include hand-operated controls
and plan to continue this initiative.
We seem also to have had some success with
women, training many more female pilots than
the usual club ratio of 9%. I don't have a ready
explanation for this but think it might be something to do with a relaxed attitude and a minimum of wasted time. This same reasoning would
also perhaps explain a good success rate with
(male) "hopeless cases" from the club instructing system- who turned out, very often, simply
to be frustrated or over-stressed.

Older people
One conspicuously prominent group were the
recently retired or in many cases prematurely
retired. Naturally they tended to learn at a slower
rate and often got quite tired after a day's exer-

..

tion at the launch point. But they were- in the
main- very patient and thorough and almost always turned into good pilots albeit after a few
days' extra training . This group also were in my
mind when I planned the two week courses for
this year.

Expansion plans
I re-learned that K-13s are much better instructing tools than K-?s- so we're re-equipping
with a fleet which will be mostly K-13s. I also relearned that you can never have too much power
in the winch engine, so that's being up-graded
too.
The Falke was worth it's weight in gold for all
sorts of reasons and this year we'll have two,
although admittedly that is partly to cope with
motor glider PPL training . The Falke can 't
replace the gliders for training but it's good sport
and exceptional for dealing with many exercises
and in particular for nervous pupils.
We learned the difficulty of operating on a
short dusty unprepared site and Hinton's runways have been graded, the main run extended
and 160 acres of crop sown to grass which
should help. More to the point, we have taken
on the nearby Edgehill airfield which has the potential to be superb. We have been working on it
all winter to create large unobstructed grass
areas and useful hangarage.

Hinton-in-the-Hedges

.---~~~----~----~----

The Barking Mad GC!
Barrie Elliott and my other friends at Bicester
rapidly coined this term to describe our activities
at Hinton and while I am reluctant to accept its
validity I concede that it - along with other terms
-seems to have stuck. So it will appear as our
T-shirt logo!

Instructor training
We ran one BGA assistant ·instructor course
and half-a-dozen AEI courses. They are a lot of
fun and we'll be running even more this year.
Some candidates came to us out of a sense of
curiosity but I think our lower prices drew much
of the business; also, word is getting around that
we have a good time! This is true.
The rather variable instructor standards reflected in many of our pupils' skills raise the interesting question of improved instructor
training, and I have been working with the BGA
national coaches to prepare a series of courses
for 1993 which include "Instructor refresher" and
"Full rating preparation" as well as the completion course which is already a part of the normal
assistant instructor training.
ICI

Edgehill

Photo A. Mid-morning cu at 1030hrs on a very unstable day. Each
cloud is a separate feature and none rise high.

Photo B. By 1130hrs the cu formed groups aligned along the wind .
Groups of cloud can grow bigger.

SKYWATCH-A ----inners Guide to
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Part 6, Cumulo-Nimbus
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of the most violent effects of the atmosphere with
thunderstorms, cloudbursts, tornadoes, downbursts and fierce squalls. These clouds vary
greatly in size and destructiveness; some produce nothing more than a brisk shower of rain.
This is a description of some of the smaller and
less dangerous cu-nim found in unstable polar
air over the UK. A description of the more ferocious storm clouds which occur in tropical air is
planned for a later issue.

Photo E. In mid-afternoon another tower of
cu tried to form but failed.

Conditions for cu-nims
Cu-nims usually develop when the air is unstable to heights well above the freezing level.
In order to produce rain the cloud top nearly always has to rise above the freezing level. At sub
zero temperatures it contains both wate r
droplets and ice crystals. The vapour pressure
over ice is less than over water and when they
are mixed the ice crystals grow at the expense
of water droplets. This forms snow which melts
into rain when it falls below the freezing level.

Some warm clouds can give a
shower
This mixture of ice and water is not always essential for a shower; some big cumuli produce

showers even though the temperature at the top
is above zero. This is thought to be due to coalescence when large, faster falling drops collide
with and grow by collecting the smaller droplets
in their path. This takes rather a long time and is
not so efficient as the ice/water process.

Where the energy comes from
The energy available depends on the amount
of latent heat released by condensation. This in

Photo F. Big cu in advance of a long cu-nim
line. Anvils were spreading from the south
(left); all clouds vanished northwards.

Photo C. About 1200hrs the groups had grown larger with tendrils
Photo D. Around 1400hrs full sized cu-nims had developed.
below showing strong lift.
Photo G. A relatively small tropical cu-nim growing on the upwind (right) side and showering
on the left.
turn depends on the amount of water vapour held
in the air. The warmer the air the more water
vapour it can hold and the greater the energy released when clouds form. Fig 1 shows a simplified tephigram . Pressure lines range from
1OOOmb (usually near sea level) to 150mb which
is about 45000ft. The temperatures are shown
from 30° on the right to -sooon the left. Three
types of airmass are represented ; arctic air,
much the coldest, appears on the left; the
shaded area shows the energy released when
cumuli form in this very frigid air. The amount is
relatively small which is why one rarely finds
thunderstorms in high latitudes.
In the middle is polar air. The shaded area
shows these clouds can release quite a lot of energy when the air moves into temperate regions
like the UK. On the right is tropical air which has
an enormous amount of energy available. This
only reaches the UK in summer.

The highest cu-nims grow in
tropical air
Fig 1 shows that the top of the shaded area is
usually low in arctic air (about 1800011 in this di-
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Fig 1. How the amount of energy varies
between arctic and tropical air.
agram ) and high in tropica l air. In polar air the
energy often reaches as high as 35 OOOft. In very
moist tropical air the positive energy has been
found to extend above 4500011. In fact tropical
cu-nims may rise so !as: that the tops overshoot
this level and go very much higher than shown
here; a few r<.dar measurements showed tops
to 58 00011. The size and ferocity of cu-nims is
closely connected to the energy available, and
the height to which the cloud grows.

Stages in the growth of a cu-nim
over land
Forecasts of cu-nims are largely based on the
latest upper air soundings made at some upwind
station. When these are plotted on a tephigram
and modified to take into account the surface
heating and the dew point one can find the con-

A

B

densatlon level (effectively the cloudbase) and
th e possible cloud top. The cloud is assumed to
grow to the top of the shaded area; a vigorous
clo ud will overshoot this level and the final top
may be several thousand feet higher.
The first clouds rarely g~ h ooting up to the
theo retical maximum in one bo und; it normally
takes several hours before tops reach their fu ll
height. Fig 2 shows the process.
A. T he first cu muli are both small and numerous. Each little cloud is an independent feature.
As its top rises it draws in some of the surrounding air and, if this is relatively dry , the little cloud
tower starts to evaporate. Evaporation coo ls it
and the cloud soon decays. Tall thi n clouds usually have a short life. Th e wider the base of cloud
the longer it persists.
B. T he next stage is for a number of cumuli to
combin e forming a clump. The outer clouds still
suffer from erosion as they rise but the inner cells
are protected by the rel atively warm a nd moisl
surroundings. This group of clouds can now start
to grow much higher and wider. The lifeti me of
the group is much longer than that of a sing le
cell. The mai n mass of cloud grows taller as its
base expands and the inflow of air increases.
C. The th ird stage is we ll formed cu-nim c omplete with anvil. Now the cloud dominates Its surroundings . Subsiden ce all round suppresses all
the lesser cumuli which were too slow In forming
their own groups .
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Using the edge of cu-nims or going
round them

Pictures Illustrating cu-nlm
development
The first four photographs illustrate changes
on a cu-nim day . There was a very unstable
westerly airflow and the morn ing sounding
showed that cu-nim could develop as soon as
clo ud formed. There was no lid to stop a cl oud
going straight up to nearly 30 00011 b ut it took
many hou rs before cu-nims developed.
Photo A sh ows the sky at about 1030GMT
(about two hours after the first puffs appeared) .
Most of the cu appear active but none extended
high allhis stage. One might set off on a crosscountry with h gh hopes when the sky looks like
this .
Photo B shows how the clouds had developed
about an hour later. The sky still looks good but
the cl ouds have begu n to form groups alig ned
along the wind direction .
Photo C was taken about half an hour later
when the cloud top was just beginning to show
signs of turning into a cu-n im. The dark base had
several hairy tendrils beneath, usually a reliable
sign of strong lift nearby. AI this stage one might
begin to have doubts about completing a closed
circuit flight.
Ph oto D show s a fully developed c u-nim at
about 1400GMT when it had the beginning of an
anvi l on the left and a showe r falling fro m the
central region . By this time the cu-nim had begun
to dominate the sky and many of the lesser
clouds had been suppres sed. The shower
clouds were still well spaced and one might hope
to find a route round the cu-n im .

Small new clouds seldom grow
once cu-nlm are established
Fig 2. Stages in the development of cu-nlms.

cloud subsi dence. To succeed it needs a wide
sunny area well away from the sink from adjacent cu-nims; it also helps if the outflows from
distant showers collide to form a surge of lift.
Photo E shows a failed attempt. The growing
cloud became overshadowed by a fully
developed cu -nim which was up-sun . This delayed the rise of the fi rst cloud tower. The delay
was fatal because the lift was too weak to stop
the stronger winds aloft blowing the top
sideways before the tower was fully established .
The cloudbase was not broad enough either; a
wide base often indicates a large inflow of rising
air, big enough to keep the summit rising fast.
With too narrow a base the cloud ran out of
energy .

At th is stage it is difficult for a small cloud to
grow fast enough to overcome the general inter-

Flg 3A. Region of smooth lift at A Just ahead
of cu-nlm line. B marks possible turbulent
zone.
Fig 38. Large cu well clear of the cu-nim line.
(See also picture F.)
it is sometimes possible to fly along the leading edge of a line of cu-nim clouds using the lift
wh ich develo ps above a squall line . To do this
one may need to tuck in under the overhanging
anvil cloud. (Fig 3A.) This brings you uncomfortably close to the main shower area. This is sometimes a region w here the cloudbase is higher
and there are many miles of smooth strong lift
(label A). The snag is that a new shower cloud
can develop between you and the clear air to the
right producing a zone of very rough air on the
escape route (label B) .
Fig 3B shows a different version when the cunim line has not produced a par11llel squall line.
Then the lift will not be continuous. Instead one
may find a zone of big cu which form well ahead
of the main cu -nim belt. In time these outriders
(label C) grow into cu-nims themselves, but until
they do one can use th em to get away from the
advancing storm . This is a more comfortable way
of getting round the end of a cu-nim line. Photo
F was taken after a climb to 14 OOOft in advance •
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of a long cu-nim line stretching from Wiltshire to
the Chilterns. The cu-nim anvils were spreading
over from the south (left of picture). To the north
lt was cloudless for some SOkm.

Damage in cu-nlms
Some thirty years ago cu-mm climbs were
quite popular. Many pilots reached Gold height
and some gained Diamonds. In 1960 Gordon
Rondell set up a UK height record of just over
29 000ft. There was one fatality and a number
of gliders were damaged. Derek Piggott wrote
that one in five gliders had some damage after
ollmbing above 15000ft in cu-nims. Thi s may
have been due more to hail than lightni ng .
Since then most pilots found wave soaring
gives a less stressful w ay o f achieving their
Diamond climbs.

Isolated small cu-nlms may
develop lift on the upwind side
In contrast to the long line of cu-nims just described some small cu-nims may grow from the
upwind end and rain out at the downwind end.
Photo G shows a very small tropical cu -nim
shortly after it started producing a sh ower from
its downwind side. The wind was blowing from
right to left and this cu-nim consisted of a series
of cells. Ttle you ngest cu were growing at the
upwind end (on the far right) and decaying as a
small showering cu-nim with downdrafts on the
left. With such clouds the best route is via the
developing end.
This kind of cu- nim can also be fo und in
England, especially where the wind co mes in
from the sea and cu -ni m grow as the cloud
moves inland. 11 you decide to explore such a
cloud it is useful to know which is the way out
to younger clouds upwind. Determined pilots
who stick with their orig inal cloud to the bitter
end may find it reaches the lightning stage.
Moving upwind when the climb gets rough may
give you almost as much height with far less
effort.

Hall
Rain drops freeze to form soft hail when they
are carried high above the freezing level. This
soft hail falls down below the freezing level and
picks up a layer of water. 11 it then gets into strong
lift again it can go up high and do another lap.
During this the water freezes to make a second
skin of ice. Some hailstones grow many layers
of ice this way before finally falling to the ground.
The process works best when the lift and sink
are kept separate by a wind shear which bends
the column of lift.

Wind shear and large hail
Fig 4. Growth and decay of one cu-nlm fol·
lowed by triggering of a new one by the downdraft ouHiow.

Lift, rain and sink
If you get into the co re of the lift. conditions
are often very smooth and only the visibly moving needle of the altimeter shows how strong the
lift has become. Even in small cu-nim the rate of
climb may be well over 20kt. (lt is far stronger in
tropical monsters.) Near the top of the lift the air
usually becomes very rough and it can be hard
work to stay upright. The tops of many clouds
are a region where the rising column turns over
and forms turbulent eddies.
Some cu-nims develop when there is little vertical wind shear. When such clouds start to
shower the rain falls straight back into the column of lift. After a short pause the heavy rain
produces a downrush of chilled air. For a time
up and down currents can exist close together.
Presently the cooling and precipitation l oadi n~
becomes so great that it kills all lift ; the sink
spreads through the cloud and becomes very
strong. Th cloud then starts to fall to bits.
Fig 4 illustrates the stages. One may be climbing up in the strong lift of a fresh developing cell
only to find part of the circle takes you into rain.
This sounds extremely noisy. For a few turns
one may continue to climb in this half quiet half
noisy environment. This is a good time to open
out the turn in the quiet sector and make for a
less stressful region. Staying close to the rain
shaft is apt to end in a big loss of height when
the rain produces widespread sink.

Lightning
The risk of lightning is an even better reason
for getting clear at this stage. Laboratory experiments show that collisions between ice particles
and soft hail in the presence of super-cooled
water results in charge separation. In a cu-nim
the updraft brings up liquid water which I super-
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cooled above the freezing revel. The downdraft
carries ice crystals formed aloft. Turbulent mixing of Ice and supor-cooied water in the shear
zone gives the ice particles time to grow into soft
hail. (3mm particles were found in !his zone during aircraft traverses.) Thus the optimum conditions for charge generation by ice particle
collisions exists 1n th1s zone.

Charge separation
The up and down currents also provide a
means of separating the differently charged particles and building up a great potential difference
within the cloud. Some researchers found a big
negative charge built up at levels where the temperature was -10°C; the positive charge grew at
the - 2o•c level. Although cu-nims vary widely. it
seems that if you climb above the freezing level
into the region where columns of lift and sink
come close together you may be getting close
to the source of lightning.

Dangers of lightning
All metal aircraft keep their occupants fairly
well protected from the effect of lightning strikes.
Holes may be burned through the metal. particularly near sharp corners on rudders, tailplanes
or wingtlps. but the crew are unhurt. GRP and
wooden gliders are at much greater risk.
Although a number of pilots have had very
painful shocks most survived the episode. Some
aircraft measurements showed a gradient of
100 000 volts/m near the centres of charge. This
is quite enough to give a very painful discharge
in the cocl<plt, even if no full sized lightning flash
occurs. A direct hit from lightning may be catastrophic for a wooden glider.

Cu-nims which grow in a strong vertical wind
shear often produce the largest hail. Some very
severe storms which grew in conditions of strong
shear produced hailstones of 7cm diameter over
England. Such huge stones are rarely formed
but much smaller stones can do great damage
to the leading edge of wings. Heavy metal aircraft have been badly denied by hail and a light
aircraft (lucky not flying at the time) had much of
the fabri stripped from its wings.

Icing
The droplets of water In a cloud do not freeze
as soon as they are cooled below zero. Many
can remain liquid in temperatures of - 20°C and
some do not freeze till it reaches --40°C. Supercooled droplets are not stable and if you fly into
them they turn to ice and stick fast. At temperatures only just below zero o nly part of the drop
freezes on impact, freezing releases latent heat
and so some of th e water remains liquid and
flows back over wings and tai lplanes. Here it
may freeze along the hinge lines and ice up the
controls.
If you are going up in strong lift there seems
to be a delay between passing the freezing level
and picking up ice. Severe ice seems to occur
when the lift is lost and you are left blundering
about near the cloud top. Cloud tops are usually
turbu lent and the rapid control movements
needed to keep level seem to delay control icing.
However, when you emerge into smooth air
there is a risk that controls may freeze up then.

Differences between ancient and
modern sailplanes
Most modem GRP sailplanes with their accurately profiled wings suffer a serious drop In performance when they are iced up. A covering of
ice wh ich would hardly troubl.e an old Skylark
wi ll reduce the glide ratio of a Libelle to something approaching an ancient Dagfing. Skylari<s
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would carry quite thick layers of ice on the wings
wtthout sinking rapidly . When the ice finally
thawed there would be rather startling swish and
crunch sounds as thin sheets of ice several feet
across slid off th w ings and bumped into the
tailplanes.

is no sign of brightness beyond or if there are
layers of grey cloud above. These often mark a
sudden end to all thermals. Pushing through
them may only take you into dead air and leave
you with too little height to return.

-

Cu-nims and dew points
Sink between showers
One snag of flying on a cu-nim day is that the
sink persists long after the shower cloud has departed. On can sometimes see the rain left behind by the evaporating cloud; it may show up
as a bright curtain at low levels or as a rainbow
under an insignifican t scrap of stratus. Large
areas of inv1slble sink left beh1nd afterthe shower
has gone make it hard to pick a good route to
any usable cloud. Even when the sink has ended
wet ground delays and sometimes prevents new
thermals from forming.
Photo H was taken about ten miles behind a
line of eastward moving thunderstorms. Strong
sunshine had already begun to set off little puffs
of lift but it took more than an hour before any
thermals grew large enough to be usable. The
ti ny scraps of white cloud only showed where
embryo th rmals had been, not where they were.
Any lift van ished as soon as the cloudlets appeared.

Descent of air, downbursts and
gust fronts
When sink hits th ground it spreads out sideways forming a gust front which may trigger off
new cu-nims. In hot conditions, when the cloudbase is much higher than we usually meet in the
UK, the sink can become extremely powerful. lt
is then termed a downburst or microburst. The
microburst may not be visible in dry air. lt has
been the cause of several accidents to large passenger jets on final approach or j ust after takeoff. In dusty regions a microburst ets off a
vortex-like swirl which expands outwards across
the ground. Over the desert the process may
end up as an expandtng sandstorm w hich extends far beyond the originating cu-nim .
In the less violent conditions usually found in
the UK one is not likely to encounter the 50-?0kt
sink of a downburst, but flying through the clear
air behind a b1g cu-nim may lake you through
miles of distressingly heavy sink. This Is one of
the factors making cross country flights difficult
on cu-nim days. One can see a way round the
cu-nim but unseen regions of sink and absence
of any usable lift put the next clouds out of reach.

Snow showers in spring
The little cu-nims which bring scattered snow
showers in spring are far smaller and less energetic than summer ones. Sink in and just behind
a snow shower can be very strong for a short
distance but it rarely extends far. If the ground is
not seriously wetted by thawing snow the next
soarable clouds are often close enough to reach
after skirting a shower. Flying down sun a small
snow shower looks dazzling white as if it were a
serious obstacle but one may be able to skim
round the edge without difficulty. T his only
seems to be true when the cloudbase is still high.
Beware of the long lines of snow showers
which have a low cloudbase. especially if there
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(/You can bank on us"
RADIOS
ICOM A2 Tx/ Rx . £259, ICOM A20 Mk 2
TlC/Rx. VOR £328, Inc. charger, nicads and
accessories.
GLIDER ELECTRONICS
T/S Inverter "High Tech Model", 12V in- 24,
26, 28V out £22.90. Automatic charger for
sealed rechargeable 12V batteries, two outputs w ith LED ind icators au dio polarity
warn1ng £38.90.

Fig 5. How raising the dew point Increases
the energy.
Fig 5 shows how a change in the dew poi~l
can mal<e a big difference to the energy avarlable. On this diagram a dew point of o•c gives a
clo udbase of 640011. The double hatched area
under the cu rve A-A shows hat very little energy
would be released. If the dew point is raised to
1o•c the c loudbase comes down to 240011, but
a vast amount of energy is now ava I able under
the curve B-B.
The dew point indicates the moisture contai ned in the air. The high er the dew poi nt the
greater the moisture content. For example a dew
point of zero Celsiu s means that every kilogramme of air contains only 4gm of water
vapour. If the dew point rises to 25"C each Kg of
air holds 20gm of water vapour. This means a
great deal more energy can be released by condensation of the high dew point air.

Dew point rise as a thunder
warning
The dew points can be a useful indicator of
the thunder risk duri ng hot spells In summer.
Many of our hot spells start off with dry air and
dew pom below 1o•c. 1f the spell persists, and
especially if a light southerly drift develops, the
dew point start to rise. (One can get the dew
points from Volmet on radio or the telephone
Dial-Up Fax.) Cu-nims can grow rn air wfth a very
low dew point but they dispose of more energy
when the dew point is high. A dew point rising
above 15"C fs a warning; nothing may happen
till the dew point approaches 20"C. Between
1a•c and 2o•c the risk of dangerous cu-nims
grows very rapidly. High dew points are apt to
precede severe thunderstorms.
The severe storms which arrive at the end of
summer heat waves are very different from
those which develop in cool unstable no rthwesterly flows. The next article describes these
monsters.
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INSTRUMENTS
Lat st zero resettab le PZL Sensitive
Variometers complete with speed to fly ring
and flask. Standard size £169, Miniature
£199. PZL expanded scale sensitive AS I 0140 kts n 1 ~ turns or 0-200 kts in lX turns
£97. PZL TE Co mper1sator £25.90 .
Stainl ess Stee l Tota l Ene rg y Pr obe s
£18.60 , Reco n d itioned Sensitive I F R
Altimeters 20,000' £147. 30,000' £157. New
IFR 20,000 Altimeters £159.90. Surplu
T /Sitps, Glider Rate, with 12v Con verter
£109.00. Reconditioned 12V T/Siips £144.
New Miniature 12V PZL Turn & Slip £259.
Reconditioned Bendix 3~" Artificial Horizons
w ith new inverter £349 . Airpath Pan el
Mount Compasses reconditioned £43. new
£48.90. New IFR Pedes t al Mo un t
Compasses £64. Ex Min istry Accelero ·
meters Standard Size £82, New IFR M1ni
Accelerometers £169.00.
THE NEW XK 10 "CLUB" VARIOMETER
The latest state of the art variometer, with a
sine wave audio that codes value of cli mb
rate. Standard meter size. £219.00 with
miniature repeater meter £299.00.

NEW PARACHUTES
SK94 - latest state of the art. 24 gore, two
pin release, soft comfo rtable back pack
parachute. Rapid opening with low descent
rate. steerable, 20 year life. Compl le with
adjustable Lu mbar Support and Transport
Bag. £415.
AIRFRAME SPARES
Cadet, Tutor, Sedbergh, Prefect , T.3 1,
Grasshopper, Swallow, Skylark.
ASH SKIDS
K-7 & 1<-13 £69, OL Y 2B and other types
from £65.
OTTFUR RELEASES
"'ttfur'' re-condition service £46.00.
TRAILERS
Superior well engineered metal trailers for
the discerning glider owner. POA.
GLIDERS
Foka Standard, Foka 5.
·szo-51 -1 Junior £16,500
·szD-50-3 Puchacz £2.4,000

·szD-55 US$45,000
·szo-59 £22.000
'New gliders in conjunction with Angle Polish
Sailplanes Ltd Pnces subject to revision.

Prices shown exclude VAT and ca"lage.

COLIN D. STREET
"Yewdown HouM", 7 Sharpthorne Close,
tnetd, Crawley, Sussex, RH11 OLU.
Tel: 0293 543832, FAX 0293 513819 24hra
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BGA&G
RIKA LEAVES US

Since I have been editing S&G she has given
the same dedication and has been an exceptionally sharp and diligent proof reader.
Thankfully Rika w1ll continue to write for us
and knowing her generosity of spirit will still be
on the end of the telephone when-we are
stumped. But we are going to miss her tremendously and can't thank her enough for her
contribution to S&G.

FURTHER CHANGES
We are also saying goodbye to Cheiron Press.
In the interests of economy the BGA have
decided to deal with the advertising sales and
administration and your contact will be Debbie
at the Leicester office.
You can reach her on 0533 531051 throughout the working day or leave a lax message
during the evening on 0533 515939.
Cheiron Press was formed by Peggy Mieville
and taken over by Helen Ritchle on Peggy's
death. We would like to thank Helen and her
assistant Lynda for all their help.
it is with great sadness we report that after a 38
year association with S&G Aika Harwood, our
consultant editor, is leaving.
She has been a great friend to us and her
encyclopaedic knowledge of all things connected with gliding, plus her fluency in several
languages, has given us an invaluable back-up.
Rika, who came from Holland to marry
Godfrey, was a Nationals pilot and held several
UK women's records for some years. The last
one, her 1OOkm goal (Olympia 2B) flown in
1957, was claimed by Vivien Haley in 1986.
They both flew from Lasham and Rika first
became involved with S&G after the World
Championships at Camphill in 1954. She
started to help out Anstace Gladstone in the
office on an ad hoc basis. Taking over from her
completely in 1958, she quickly become
indispensable to the editor, Doe Slater. and in
1960 was made production manager and
assistant editor. In 1967 Aika became associate editor.

I

T. L. ClOWES AND
COMPANY LTD
Lloyd'~ Brokers

•

LLOYD'S
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BGA 1000 CLUB LOTTERY

GUDING
CERnFICATES

Aprii·May advertising deadlines
Display advertisements - February 20 and
classified advertisements - March 4.
Obviously editorial copy is needed long
before this. Our main deadline is January 27
with club news and letters accepted up to
February 9.
Gllllan Bryce-Smlth, editor

AGM AND DINNER DANCE

For further information or a
quotation please contact:
Tim Proctor or Tom Ellla
T. L. Cl owes and Company limited
8 Crosby Square, London EC3A &AQ
Tel 071 628 81144
Fax 071 338 0033

S&G 1993 YEARBOOK
The S&G Yearbook will be out in early spring
filled with all the necessary information for the
coming season from an airspace update,
records. annual statistics and club directory to
competition numbers. In addition some of our
most popular contributors have written special
articles on a wide variety of subjects with
Platypus being more wicked than ever.
lt costs £3.50 and is £3.95 including p&p
from the BGA, or get your club to make a bulk
order. There is a generous discount which will
help club funds.

The resu lts of the BGA 1000 Club Lottery draw
are as follows : November:- First prize- Or
D. N. Symon (£1 06.25) with the runners upMs V. Hale, K. S. Davies, N. W. Prior, Mrs N.
Snook and G. Harwood- each winning £21 .25.
December: First prize- B. Dawe (£113.75) with
the runners up- P. L. Bisgood, J. A. Crosse, P.
Molloy, P. J. Charnel! and D. J . Penn-Smitheach winning £22.75.

Debble, your contact for display and classl·
fled advertisements.

GLIDER INSURANCE

modation at the hotel for the Saturday night.
Booking forms are available from the BGA
office for the buffet lunch, dinner and accommodation and should be submitted at least ten
days before the event. Attendance at the AGM
is, of course. free of charge.
Barry Rolfe, BGA administrator

This is the last reminder that the BGA AGM,
dinner-dance and presentation of annual
trophies is on Saturday, February 27, at the
Forte Post House at Crick, Northants. just off
the M1 motorway.
The programme starts at 10.30am with an
open session at which you can discuss future
plans for the association. The AGM at 2.30pm will
be followed by a presentation by Bill Scull, BGA
director of operations, of parts of the new safety
lecture for 1993. The evening concludes with the
dinner-dance. There are special rates for accom-

ALL THREE DIAMONDS
No.
Name
381
Housden. S.R.
382
Dibdin, A.J.
383
Williamson, M.B.
King, P.A.
384
385
Wilson, R.C.
386
DuNin, E.R.
387
Warren. J.R.
DIAMOND DISTANCE
No.
Name
1/569
MacGregor, A.R.
1/570
1/571
11572
t /573
1/574
11575
1/576
1/577
1/578
1/579

Housden, S.R.
Evans. A.D.
Taylor. P.A .
Dibdin, A.J.
Williamson, M.B.
May, J.I.
Barrett, G.L.J.
Boyce, F.
King, P.A.
Wilson, R.C.

DIAMOND HEIGHT
No.
Name
3/1091 Grimley. A.P.
3/1092 Fellis, M.A.
3/1093 Peck. J.D.
3/1094 Akerman, T.
3/1095
3/ 1096
311097
3/ 1098

DuNin, E.R.
Sword. C.D.
Allcoat, N.J.
Warren, J.R.

GOLD BADGE
No.
Name
1636
Elliott, A.

Club
Cotswold
Cambridge Univ
Backer
Stratford on Avon
Deeside
South Wales
Booker

1992
28.7
28.7
28.7
28.7
6.8
25.8
4.8

Club
Dorset
(in France)
Cotswold
Backer
Shenington
Cambridge Univ
Booker

1992
22.7

Bicaster
Oxford
Oxford
Stratford on Avon
Deeside

28.7
28.7
28.7
28.7
28.7
28.7
28.7
28.7
28.7
6.8

Club
Avon
Northumbria
Bicester
Phoenix
(in France)
South Wales
Northumbria
SGU
Booker
(in France)

1992
24.11.91
18.7
14.6
13.4

Club
Phoenix

1992
28.6

25.8
1.9
4.9
4.9
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1637
1638
1639
1640
1641
1642
1643
1644
1645
1646
1647
1648

Middleton. R.J.
Teagle. C.
Decloux, Ariane
Harper, S.J.
Fitzgerald, J.F.
Gretton. R.E.
Tumer. S.M .
Carr.M.T.
Woollard. Susan
McWhirter. A.S.
Conyers. P.B.
Hanlon, J.

GOLD DISTANCE
Name
Eastburn. M.P.
Elliott, A .
Middleton. R.J.
Decloux, Ariane
Harper, S.J.
Allison. D.W.K .
Matcham, K.S.
Watson, A.F.W.
Coughlan. J.R.
Mellor.P.G.
Fitzgerld, J•.F.
Rebbeck, HA
Villa, C .
Grenon. R.E.
Turner, S.M.
Carr,M.T.
(in France)
Woollard, Susan
McWhirter, A.S .
GOLD HEIGHT
Name Club
Tanner. D.G .
Johnson, O. S.
Cooper, A .M.
Teagle, C.
Silverstone, Elizabeth
Murtitt, A.
McGregor, J.M.
Lynchehaun, J.
McWhirter, A.S.
Ley, D.R.
Conyers, P.B.
Adams.GA
Hanlon, J
Marsh, CA
Driver, D.S.
Grant, Anne
Graham, R.C.

SGU
Yorkshire
Cambridge Univ
Cranwell
South Wales
P'boro & Spalding
P'boro & Spalding
Lasham
Bristol & Glos
Welds
Glyndwr
Oxford

1.7
19_7
22.7
22.7
27.7
28.7
28.7
22.7
28.7
1.8
15.9
26.8

Club
Aquila
Phoenix
SGU
(in Hungary)
Cambridge Univ
Cranwell
Bicester
Lasham
Cranwell
Anglia
Booker
(in France)
South Wales
London
Cambridge Univ
P'boro & Spalding
P'boro & Spalding
La sham

1992
28.6
28.6

Bristol & Glos
Wolds

28.7
28.7

1992
Booker
(in Spain)
Blackpool & Fylde
North Wales
Yorkshire
Glyndwr
Lakes
Yorkshire
Glyndwr
Wolds
Phoenix
(in France)
Glyndwr
Devon & Somerset
Oxford
Cotswold
Northumbria
SGU
Blackpool & Fylde

1.7
22.7
22.7
22.7
22.7
22.7
22.7
25.7
27.7
28.7
28.7
28.7
28.7
22.7

3.4
5.7
19.7
19.7
1.9
1.8
2.8
5.8
1.8
13.4
15.9
6.3
26.8
1.9
4 .9
4 .9
4.9

BGA ACCIDENT SUMMARY
Ref
No.

Glider

76

Bocian

Type

BGA No.

Damage

Date
Time

Compiled by DAVID WRIGHT
Place

Pilot/Crew
Injury

Age

Hrs

M?

5.6. 92
Easterton
62
N
430
1904
P2
0
N
0
Alter a launch limited to 6001t by cloudbase, the pilot started his approach and finding he was too high, started a sideslip. The sideslip
apparently continued down to roundout at about 2ft and the glider landed heavily. The pilot was out of current practice on the club twoseater and had not allowed lor the poor airbrakes or the sideslip descent.
K-8s
77
24.5.92
1953
M
Easterton
27
N
1015
While concentrating on avoiding a number of marked rabbit holes the early solo pilot failed to properly monitor the landing. A very late
roundout combined with the slightly uphill slope ol the strip resulted in a heavy landing. The strip was at right angles to the take-oH run
and approached over high ground. The club now restricts its use.
20.5.92
Kirton in Lindsey
44
N
220
1715
Returning lrom a cross-country, the pilot joined the circuit behind two other gliders. One landed alongside a glider waiting to launch and
a K-61anded behind this to one side. A landing area well in front of the K-6 was chosen but the glider stalled at Sit as the pilot saw a tug
landing across wind and opened his brakes to land short.
78

Std Libelle

3750

79
Twin Astir
3826
M
2.6.92
Hethersett
34
N
t80
?
P2
47
N
122
On a cross-country the pilot had to make a field landing so chose a set aside field that he had biked across two weeks before. The field
looked light brown with green areas. Upon landing the glider's wing struck a 41t clump of ragwort and stewed round. Wet conditions had
enabled fast growth ol old crops and weeds in the field.
80

K- t3

W/0

Booker
16.6.92
31
N
287
43
M
1600
P2
0
During circuit training Pt allowed his student to become so low that a lield landing was needed. With no good lields available, he chose
a small sports field and S turned to lose height. In doing this he landed towards the side hedge and, unable to stop, shut the brakes and
tried to bounce over it. The left wing hit a tree and the glider crashed.
2405

81
K-6CA
1341
21.6.92
Wormingford
M
N
19
26
1530
While local soaring the pilot allowed himself to drift too far downwind. His return to the airtield was through an area of sink in a blue hole
and he could not reach the runway. He landed in a field of wheat which damaged the rear luselage and tailplane.
ASW-20
Nr Abergavenny
M
82
2620
13.6.92
40
2822
1530
The pilot failed to move towards an area of good landing fields when he got low and had to use a small lield with a 1 :10 upstope. He was
low and slow alter selecting half land flap and misjudged his approach to the steep field . He did not have enough speed to flare and so
hit the field hard, caught a wingtip and groundlooped.
K- 13

M

30.5.92
NorthWeald
58
N
569
N
1530
P2
34
8
P2 flew some steep turns then asked PI to demonstrate a chandelle. Alter pertorming this Pt extended the airbrakes and heard a bang.
The fabric had torn away from a 7ft by 2.51t area on the upper surtace of the wing but the glider landed safely. it is possible that snatched
brakes, opened at high speed could cause the fabric to balloon and strip.
83

1608

M
21.6.92
Nympstield
48
78
84
Pegasus
3854
N
1430
Alter a poor winch launch the pilot started her downwind checks. but did not touch the undercarriage lever as the wheel was still down.
During the approach the u/c lever was mistaken for the spoilers and the pilot did not realise this until an overshoot seemed likely. The
wheel was down but not locked when the glider landed.
•

BGA SHOP
A UTILE ADVANCE PREPARATION WIU
GO A LONG WAY WHEN THE SEASON
STARTS. ORDER YOUR BOOKS, MAPS,
S&G YEARBOOK, GLIDING CLOTHING,
UMBRELLAS, ETC. NOW

&6
~

..>

6\

\ \
~

..,\8 \

\\

BRITISH GLIDING ASSOCIATIO
SALES DEPT., FREEPOST, LEICESTER LEl 7ZB
or ask us to send you our complete sales list
February/March 1993

Telephone 0533 531 051
(ACCESS/VISA accepted)
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S ILVER BADGE

No

Name

Club

9005

Guy. C.
Seddon, T.
Colman, R.
Hayter. G.D.
Birll•on, F.G.T.
Lloyd, J.
Whitoombe·Smith , G.
Manchetl. D.P.
B1shop. A.
Cramman, I.
Langto n. M.H.
Johnson. D.S.
Dolling. P.J .
Hawley, N.L.
Clarke, N.
Pem n. J.P .
Hales , C .S.
Docherty, A .J .
Marwaha. T.S.
Pal mer, D.
Turley, R.P.
Sirachan. J. D.
Densham. D.N.
Bro ok. A.
Lamb. J.
Poundsbery. A.
Presser, C. J.A.
Knowles, M.
GnHilhs. G.S.
Miles. P.
Wardle. S.C.
Noonan . P.G .
Dav1s, K.
MacKe nzie . B.
Harding, P,J
Davtes. N.C.
Gray. T.J.
Oldlield, C.J .
Cooper, A.M .
Austin. G .R.
James , J.P.
Burns. K. J.
Henderson. F.J.
Alca<:k . A.J. H.
Watson, S. R
Todd . A.
Underl1ill. R.M .

Kent
Midland

9006
9007
9008
9009
9010
901,
9012
9013
9014
9015
90 16
9017
9018
9019
9020
9021
9022
9023
9024
9025
9026
9027
9028
9029
90 30
903 1
9032
9033
9034
9035
9036
9037
9038
9039
9040
9041
9042
9043
9044
9045
9046
9047
9048
9049
9050
9051

Burn
Kent
Cotswold
Avon

Mend1p
G!yndwr
Avon
Wrekin

Cambndge Univ
Blackpool & Fylde
Cranfield
Cranwell
Avon
North Wales
Avon
Humber
Wyvern

Four Counties
Pegasus
Wel!and

Chilierns
Es sex
Ulster
South down
Glyndwr

BFG
Vectis
Londo n

Lasham
En ston e

Ken I
Wrekin

Devo n & Somerset
RAE
London
Devon 1'. Somerse t
North Wales
Bicester
Cornish
Borders

Deeside
Anglia
SlaHorctshire
Sheninglon
Oxford

IJK CROSS-COUNTRY DIPLOMA
Complete
Name Club
1992
Hahnef&ld. M .E.
Sou own
S1nlon . J .R.R.
Clevela.nds
Harland, Sarah
Lasham
Johnslon. J.A.
Sackville
Lincolnshire
T revethici<, P.J

1992
14
27.6
5.9
14.9
13.6
5.9
18.7
1.9
23.6
18.8
30.5
18.8
2.9.8
31.8
266
19. 7
22 .7

Name

Club

1992
Southdown
Aqulla
Aqui la
Oxford Univ
Straliord on Avon
Devon & Somerset
Avon
Cambridge Un1v
Aquila
P'boro & Spalding
Lasham
Cambridge U niv
Anglia
P'boro & Spalding
Avon
Borders
Blackpool & Fylde
Booker
Ken!

247
29. 10
4.9
30.7
1.11
28.7
20.9
6.8
7 11
18.1 0
28.7
29.8
29.8

20.6
27 .6

28.7
29.8
29.8

20.6
28.6
28.6
2 I .7
24.7
24.7
24 .7
28.7
28.7
26.7
28.7
29.7
15.8
t5.8
29.7
7.8
14.8
29.8
29.8

Correc1fons
In the last issue, p342. we gave Oianne Steel 's club as
the Vale o f Neath. In fact sh, llew with the Vale of
While Horse GC.
Newton Books apologise fo r the misleading info rm a·
lion in their advertisement in the last issue, p355. Both
the pre-pub/ication and the list price of Dav1d /nee 's
book, Combat and Competition. are incorrect. In
addition the ftrst limited edition i.s no/ a hard back this won 't be available untillarer in 1993. The adver·
tisemenr in this iss ue has th e corrected informa tion.

38

N

DG - 100

·· .5.92

l~>elde nt AepOI'I

27

N

41

? ..

43
1322
Ens tone
13.6.92
M
P2
1230
0
N
0
Pt arranged W1!h lhe winch operator to g1ve his studen t a simulated failed launch at height. However, before this point had been
reached, an actuallaJiure occu rred and P2 was slow to react. P1 failed to take over qUickly enough to prevent the glider stalling in from
about20h.
86

Blanik

87
LS· 7
3490
M
1.7.92
Sislercn
43
N
250
France
Whtte soaring In France the pilot had to make a lield landing. AM er a normal touchdown he lound Ihe held selected w s freshly ploughed
and thatlhe soh soil co ntained many rocks which slightly damaged the underside ot the glider as the m am wheel dug in.
88

M

DG ·300 Elan

" .6 .92

Incident R"port

31

556

29 .8
22.7
13.6
28.6
25.5
23.9
3.5
24.6
10.10
14. 6
24 .7
21.8
15. to
9. tO
14.8
9 .10
27.6

Part I
Brewer. T.T.H.
Munro. R.M.
Blackmore. S.R.
Holland. M.J.
BenneM, D.R.
HardJng, P.J.
Meeks. Maureen
Hooson, B.J.
Cooper, J.
McLaughlin, N.M .
Harland, Sarah
Davis, C. K.
Jones. M .A.
Thirkill , Lols
SeaM, J.W.
Heoderson, A.
Wearing, G.F .
Wales . R.J.
Balcombe, R.W .

85

As per agreed procedures. gliding was started only aher no tilying the local Air Traffic Control center so that commercial traHic cou ld be
re -directed clear. Some hours later, alter a radio message had been broadcast to all gliders that a jet was about to transit the ai&il. a
T star jet passed clo e to a number of gliders and an airmiss was filed .

While on a cross -count ry conditions deteriorated and the pilo t landed in a pasture field w1th a herd of canl at one end. He learnl lhere
w sa bull amongs t the cows and so was unable to safeguard the glider until the retrieve crew m ved an hour later. By this lime the cat·
lie had caused much minor damage.
69

S

48
N
599
P2
40
N
0
Aher a normal c~rcu il and final tu rn th e student used too much airbrako on linals and the glider became too low . P t failed to lake ov r1n
11me to prevent an undershoot and the wing hli a sign post and was broken.
K·I 3

2 !. 6.92

Portrnoak

?

13.6.92
Portmoak
35
24
N
1345
As there was a lo t ot activity on the ground the pilot decided to make a htgh, steep, lull alrbrak~ approach. Unfonuna1aly, lull atrbrake
was used ri ght to the ground and the roundou twas leh too late to p revent a heavy landing.
90

Skylark 3F

91

Discus

950

M

M

N
Camphlll
40
17.6.92
327
1830
The pilot was making his first flight in the BGA's Discus. He chose to land siJghlly across the winch cable runs to be more into wind . On
linals there was a strong wfnd gradien t which was compensated for by red ucing lhe airbrake. A normal landing was made short of the
fi rst cable. Bumping over I he second, the pilot' s head broke the cano py.

N
172
1630
92
Std Libelle
s~
2 1. 6.92
Boaker
50
12 15
The leh wing dropped during the Initial stages of the aerolow and was only JUSt picked up with full stick. Bouncing 1n1o the aJr the pilot
tell something was wrong and released at about SOh. He lurped back to land downwind and then could not raise the lower wing before
he spun in. The leh aileron was not connected. (There was no positive con trol check.)
21
14 .6.92
Gamston
49
N
1346
The p1lot had to make a landing in a t Okl crosswind. He encountered some lih in the c~rcun and was rather high and fast on finals. The
glider touched down lo the leh of the ru nway centre line and the w1ngtip caught in standing crop causing a groundloop. The glider lllen
hn a farm harrow wh1ch damaged the nose skid.
93

Pirat

1779

M

s

94
Capstan
1106
Corby. Northan ts
N
28.6.92
59
135
1645
While returning from a cross-country the p1lot had to make a field landing. He chose a field of uncut grass and made a normal landtng.
However, the f1eld was lound to be deeply rutted and, althougn the glider landed along the ruts . these were suftJCrently deep to damage
the luselage.
Saltby Airti eld
Astir ??
38 1 I
16.5.92
49
95
M
92
N
!530
P2
0
As U'lere were gliders parked on the runway the pilot decided la land on the grass alongside 11. Wh ile doing !his the right wi ngtip caught
in the long grass and the glider ground looped.
96
K-7
1499
M
30.6.92
Hinlon·Jn-lhe
59
N
958
1400
Hedges
P2
45
N
0
After a demonstrated launch P2 flew the second. H . held th glider down and allowed the speed la build up. After bris ling anotl1er
launch was llown and P2 handled the launch as briefed. Pt saw the speed had fallen to 35kl but did not take over in time to stop a heavy
landing. The winch driver had aborted I he launch as a li ght aircratl flew over.
97

K-7

3344

M

98

Kestre l 20

2048

WIO

24 .6.92
Gamslon
N
243
30
P2
1849
t6
N
3
The visiting early solo pilot was being given a check llight when the glider was allowed to ge t loo slow on lmal approach . The instruc tor
failed to increase speed or reduce the lull airbrak~ an d the glid r landed heavily with no flare .
6.6.92

Cl1ipping

46

s

3 12

?
As lhe aerotow started the glider's leh wing touch ed th e ground. The pilot managed to level the wings, but became arrborne tllen over
corrected to avoid getling too high and hit a ridge with the malnwheel. The wings llexed and on e caugh t on the ground rotaijng til e glider
until it flipped over and crashed partially in verted _

s

3737
26.6.92
Nawport Pagnell
64
99
Pegasus 90
M
115
1453
While on a cro ss-country the pilo t had to make field landing. Rath er J11an land at a nearby alrtield he decided to ta nd In a big •grass
field" On f1nal approach he noticed thatlhe f1eld 1n fact c ontained a standing crop of oa ts and the glider groundlooped, breaking Ihe
fuselage.
100
K· 7 & K·23
2320
M
21. 6. 92
Duns lab le
64
N
6
1450
The early ~ala pil Ot saw tllere we re two parked gliders, four cars driving along the perimeter road and a tractor mowing lhe airfield. He
aimed to land between the gliders and tractor but got too low and crash ~d into one of the gliders. Considerable damage was done to
both gliders and the pilot of the parked glider was knocked over.
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27
3hrs 47min
t02
K-t B
AGAt6
21.6.92
M
Odiham
M
t400
The early solo pilot was sta rting to signal too last wh en the winch cable broke. The nose was lowered very sharply producing negative
g. One rudder pedal ratchet, probably not correctly seated before take -off, came undone, the ballast weight moved and the pilot's
glasses came oH . The glider landed downwind and groundlooped.
t03
K-21
AGA1 1
M
19.4.92
Odiltarn
60
5000
- N
N
1515
P2
30
20
During the recovery lrom a demonslration loop the Iron! canop y detached and was blown clear ol the aircraM. Regaining steady !light,
the pilots observed the landing po s1t1on of the canopy and then landed the gl ider salely. lt is possible th at the canopy jettison lever may
not have been fully secured .
t04
K-8
3348
M
15.6.92
Keavil
31
N
16
19t5
Alter a so ring !light the pilo t found ha could not quite make it back to the airtield and had to land in a small grass lield. The l1nal turn was
too close 10 the field and. despite a lull airbrake approach, he overshot. The glider failed to stop until jt colli ded with the hedge at the end
of the field .

M
27.6.92
County K1ldare
206
N
105
SHK
3310
59
t430
While an a Silver distance the pilot chase a field tram 250011. it appeared to be cropped silage surrounded by severalllelds of dark
green wheat. it was not until on the downwind leg t11at he realised it contained ripe barley. With no height to change f1elds he made a
fully held all landing In the crap. (The pilot was wearing sunglasses.)
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Vega

2467

M

27.6.92

Carltan Bank

55

N

899

1430
On an aerotow retneve from ana lit er gliding club the tug created a dust cloud that obscured the glider pilot's view. The pilot corrected as
the left wing dro pped but the glider th " n veered la the right and caught a wing in the long heather alongside the runway. it graundlaaped
which spilt the rear fuselage .

107

K-18

27.6.92
Seighford
40
39
N
1338
The pil ot made a high approach from a normal circuit in a light, variable wind. The landing was fully lield off but 300·400 yards further
into !he lield tt1an was normal. This part of the new airtield was known la be rough in areas and the glider hit a deep rut d maging the underside of the fuselage.
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Then you will be glad
you have the backing
of a reliable company.
Let us worry about
the nuts and bolts
of your insurance
policy!

M

Phone, tax or write to:

Stephen HUI

aviation
insurance
services ltd

hi I

Phone:0845567717
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28.6.92
Gransden Lodge
55
N
t846
1300
The pilot staned the aeratow with negative flap se!ected and the stick bacK. As the speed increased he lowered the flaps !or take-off. At
lh•s JX>int tile l e~ wing dropped and the gilder groundlooped into a rape field. The lett flaperon was not connected and the pilot was in the
habit ot not doing positive control chec ks.
LS-6e

379t

M

t09
Phoebus t7c
2761
M
20.6.92
Burn
50
N
159
1745
Seeing three other gliders approaching the runway the pilot decided to land long, rather than short as per club instructions, ""to leave
maximum roam ". Aher a cramped circuli and fast touchdown the glider bounced back into the air and the pilot induced a series of ascit la!lans. Before he regained control the glider stalled and landed heavily.

s

s

t!O
Std Cirrus
25.6.92
Burn
2501
46
165
t430
To avoid a long aerotow queue the pilot decided to take a winch launch. He was current an the winch but had not winched this type before. Atter a slow initial launch he lowered the nose, at Wh ich point the winch driver stopped the launch. However. the pilot pulled back
again and the gilder stalled. it landed very heavily, injuring the pilot's back.
31
N
t4t
P2
25
N
0
Mer a simulated cable brake Pt decided to take control as P2 tried to land straight ahead but was too high . PI !eh a resistance on the
airbrakes and agatn asked P2 to tal<e his hands off all controls. He apparently did thi s but may have obstructed the airbrake lever wt tf1
his knee and PI could not close th em. The glider landed heavily .
tt t

K-7

?

S

21.6.92

Rattlesden

?

46
t40
Husbands Basworth
N
P2
1757
N
22
34
Mer a foca l soaring !light P t decided to land short to avoid a number at gliders an the main part of the airlield. He misjudged the approach and hit a gate pas! in the boundary fence. He could have turned in early and landed up the field attar overllying the other gliders .
11 2

Puchacz

3658

M

K-t3

1611

S

2657
I t5
Nimbus 2e
14.7.92
Sleap
66
1103
M
N
1600
The pilot returned to the airlield after 2hrs soaring and failed to notice the wind had changed direction until he was on finals . He touched
dawn early, but fast , to avoid a glider ahead and allowed the glider to drift to the side of the runway rather than aim at the other glider.
The wingtip caught in tall weeds, causing a groundloop.
3467
18.7.92
Snittertield
116
i<-13
W/0
29
M
49
t 42S
Ten months after 11is last flight the pilot successfully flew three comprehensive check flights before be1ng sent sola. On the approach
the glider ahead turned slightly into INtnd, across his intended landing palh. He turned slightly to keep clear, llared rather late and a wing
touched. The glider bounced, turned nd flew Into the clubhouse.
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DG-300

3356

M

6.7.92
Nr Keymer
64
N
tt7
t7t6
While ridge soaring the pi let set off into wi nd to cross a poor area and had to increase speed. Arriving at the· hill he was bel ow hill top
level , found no lih and had to make an immediaJe field landing . With no time to cho os e, he landed 1n a field of wtil5t high wheat which
groundlooped the gilder damaging a wing.
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C OF A OVERHAULS
TO ALL n'PES OF SAILPLANES
FULL TIME SENIOR INSPECTOR

JOHN SMOKER
9 ANSON WAY
BICESTER. OXON

Tel: Bicester 0869 245422

26.6 92

t7 .7.92
ClwydianHills
44
M
11
1715
4~ hrs imo Shr flight the pil ot was utilising ridge and weal< wave. He returned to the ridge aher pushing out into the valley, as he had
done several t1mes belare. However, this time at !BOOM, the force of the wind blew the glider back over the ndge and into strong sink
and forced it an to the ground .
1t3

Fax:0845567744

22 Mefltowns Green . Plckhll l ,
T hlrsk . North Yorkshi re Y07 4LL.

RESTORATIONS
and repairs to wooden gliders
of all ages a speciality

SKIDS
Laminated ash skids
for most of the
popular gliders supplied
from stock.
Others made to order

TRAILERS
Alumi ni um sheeting
on steel frame

L-------------------------~·
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BRISTOL & GLOUCES'IERSHIRE
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WESTER
REGIONALS
JULY 10th- JULY 18th
ENTRYFEE - £11 0

NO POST TASKS!

COMP. DIRECT'OR - STEVE PARKER
E11tri,·_, to PAT WHITE
rlo Brinol I!< Glos Gliding Club
ymps6 ..1d
Glos GLIO 3TX
'/i·l: 045J 860342
O r ,,,// PA.T WHITE dlrut on
045 2 864332

5.7.92
Easterton
49
N
1515
On his first flight in the single -seater lhe early solo pilot tounded out rather too high. As a tesult the glider slalled from about 6h and
landed taillirst, damaging the fuselage .
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K-8

I 19

Bocian 1E

1563

M

967
23.7.92
Halesland
60
N
P2
0
1030
66
During training P2 made a slightly firm landing that caused no concern to P1 until he saw his student was in considerable pain . He was
very tall and had la sit wilh his bohom at the very rear of the seat to get full rudder control. This leh about 6in of his back unsuppot1ed.
His head had flicked back on landing causing a fractured vertebrae .
1804

N

s

1650
31.7.92
Kinneston
39
N
1240
P2
46
83
N
During an AEI course the student allowed the instructor, ac11ng as a beginner. to get too low and they could not make it back to the airfield. Pt took over and chose a field which was too shot1 so he initiated a groundloop to stop rolling down a slope . The glider turned
through 180" and tolled backwards down the slope into banking.
120

K-13

1652

M

121
ASH -25
3909
M
25.7.92
Aboyne
45
N
2600
P2
0
N
.,
1850
During a type familiarisation flight lhe instructor failed to monitor P2's landing check actions and failed to notice that the u/c was not low·
ered . The glider landed on the runway damaging the fuselage.P1 was tited and it is believed that there was no geat warning fined .
Nr Malton , Yorks
735
122
ASW-24
3757
25.7.92
59
M
t515
In an area of standing crop the pilot found two grass fields and. as one had a horse in it, chose the othet. Upon landing he found that the
glider was not slowing down as natmal because the field was sloping downhill and it ran Into a wood and barbed wire fe nce. The pilot's
head hit the canopy and his face was cut by batbed wire and broken canopy.

Oxfordshire Sportflying Club
The Premier
Motor-gliding School

*
*
*
*
*

Convert your bronze/silv er'badge to a
self launching motor glider ppl.
We teact1 and examine for bronze c
field landing exercises
We coach in navigation for your
silver c
Ab-initio training
Trial lessons.

Discover motor-gliding
and how it can help
you in the world
of pure gliding.

For details call on 0608 6TI208

s

123
25.7.92
1400
C~rrus VTC
1822
Nrlasham
36
N
t600
During a competition final glide. sink was encountered and the pilot leh his decision to land in a field too late. A cramped circuit resulted
in the glidet landing deep into an otherwise suitable field. The pilot anempted to turn into the corner to give a longer run but a wmgtip
caught on the ground causing a groundloop that broke the fuselage.
K-7

N

fncldenl Report

125
Std Ubelle
1518
M
27.7.92
Nr Gransden Lodge
52
N
63
1400
Aher trying to get away tor his Silver distance. the pilot decided he had to return to the airtield . In sink he delayed his decision to make a
lield landing and the only lield available was lurrowed. Aher a rushed circuit, he made a heavy . crosswind landing along the line of the

furrows.
N
Junior
3415
11 .7.92
126
M
10
17
Chaliock
1200
Whil e trying to thermal, the early solo pilot d1d not notice the strong wind had drihed him downwind . Reali sing his position , he returned to
the airfield, intending to make a straight in approach. The glider's wing struck a tyre and groundlooped as the pilot turned to avoid a
glider which had landed off a normal circuit. (He had no bnefing.)

Ray Brownrigg (C.F.I.) or Bobble Ford
Open seven days a week

•• .8.92

32
N
280
P2
0
N
50
At 1SOh on the aerotow launch the tug/glider combination encountered turbulence. At first a bow developed in the tape then, as it pulled
light , detached from the glider. The gl1der landed ahead, without damage. in an uncut corn field. The nose hook was visually inspected
two weeks previously. after problems, but no fault had been found .
124

127

DG-202

2869

s

12.7.92

Nympstield

49

M

147

?
The pilot had a normal winch launch and released aher lowering lhe nose. He then had diHiculty 1n controlli ng pitch and later to turn
right. The glider continued nose down and ctashed in trees . The controls wete co rrectly connected. 1t is possible that the radio mike
jammed the st1ck aher tailing behind 1t or that he stalled with negative Ilap.
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L23 "SUPER BLANIK"
A superb Trainer
Fully lnstrumented 2 Panels

Easy Ground Handling EJW 310Kgs

ANNOUNCING THE
NEW L-33 SOLO
World Class Glider
All Metal 14.00M

HERCULES 4 WINCH
Gliders up to 17601bs AUW
Twin Drum

Brochures and prices on
application

PETER CLIFFORD & CO
15 Home F•nn, Crowm11rah QIHOfd
W•lllntlford, Oxon. OX10 BEL
Tel 0491 393181880420

ASW-15e

3408

M

f .8 .92

62
N
117
Win thorpe
1500
The pilot made his approach in fairly strong crosswind conditions. Aher a flare that was stat1ed rather earlier than usual the glider made
a slightly heavy landing. lt then stopped in about 1/3 of the normal distance with a smell of burning rubber. The wheel suppot1 tubes had
bent and jammed the wheel against the fuselage.
37
N
Dart 17A
t292
31.8.92
Gtansden lodge
97
129
M
t 7 15
The pilot joined the circuit behind another glider then found another ahead as he got to his low key point. In watching these and looking
fo r a landing spot.he drifted too far back and tried to stretch the glide by slowing right down and then forgot to reduce the airbrake. Aher
crossing the last obstacle he opened full brake and landed very heavily.

M
1.8.92
Challock
37
N
25
130
Olympia2o
512
1530
On the pilot's first winch launch on type the glider reached 600h . The pilot then allowed the glider to drift too far back. He just made the
upsloping undershoot area but stalled in from about 2h , damaging the fu selage.
31 .7.92
N
t31
DG -400
S/l G-BNXL
Sunon Bank
55
M
700
1530
On a self launch lake-off the ground run was extended due to the late selection ol positive flap. Prior to lift-off the motor glider crossed
rough ground and the uneven edge of a footpath that crossed the tunway . The pilot found he could not raise the wheel so climbed, shut
the engine down and landed normally. The u/c had been damaged .
132

K· 7

N

··.5.92

lnclclenl Report

68

N

12

On the ground run the glider turned slightly into wind and picked up a second cable with the front skid. The pilot thought it normal until he
heard loud bangs from the rear. Aher release . the glidet descended more rapidly than normal then jerked, as the cable broke and a notmallanding was made. Guillotines now replace bolt cunets at the win ch.

F•• 0491 39331&
s , serious: W/O~Write-Off ; M~Mino r ; N=Nil.
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ALISON RANDLE

1992

JUNIOR
NATIONAlS
RAF Halton, August 22-30
The grid on Saturday, Day 4, with eager anticipation of a racing day at last. Photo: C.
Hodgson.

Steve Jones, the Junior Champion, being
presented with his prize by Air Marshal! Sir
John Willis. Photo: C. Hodgson.

I.

eod of

A"""" i• "'"'"' ""able bot we

had a variety of days with the top pilots showing
they were capable of flying well in all conditions.
The results show that in British conditions con·
sistency is the key.
On the Friday evening it was sunny and thermic with several flying until quite late in the
evening. Unfortunately this wasn't to be repeated for over a week. However we were adaptable enough to become pizza connoisseurs, film
critics, swimming and badminton superstars
and, occasionally, ten pin bowling maestros .
Even more occasionally we also .became pilots
- showing good airmanship (and humour) in
often trying conditions.
By Saturday the 35 competitions. their crews
and those ifl the B Class Inter-Services
February/March 1993

Above: Before re-briefing on Day 3. Below: Waiting to fly on Day 5. Photos: R. Platt.
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ANGLO-POLI H SAILPLANES
THE BEST RANGE OF SAILPLANES YOU CAN BUY
Look what's available
now
..
SZD55

The SZD 55 is fast becoming
established as the best standard
class glider in the world . Richard
Johnson's independent flight
test for 'Soaring' magazine said
the following: ... All three flights
showed an LID of about 43 . . .",
" ... all three flights showed a
sink rate of less than 100 fpm at
37.5kt ... ", " ... the SZD 55 is
nicely co-ordinated with excellent
pitch and yaw control." "Overall
the SZD 55 appears to be one of
the best new sailplane designs
of recent years."

LID in the high forties. An empty
weight of 3701bs (yes lbs not
kilos) combined with a very high
aspect ratio wing makes
substantial performance gains
possible all across the speed
range. lt is hoped that production
wilt! start in 1993, no firm price
quotation is available yet. £500
returnable deposit secures a
place in the UK delivery queue.
For more details give us a call.

SZD59

SZD JUNIOR
Needs no introduction, the best
club glider ever built, suitable for
early solo or diamond crosscountries. Delivery normally exstock. C,all us for a demonstration
or more.'details.
r

SZD PUCHACZ

Convinced yet? Contact us for
more information and a demonstration flight. Early deliveries
available.

SZD56
This SZD 56 is currently being
test flown, and is confidently
expected to be the best 15m
flapped glider yet, with a best

performance soaring glider and
can't afford both. Now you can at
13.22 metres span you have a
fully aerobatic sai,lplane with a
reasonable (around 35 :L/D)
soaring performance. Plug in the
tip extensions and your 16.5
metre gliders ' 40+ LID enables
you to stay with the best modern
standard class gliders. All for
only £22 000 +VAT delivered UK
with instruments! £2000
returnable deposit now secures
a place for next year delivery.
Demonstrator should be
available around the end of the
year.

Ever fancy a small span high
roll-rate fully aerobatic (+7, -5g)
glider? But you also want a high

The best selling two seater in
the UK last year. Approximately
half of the sales are clubs buying
a second Puchacz because they
liked the first one so much. That
says it all. The Puchacz is the
best value for money and best
all round trainer you can buy.
Call us for a demonstration
anytime.

Also available, new slim pack parachutes, the best value anywhere- £415 +VAT

ANGLO-POLISH SAILPLANES
Wycombe Air Park, Booker, Marlow, Bucks • 0628 39690 or Chr,is Rollings 0582 861096
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Regionals, (their three day Comp was run alongside ours) were settled in the superb grass
camping area. We were ready for a week of
serious fun competition. Jed Edyvean, the
director, declared the Comp open and promptly
told us to come back on Sunday. Needless to
say it was raining.
Day 1, Sunday, August 23: 134.1km triangle,
Stony Stratford, St Neots for 724pts. The wind:
20kt at 270°.
The Met wasn 't exactly encouraging- unstable airmass, moderate thermals initially, increasing cloud and strengthening wind
culminating in an early cut-off. Unfortunately
there was one of the forecasted isolated showers sitting over the first leg. Most of us who took
the downwind-scuttle-in-front-of-it-option didn't
make 50km. The wiser, cleverer, luckier types
who went upwind and behind it braving the blue
gap, fared rather better. Some did so well they
defied another isolated shower at the second
turn, flew through drizzle and got home.
Steve Jones (Discus) won because he took
a cloud climb to 550011 at Bedford rather than
mess around in grovel mode. Surprises of the
day? Simon Housden (LS-3) finished about
30min after it really started to rain but he was
always persistent. And David Allison (LS-4)
flew really well to be 2nd on a difficult day which
was his competition debut.
Among the six who finished was another first
timer, Oliver Ward (Discus)- although he was
uncontrolled at the start and lost all his points!
There is nothing like a typically blustery April
day l o sort the men from the boys! The "Dick of
the Day" award went to Simon Adlard (LS-4)
who didn't know the difference between his fin
(where the fin No. lives) and his canopy.
We now slipped into the one day on, one day
off pattern of flying which had seemed to work
so nicely at most previous 1992 Comps.
Monday was rest day. (lt rained.)
Day 2, Tuesday, August 25: 135.8km triangle, Didcot, Newport Pagnell for 575pts. Wind
25kt at 260°.
it was bright with gusts of up to 30kt. We were
sceptical about flying and few of us thought we
would . At briefing there was an unusual quietness - rational fear connected with love of life
and the aesthetically pleasing sight of whole
sailplanes meant the majority of the field were
not desperate to go flying . But we all did. (After
a briefing on the finer points of gust induced
stall/spin situations from our mentor, Chris
Rollings, the BGA senior national coach.)
The tug pilots did a sterling job launching us
two or three times. Most of us even went away
to land in fields. Some (yes I was one) failed to
battle into wind and get past X. With the exception of Toby Wright (SHK) we all made it back
from the ridge to the airfield. The next gaggle
of seven intrepid explorers got round Didcot to
form a landing party by the Thames. Between
them they had raised 1Op for an inaccurate
phone call. (Yes, they won the award!)
Some had enough height at Didcot to make
use of the downwind component of the second
leg and create a competition day by getting past
Y. This handicapping system triumphed because joint winners for the day were Steve
Jones and another first-timer, Lucy Withall
(ASW-15s). Most spent the rest of the afterFebruary!March 1993

noon digging their gliders out of fields. Oliver
Ward's Land-Rover was beginning to show its
full' potential as a tractor.
Wednesday and Thursday were grey, miserable and rather typical October days. The camp
site had a rutted, brown look and the main spectator sport was watching Oliver tow cars out of
the mud .
Day 3, Friday, August 28: 135,8km triangle,
Newport Pagnell, Didcot for 398pts. Wind: 20kt
at 260°.
Jed had to go to work, Chris had to be somewhere else so lucky old Graham McAndrew got
the job of task setting on the most marginal day
so far. We eventually fell back to a reverse attempt of Tuesday's task. We rebriefed in the
rain and naturally assumed it would be to scrub.
Wrong. So we were a bit slow to get the feel for
the week. Graham assured us that it would improve. He was right. Most of the field launched,
then landed. There were two tactics available
to us.
1. Wail for a slightly less black looking piece
of sky, then launch .
2. Keep trying regardless.
Anyway , we all got away- eventually. The
last good cloud (ie useful, with lift under it) was
at about 4000ft at Leighton Buzzard (it felt very
high) . The next almost useful loo·king bits of
cloud were at the turn (it looked a long way
away). There was nothing for it but to take a
deep breath and go for it.
I certainly felt a craving to be in something
with a half decent glide angle, but the trusty
Astir CS got me there, in spite of my feeling of
impending oullanding blues. it is amazing how
comforting it is to see other people in fields.
There were some who had got low going into
the downwind turn . They were quite comforting
to watch as well. Then there was the long hard
slog into wind. At least there was lift about, even
if the next front was casting its cirrus over us.
This day's results seemed a little more as
one might expect, with the only non-veteran in
the top six being David Allison. 11 was Karina
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Stony SlfeHord,

Hodgson's day. She eventually landed her
Discus in the drizzle at Headington. Yes, the
fields were even wetter than before, and even
more people needed help to get out of them .
The Richard award went to Paul Shelton for a
nightmare retrieve which included running out
of fuel and (not connected) having to dig his car
out of a ditch . 11 was just like a story from the
pre-radio days.
Day 4, Saturday, August 29: a 211. 7km triangle, Gaydon, Grafham Water for 1OOOpls. Wind:
15kt at 270°.
This was a most unusual day. The Met was.
well, good with a 500011 cloudbase, streeting
expected and average thermals of 3to 4kt. This
proved to be a pessimistic forecast and with the
phenomenon of a wind that was less than 20kt,
22 pilots romped round. lt was just like a real
British Comp day like they had had at Lasham
and Nympsfield.
Richie Toon (Discus) won the day by flying
like a thing possessed after the embarrassment
of a relight to drop off the car keys. Steve and
Dave were again well placed and Paul Croote
(Kestrel 19) seemed to be putting in a late run .
11 was a shame it was the last day . The daily
award almost went to Richie for the keys and
to Simon Adlard for forgetting to put in his film,
but it went to Anne Hopkins (PIK 20) for final
gliding to Dunstable. Her excuses about ridges
and trailers and grass airfields seemedl to lack
depth!
On Sunday the weather was indescribable.
We had come to expect rain on the last day to
ensure that tents go home wet, but not
such gales that most people decided against
towing.
Air Marshal! Sir John Wills (president of the
RAFGSA) presented the prizes. I would like to
thank the organisation. Jed directed in between
working nights at RAF Brize Norton and sleeping and did an excellent job. His team worked
hard to make both competitions an enjoyable
experience and in spite of the dreadful weather
they succeeded.
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CLUB INEWS-=-=-Copy and photographs for the April-May
issue of S&G should be sent to the
Editor, 281 Queen Edith's Way,
Cambridge CB1 4NH, tel 0223 247725,
tax 0223 413793, to arrive not later than
February 9 and for the June-July issue
to arrive not later than Aprll1 0.
GILLIAN BRYCE-SMITH
December2

ANGLIA (RAF Wanisham)
Jim Coughlan flew Gold height at Aboyne to
complete his badge during our expedition. We
now have a syndicate T-21.
At the AGM trophies were awarded to Matt
Jones and John Hicks (best flight); Keith Sheerer
(CFI trophy) and Tony Alcock (most progress).
N.P.

The Cotswold GC's expedition to Giyndwr.

BANNERDOWN (RAF Keevil)
With the approaching closure of Hullavington,
uncertainty about our future was resolved in
October when we moved to Keevil Airfield.
Though the facilities are less than we have enjoyed we hope to make the most of those left by
the outgoing Bath, Wilts & North Dorset GC and
perhaps, in time, to improve them.
Two flyable days and 100 launches in
November allowed us to find the few patches dry
enough to land on before the monsoon rains arrived.
D. C. F.

BATH, WILTS & NORTH DORSET (The Park)
A combination of poor weather and Graham
Galloway's zealous enthusiasm has ensured
good progress on the clubhouse.
We've had cross-countries in thermals as late
as October 17. Joanne Nichols, aged 17, is the
first to go solo at The Park. Dave Smith, Dave
Pengilly and Steve Ski have AEI ratings.
Our second winch is performing well with its
reconditioned engine and the original winch is
being· overhauled. We have a snack bar in the

Doug Sadler, a member of Coventry GC for
many years, cutting his cake at a surprise
70th birthday party given for him by the
club. Photo: Sid Gllmore.

CLUB NEWS

launch point caravan and a new club logo on a
range of clothing.
We wish Bannerdown GC well at our old
home, Keevil airfield ; see you on the ridge in a
NW wind!

S.G.
BLACK MOUNTAINS (Talgarth)

Following a successful month with many expeditions and some excellent flying, November has
been disastrous. However, some members have
been working on the club fleet in preparation for
a hopefully busy Christmas and New Year.
S.R.
BOOKER (Wycombe Air Park)

The Aboyne wave expedition was a lot of fun for
more than 40 members but only produced two
Silver heights plus Gold heights for Dave Byas
and John Denne. Visits to Glyndwr and Black
Mountains had more satisfactory results.
The vintage group, our biggest growth area,
has acquired a beautiful HOtter 17.
Winch training at Bicester led to Alan
Birchmore, Glen Allison , Mike Buckley and
William Parker making their first solo winch
launches on the same day, and instructors enjoyed the aerobatic course run by Sam
Mummery from Lasham.
As a result of the committee looking hard at
costs, some course charges have been reduced
and the accommodation arrangement with
Bishop Abbey is being further developed.
R.N.
BORDERS (Galewood)

Good wave flying started in November with
climbs in excess of 15 00011 and Alan Walker
and Paul Brooks went solo. Robin Johnson is a
full Cat and Andy Henderson has an AEI rating.
We recruited our most distant country member in October when Jocken Meyer, a German
glider pilot, spotted some gliders. He had his first
taste of wave and gained Silver height. We also
had expeditions from Wyvern and Staffordshire
GCs.
R.C.

June Morland of Connel GC with their CFI
Malcolm Shaw after her first solo.

Above: Cathryn Edwards of VGS VGS was sent solo by her father on her 16th birthday and is
photographed with (I to r) John Aves, Phi I Melia, Karen Howard, Bryan Edwards (her father in
the back seat), Paul Kirby and Don Johnstone who all gave up time midweek to make this
possible. Below: South Wales GC's winch with (I tor) Nick Parker, Sid Palmer, Colin Broom,
•
Ken Cotterell and Harold Armitage.

CLUB NEWS

BUCKMINSTER (Saltby Airfield}
The club K-6cR has gone to a new home at
Stratford on Avon GC while the K-8 is being
spruced up. The bonfire party was a roaring success with Kevin Allwood winning the annual
competition.
The autumn flying was busy with the start of
term for the Noningham Trent University GC (formerly Nottingham Polytechnic GC). Members
are doing various jobs around the club.

M. E.
BURN (Burn Airfield}
Matt Ellis and Rod Crampton have imported a
M1 00 and Jack Sharples and Dave Brown have
formed a syndicate with what was probably the
last Olympia 463 to be built.
Guest speaker at our well attended annual
dinner was Bob Pooley of Flight Guide fame
who gave an hilarious indoor lesson in hot air
ballooning.
British Gas trainees spent a week filling holes
in our rather pock marked runways and we paid
British Gas who passed on the cheque to the
BBC Children in Need appeal. We are grateful
to Les Rayment, who by chance works for BG,
for making the arrangements.
P.N.
CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY (Gransden Lodge}
We have had the best undergraduate intake for
many years with 15 joining.
Jonathan Skyrme, Chris Cheney and Mike
Atkins have gone solo; Chris Sullivan is a full
Cat and Don Lees and Bryan Manning have AEI
ratings.

J.L.B
CHANNEL (Waldershare Park}
Mac McGowan has "volunteered" to be a full time
winch driver enabling us to continue our six day
operation.
We had fine weather for our hosting of the micro light Bleriot run to France and aH but one
made it there and back.
We have redecorated the clubhouse and

The most comprehensive in the air:

Daily weather and task brieling. Soaring & competition
tra1n1ng courses. 14-glider fleet - Junior to Nimbus 2C.
Day, week. month hire rates . High performance training
available in Janus.
The most convenient on the ground :

On-s1te budget accommodation. Easy walk to four mo·
tels. Pleasant country town, all activities. Mountam. nver
scenery one hour by car. Melbourne two hours train. car.

it's got to be

BENALLA
Write or phone John Williamson for details:
PO Box 46, BENALLA, VIC. 3672, Australia.
Tel: (0) 57 621058. Fax: (0) 57 625599
For discount travel and details of afternative Ausste
Hol1days quote 'Benalfa Gliding· to:

TRAVELBAG, 12.H igh Street, ALTON,
Hants GU34 8BN. Tel: 0420 88724
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trained Guides, as part of our planned service to
the community, to pass their aircraft badgesobviously with a gliding bias and the successful
were given free flights.
We plan to start the new season by celebrating Ron Armitage's 18 OOOth wiMh launch.
N.O-A.
CLEVELANDS (RAF Dishforth}
We are without electricity pending rewiring and
increased security has resulted in a temporary
curfew: social activities have ceased and
Christmas dinner is looking doubtful. However,
we are still flying and expect to continue over
Christmas/New Year as usual despite daily treks
to and from the airfield.
We are sorry to disappoint those wanting to
join us for the wave camp. We hope to welcome
you when circumstances are kinder.
Fred Pommerhein and Tony Evans have
resoloed and Brian Mennell has his full Cat

JP.
CONNEL (North Connel Airfield)
John Anderson, our retiring chairman, was
thanked at the AGM for his hard work over many
years. Bill Miller is his successor.
We have moved into our new, large, comfortable clubhouse. A new member, Paul Keegan,
has a Jodel tug so we now have aerotow and
improved reverse autotow launching.
Privately owned aircraft include a Libelle,
Pirat, T-21 and Skylark 4 as well as a Shadow
and a Chevvron. As with all Scottish gliding
clubs, we have regular access to the Sport
Council's ASH-25.
R.W.
CORNISH (Perranporth}
Our open weekend was spoiled by strong winds
but we still flew plenty of visitors. Martin Wilshire
and John Stuart-Smith have gone solo. The
Aboyne expedition was enjoyable but didn't produce any Diamonds.
John Shaw received a tankard from the
Vintage Club for his restoration work on the
Grasshopper and T -21 .
Our council is threatening enforcement action
to severely curtail aerotowing. Letters of support
would be gratefully received . 11 successful, the
implications of this action against an established
airfield are enormous. If anyone has useful information to help us in our fight, please contact
us on 0872 501707.
IF
COTSWOLD (Aston Down}
Mike Bates, Tim Farley, Peter Hall, Tony
Saunders , Nick Coe, Sam Walker, Lawrence
Clegg and Mike Frost have gone solo and Doug
Rimell has resoloed after a long absence. Chris
Marsh gained Gold height and Peter Ward
reached 22 600ft for Diamond height (both at
Aboyne).
Oliver Ward and Mike Oliver flew a 200km
0 / R in a club K-13 and on October 31 Oliver had
the last soaring flight of 1992 with a fast 200km
0/R.
We had a successful expedition to Glyndwr
GC in October with good ridge soaring and gave
over 100 trial lessons at our September open

day. fhe winter lectures started well with an excellent talk by Brian Spreckley on European
soaring.

M.S.
Obituary- Richard Furley
Richard was a keen aviator and stalwart member of Cotswold GC where he flew most weekends during the past 20 years, usually finishing
near the top of the club ladder. He was also a
keen family man and we send: our deepest
condolences to Karen, 'David and the rest of 'his
family.
As a mechanical engineer he designed mining equipment. He was also a power pilot and in
unsuitable flying weather resorted to launching
model gliders.
Richard had a strong sense of social justice
and kept clear of club politics. However, most
chairman consulted him on key strategic issues
because he had a clear perspective . He sent
many solo during his 16 years' instructing and
was DCFI for some time.
He served us well as safety officer leaving little to chance. Once, after crawling into the cockpit with a torch and mirror, Richard found a
cracked rudder pedal which probably saved two
lives.
Pat Gilmore
COVENTRY (Husbands Bosworth}
Our Discus, due in March, wil l give us two top
Standard Class club gliders. Our winter weekend courses specialise in various techn iques
from aerotowing, aerobatics to cloud flying. For
details contact Harry at the office.
As usual we have three gliders at RAF
Dishforth in the hope of catching winter wave
and trips to the Land Mynd and Denbigh.
T.W.
CRANWELL (RAFGSA}
Despite the poor weather we have had a con stant stream of new members, mostly ab-initios,
and our statistics are well up on 1991 .
Our thanks to Brian Hutchinson, Mick Smith
and Mick Lee, and many others, who have done
an enormous amount of work on our new T -61 M
motor glider. A third two-seater, a K-7, is joining
our club fleet which also includes a K-21 , Janus
C, Astir CS, Discus CS and Ventus CT.
Sieve "Skippy" Harper and Angus Watson
have their 300kms; Max lvison Silver distance
and Nick Hawley has a Silver badge.

I. M.
CULDROSE (RNAS Culdrose, Helston}
Our annual trip to Aboyne in September was only
notable for the complete lack of suitable soaring
weather and was followed by an incredibly damp
October and November with precious little gliding. Many thanks to Angie Toiler for organising
the dinner-dance in December.
R.A.
DARTMOOR (Brentor}
As the season draws to a soggy end members
have been moving away to find wave. Fiona and
Tim Smart proved that Talgarth is a day trip and
others have visited Aboyne. At home Col in Boyd
gained his Bronze badge.
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

CLUB NEWS

We had a Guy Fawkes bonfire, the annual dinner-dance is soon and with the help of our flying
chaplain , Gregory Stanton, and Frank May we
are holding a carol service in the hangar in aid
of Save the Children .
We have applied for planning permission for
a briefing room and voted to keep our first glider
-the beloved T-21.
F.G.M

DEESIDE (Aboyne Airfield)
Fiona Fleming, Alain White and lan Grosz have
gone solo; lan Henderson flew Silver distance
to complete his badge and Paul Boath gained
Diamond height. The wave has given heights of
28 300ft in October and 22 900 in November.
We welcome visitors with single or twoseaters to our task week from May 15 to 23 .
Contact our secretary, Glen Douglas. for details.
We have re-engined the Super Cub and have
a spare engine again for the Pawnees.
At the annual dance the following were
awarded prizes:- Roy Wilson of Deeside (for
best cross-country from Deeside, Highland,
Cairngorm or Angus GCs) ; James Davidson
(best gain of height); Jack Stephen (most
meritorious flight) ; Norman Smith (for contribution to the club) and Fiona Fleming (for
advancement).
Our thanks to members who helped when
Lionel Sole parachuted from his Lo 100 after
control problems. Lionel was unhurt and his
glider was retrieved from the hill the next day.
G.D.
DERBY & LANCS (Camphi/1)
The Christmas party and the Neighbours' Night,
when we thank local farmers . were a tremendous success. We plan to fly over Christmas.
Brian Pullen has gone solo. We are refurbishing club aircraft and hope soon to update the •t wo
two-seater trainers and single-seater early solo
gliders. Visitors are always most welcome .
MI.R.
DEVON & SOMERSET (North Hill)
Training and air experience courses have been
particularly successful. Noteworthy were
solo/resolo flights of the Britton and Rix family
teams (father and son) on a July course.
Alan Bromley has a Bronze badge and Peter
Harding part 1 of the Cross-country diploma.
CFI Chris Miller was organised into the K-21
with Peter Craggs as "trainee" and then with TV
presenter Chris Serle for an ITV "Shoot the
video" programme. it resulted in a significant
number of membership inquirjes.
Our annual statistics "prove" that 1992 was
better than t991 with flying hours up +9% , crosscountry kilometres + 11 % and launches -1 V,%.
There was an improvement in solos and badge
claims. except for no change in Bronze. it seems
that even the K-21 is justifying its purchase.
I.D.K.
DORSET (Eyres Field)
With our move taking less time than anticipated
we had a symbolic fly-out from Old Sa rum and a
fly-in to our new site on Saturday, October 17,
with CFI Barry Thomas (Auster) towing chairman Bill Cook (club K-8). The next day we winch
February/March 1993

launched with the first flight by the CFI and Joe
Linee as P2 in the K-13. Eyres Field was the
home of the DGC In the early 1960s (known then
as Gallows Hill) and Joe had flown the last flight
from the field 28 years previously to .t he day!
The first soaring flight was by Colin Weyman
(K-8) to cloudbase on Octob~r 31 . Flying is inhibited by the field length and while areas have
been seeded they won't be in use until the spring.
However. from the tentative beginnings with routine flying we are sure we will grow and prosper
in our new home.
Visitors are welcome and you will find us midway between Wool and Be re Regis, Dorset.
G.G.S.

DUKERIES (Gamston Airfield)
Members have resurtaced the north end of the
runway to give a smoother ground run . David
Upreph has gone solo.
The Portmoak expedition was thoroughly enjoyed with some excellent flying. The successful
experimental Wednesday afternoon flying has
been suspended until the spring.

J.C.P.
EAST SUSSEX (Ringmer)
There have been regular expeditions to Talgarth,
Denbigh and Husbands Bosworth - and our
thanks to these clubs for their hospitality.
Carol Head (K-6) flew 93km for Silver distance; Sue Barter, Nick Davies and Barrie Gent
have Bronze badges and Tony Billin, Terry
Stimson and Malcolm Williamson have gone
solo.

L.M
ESSEX & SUFFOLK (Wormingford)
Now that we have security of tenure we can plan
for the future and with luck will soon be building
a clubhouse and hangar.
The Essex University GC fly with us on
Wednesday and go from strength to strength.
Nick White, Dave Walkerdine , Clive
Bainbridge and Doug Ell is have gone solo, Doug
after a break of 30 years; John Gilbert has an
A'EI rating; Chris Pollard and Mike Friend are assistant instructors and Vivien Haley has become
a full Cat and flown 300km.
We have a new K-21 syndicate and are borrowing a YS-53 while our K-21 is being reburbisheo. As always, visitors are welcome.

work) and Diana King, John Bastin and Les Kaye
have been elected. Les as chairman. Thanks to
Les, we have the use of his Twin Astir which is a
valuable asset and Diana has organised ladies'
weekends.
We are hoping for new members, especially
ab-initios as we have had few pre-solo pilots for
some time. Alex Chappell has gone solo and
Brian Smith has his 5hrs.
We now use the tarmac rather than the
broken-up runway edges, which is easier on the
tug , and it is hoped the grass area will be
extended to the full length of the runway .

R.P.
KENT (Challock)
Despite poor conditions for our annual task
week in late August we had some flying days.
Two pilots with their new ASH-25 won League 1
and, with a close result, Chris Ireland (P1) and
his group won League 2 with the club K-13.
Our best of several expeditions was the
autumn one at Portmoak with a number of Silver
legs gained.
A.R. V.
LASHAM (Lasham Airfield)
Like all clubs we teach from ab-initio to wouldbe World Champions. But what can we teach
Alan Purnell? He started in 1956 at Cambridge
and has just passed 7000hrs gliding, 251 000
cross-country kilometres , 434 300kms, 68
500kms and .is still as keen as even. What an
example - but then he never married!
Expeditions are in vogue again and this year
we sent our club and private owners here, there
and everywhere. 'i n May Terry Joint takes us to
southern Germany.
Due to the major recession we are conserving, cost cutting and encouraging members to
undertake duties we used to buy in. Self help is
fun and so good for your pocket,
Weekly lectures. parties and social whoopees
continue. Bill Giles the Met man entertained us
again, Christmas lunch was served by Snow
White and her eleven dwarfs and the farmers'
"Thank you for letting us land in your field" wine
and cheese party was a huge success. We may
not have had lots of thermals but the year sure
was a load of fun.
WK.

M.F.
GL YNDWR (Denbigh)
Due to the rain we 've had a quiet two months
bu: membership is increasing and the hangar
extension is complete.
Our practice annual dinner was a great success and tickets are on sale for the real thing.
G.H.
GRAMPIAN (By Laurencekirk)
Despite the wet weather Mary-Rose Smith has
gone solo and Dave Smith and Dennis Canny
have their 5hrs. Most members enjoyed a flight
in an ASH-25.
R.JS.
HEREFORDSHIRE (Shobdon Airfield)
John Hunt and John Warbey have retired from
the committee (our thanks to them for their hard

LINCOLNSHIRE (Strubby Airfield)
Dave Armstrong and Angel a Hearney have gone
solo, Angela being our first female ab-initio for
many years, and Eric Hughes has resoloed after
a ·long break.
An excellent newspaper article has brought
inquiries about membership and trial lessons.
Sieve Crozier's reputation for getting home deserted him when he landed his Oly in a field.
R.G.S.
LONDON (Dunstable)
We had successful trips this autumn to Talgarth
and Aboyne, the latter resulting in Mark Gander's
video of the club K-21 flying to 26 OOOft.
Our new aerobatic courses are popular. The
annual dinner was well attended, no doubt owing~
to Derek Piggott being the guest speaker.
We are operating full-time throughout the win- •
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Key to photographs on this page. 1. Euan
Videon of Coventry GC after going solo
shortly after his 16th birthday. 2. Fiona
Fleming in the Aberdeen University Bocian
after soloing at Deeside GC. 3. Dorset GC's
hangar structure at Eyres Field. 4. Davld
Upreph of Dukeries GC being congratulated
by instructor Brian Fowkes after going solo.
5. Sandra Williams and Wayne Dewick of
Trent Valley GC bid farewell to the K-8. 6. On
October 19 Rattlesden GC celebrated the end
of a two year stint of very hard work carried
out entirely by members. The hangar, with a
floor area of 900sq m, was officiall.y opened
by Howard Darbon, director of the Sports
Council Eastern Region, and Paul MarstonWeston, assistant chief leisure services officer, St Edmundsbury Borough Council. The
hangar, which cost £32000 including the
concrete floor and apron, was substantially
financed by grants from these two sponsors.
lt will house all the club gliders, two motor
gliders and a tug, as well as a number of, syndicate aircraft, and will contribute greatly to
operational efficiency. The small hangar has
been freed for use as a workshop, a facility
badly needed for many years. 7. Mac
McGowan, Channel GC's new winch driver. 8.
Gareth Cherriman of Nene Valley GC who
sent solo the day after his 16th birthday.

ter with a selection of courses from Bronze
badge to cross-country standard. Visitors are
welcome to these and to soar our hill in bracing
westerlies.
S.B.M.
MENDIP (Halesland Airfield)
Andy Brackwell, Gordon Dennis, Tom Fisher,
Richard Haggerty, Philip lsbell, Paul Renshaw
and Sarah Turner have gone solo; John Alcock
has a Bronze lbadge; Steve Coli ins and George
Whitcombe-Smith Silver badges; Sieve Collins

7.!

and Daryl Mansbridge have AEI ratings; Tony
Webb an assistant instructor rating and Dave
McFarlane and Graham Taylor have PPL
SLMGs.
Our CFI Peter Turner gained 10 500ft from a
winch launch Into wave but didn't have oxygen.
However, he helped a less experienced pilot,
George Whitcombe·Smith, to the same height
by returning to the ridge and talking him through
the climb.
We have converted our Eagle winch with a
4.2 Jaguar engine to give much improved nil
wind launches and our diesel winch is having a
more powerful engine. Holiday courses went
well- our thanks to Lyn Turner.

G.T.
MIDLAND (Long Mynd)
Two Enstone pilots visited us with motor gliders
and gave a dozen members enjoyable training
flights. The courses finished at the end of
September and since then most flying has been
during the week.
J. Haus, Juan Ollabarietta and Roy
Mylchreest have soloed and Bill Duckett gained
Silver height.
A.R.E.
NENE VALLEY (RAF Upwood)
Three 16 year-olds went solo within a week of
each other- James Cl ark, Mark Williamson and
Garath Cherriman, Gareth the day after his birthday.
We had a trip to the Mynd in October and Gary
Johnson has an AEtl rating. Our AGM was well
attended.
D.H.
NEWARK & NOTTS (Winthorpe)
At the annual dinner-dance and prizegiving the
main trophies went to Shirley Maddex, Dan

8.!
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Goldsworthy, John Maddison, Dave Alvey and
David Robertson.
Frank Hunt has taken over from Roland
Carver as treasurer and we thank Ron for his
many years' work. Dave Parker has become an
instructor.
Work on the Skylark 2B and Skylark 3G is progressing well and both should soon be flying
again.

M.A.
NORTH WALES (Bryn Gwyn Bach)

The autumn was fairly quiet except for John
Moore, Bill Snow, Mike Marshal!, Vie Pendleton
and Emile Vanderwalle going solo. Emile, who
keeps fit cycling about five miles to the club
which includes riding up our ridge, is 72 yearsold and Vie, our farmer landlord, sol.oed after
only 22 flights.
November was good for wave- Dave Jones
got to 8500ft in the club K-8 and on the same
day Tony Cooper reached 14 OOOft during his
5hrs to complete his Silver badge.
We have a new syndicate with a M1 00 and
are hoping to buy a new Super Blanik.
D.J.
OXFORD (Weston on the Green)

John Hanlon and Martin Hastings gained Gold
heights for their Gold badges at Sutton Bank and
Tony Boyce flew Diamond height at Aboyne for
all three Diamonds.
At the AGM the committee were re-elected.
Chris Em son won the club ladder trophy for the
second year running with other cups going to
Graham Barrett (most outstanding flight- 500km
in his Libelle); John Gordon (best flight in a club
glider - 300km in the Astir); Martin Hastings
(best height gain from Weston); Andy Barnes
(best faux pas- a particularly muddy hill top field
landing); Alex Jenkins (for instructing) and Tom
Lamb and Phil Hawkins (Cotwold GC's trophy
for the winner of their task week).
Congratulatory bottles were presented to
Chris Emson and John Hanlon (becoming full
Cats); to Martin Oldfield (newest instructor);
Tony Boyce (first member for many years to gain
all three Diamonds) and Chris Reynolds, Gerry
O'Sullivan, Neil Turner and Chris Buck (for work
on the winch engine).
F.B.
PETERBOROUGH & SPALDING (Crow/and
Airfield)

Several new committee members were elected
at our well attended AGM. We had an expedition to North Wales at the end of November and
Lois and Dick Thirkill, Les Rigby and Noel
McLaughlin have AEI ratings.
D.K.P.

and Martin Heneg han . Our thanks to Odlham,
Bicester and Deeside for their hospitality over
the season.
J.P.

N.S-J.
RA TTLESDEN (Rattlesden Ailfield)

There was an enjoyable Long Mynd expedition
with very good gliding . Our new hangar is officially open, see photo.
Sieve Long land gave an interesting safety lecture; a new Pi rat syndicate has been formed and
Richard Page has Silver distance and height.

M.E.
SHALBOURNE (Rivar Hill)

lt was good to see one of our new members from
Old Sarum, Tony Pattemore, elected on to the
committee at the wel! attended AGM .
The Dave Maleham memorial cup (presented
in memory of our previous chairm an who was
tragically killed last year) was awarded to Fergus
Glen for most progress made in th e first year of
going solo. Other trophies went to Steve Ottner,
Geolf Nicholls , Carol Pike, Alan Pettitt, Bernie
Shackell and Tony Pattemore.
We had a successful October expedition to
Aboyne with Bill Cook and John Day getting Gold
heights and Ken Aeid Diamond height in his K6E. Ken Eggleton has gone solo.
J.R.
SHROPSHIRE (Sieap)

Apart from wave flying autumn has been disappointing. Typically on November 6, strong wave
contacted locally took several of us 1OOkm
crosswind. By taking two jumps upwi nd Andy
Chappel, Dave Triplet! and Ric Prestwi ch got
into the lee of Snowdonia, Andy reaching
18 OOOft and Dave getting Gol d height. Four pensi oners did a retr ieve in the dark that evening,
Ch arles Webb coining the phrase "Last of the
Summer Wine" which sums up our generally
geriatric operation .
We are pleased to see our disabled member
Peter Foster back on the field after a six month
break due 10 ill health. His enthusiasm for flying
is a tonic to us all.

T.A.
SOUTHDOWN (Parham Airfield)

Our autumn Tal garth expedition, organised by
Tony Challenor and Rod Walker, gave us some
exciting ridge flying. The Bronze badge lecture
programme has started; the clubroom has been
recarpeted and given new seating; we have a
new bunklbriefing room and converted the old
bunkroom into an office.
Quinta n English has reso loed after 32 years
and Aon King, who started gliding 50 years ago,
has his 5hrs.
W.S.

PORTSMOUTH NAVAL (Lee on Solent)

Tony World, Martin Heneghan, Ken Stephenson
and Chris Joly flew in the Inter-Services
Regionals, Chris winning the Good hart trophy.
The courses produced many solos including
lan Sharrocks, Peter Jordan and Paul Limburn.
Dave Kearns and Arthur Yardley have Bronze
badges and Graham Tucker a Silver badge. A
successful Aboyne expedition produced
Diamond heights for Tony World, Keith Walton
February/March 1993

dedicated band out to fly - Colin gainied
Diamond goal and Nick Parker efficiently completed his Silver badge in one flight in a Skylark
4. We thank th em for their dedicate, hard work.

SOUTH WALES (Usk)

The new winch, built over three years under the
supervision of Colin Broom from a BBC outside
broadcasting four wheel drive vehicle, a 250bhp
5.3 litre V12 Jaguar engine and a reconditioned
Tost winch, is giving much higher launches with
incredible acceleration.
lt took so long because of a large number of
minor tasks and the necessity to let this small,

TRENT VALLEY (Kirton in Lindsey)

Tim Johnson, Horst Lange, Aubry Wattam and
Chris Swallow have gone solo. To the sorrow of
some members, our K- 8 has been sold after 20
years' service and is now flying in Scotland.
Our annual dinner will be on February 27 at
the White Heather.

MP.G.
ULSTER (Bel/arena)

With planning permission granted for our new
site we are deferring the move until the autumn
because our landlord has bought our hangar as
it stands at an attractive price , Including a rent
waiver on the old site for 1993 .
By then we will have erected a huge secondhand blister hangar. lt is fou r times the area of
our hangar and will house the entire club and
private fleets, fully rigged an d with space to
spare. Members helped dismantle it on its
Belfast site for the steelwork to be sandblasted,
repainted and put into store ready for the move.
R.R.R.
VALE OF WHITE HORSE (Swindon)

At our AGM in November we elected Sue Foggin
as chair man , Graham Huggins, Gilbert Burge
and Paul Man sfield have their SLMG licences
and Geolf Wirdnam his AEI rating.

L. W.
Obituary - Dlanne Steele
Dianne, instantly hooked after her first air experience flight , joined our club in the spring of 1990.
She was seldom away fro m the site during that
season, such was her enthusiasm. She soloed
in August and never looki ng back, a Bronze
badge was soon hers, in 1991 a Silver and just
prior to her death an AEI rating.
Dianne was a successful junior school head
teacher. She worked hard in all things, not least
of all in gliding and involvement in the club. She
was a positive force as a committee member and
chairman, always getting the job done.
Her first flight was at Sandhill and on
September 5 she took her last, flying the Std
Cirrus she had recently bought into. Dianne
loved fly ing and it is with love we remember a
dear friend.

lndy Wlrdnam
VECT/S (Isle of Wight Airport, Sandown)

The sum mer has been disappointing despite
several Bronze legs and above average
launches which were partly due to our DCFI John
Kenny supervising many midweek flying days.
We have also had a large number of air experience days.
The expedition to Thouars in France produce
a number of badge flights despite poor weather,
and our privately owned K-6s out-shone some
French entries in a vintage rally which passed
through. We had 67 launches, 106hrs and flew
more than 600km with Silver badges for Matt
Colebrooke, Graham Grifiths, Chris Bacon and
•
Mike Chambers.
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Frustrated with your
l're-solo training?

Booker Gliding Club

Martin C8rolan

* Book now for our 1993

HIGH QUALITY
WORKMANSHIP AT AN
AFFORDABLE PRICE

courses. 5 day course
from £350 includes 15
aerotow flights, all ground
instruction and one
month's free membership
- accommodation
available.

FULL WORKSHOP FACIUTIES TO
COVER ALL JOBS BIG OR SMALL
CofADUE1
PHONE FOR THE BEST PRICE
15 Jubilee Avenue, Woodend Fields,
Cam, Dursley, Glos GL1 1 5JJ
Telephone: Workshop 0860 542028
Home 0453 5441 07

Feel as though you are banging your head against a two
seater (wall)? We have an immediate answer. Very
intensive and comprehensive training to solo, courses
held weekly. Mixed launch- Aerotow and winch.
Need your Silver or Bronze? Glass single sealers and
courses to suit you too.
BIWirt IXJII"flrl 1/llmllirtlf
Conuct

COVENTRY GLIDING CLUB,
Hus nds kntorlli Alr11eld,
Lutllfftlth, Llla. L£11 a.AJ
Pllona 0851880521 oftlct hav~
Al1o Sail l Suns during
rummtt months

* We
have a full winter
programme available to
beginners and
experienced pilots.

The "LS" Agent in UK

For colour brochure write or p hone:
BOOKER GUDING CLUB
Wpcombe Air P r k, Marlow
BacbSL7 3DR

MARTYN WELLS
(Wells Design Ltd.)
Bralles, Banbury, Oxon.
Workshop Tel. 060 885 790
Home Tel. 060 884 217

Tel: 0494 442501/529263
O nly 35 m inutes from London
(M40 , Junction 4)

Order now:

COME

LS4, LS6, LS7

GLIDING

REPAIR
MAINTENANCE
CofA

with lhe

CORNISH GLIDING CLUB
Perranporth, Cornwall
5 OA Y AERO..TOW OURSES
uper Value only £2511.00 M•y-Sept
Under BGA instruct()~. Beginners welcome.
Trevellas Airfield is onl y one mile from Pcrranporth's
golden sands, one of Cornwall 's favourite family

holiday centres.

RUTH PHILLIPS

BUCKMIN T R
• 7 days a week May-5ept Weekends
& Wednesdays throughout the
year.
• 1·5 day courses from May to
September
• Aerotow and winch facilities
• Club fleet- Puchacz (2), K13, K8
and Astir
• VIsitors always welcome- you will
find u 5 miles south of Grantham
and 3 miles west of the A 1.

BOSWENS, WHEAL KITTY , ST. AGNES
(0872) 552430
If no reply please phone 0726 842 798

MARCHINGTON GLIDING
CLUB
Situated in the Midlands. Offers Holiday
courses from April to September.
I

Good local soaring and
cross-country.
Private owners welcome.
Please Contact:

EAST MIDLANDS
Buckmlnmr Gliding Club

S.ttby Airfield (Hr Grwni/Uim}, UlcMrtltWhlre
Tfl/, Mike
(06l12) 817432
or .,.rtln (0602} 307737
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ESSEX (;LIDIN<; CLlJH

Course Secratary
Marchlngton Gliding Club
Tatenhlll Airfield, Newborough Ad
Needwood, Burton-on-Trent DE1 3 9PD
Telephone: 021 355 6248

JUST 25 MINUTES FROM
LONDON
'1.\ Holiday courses for Ab-initio and early
solo pilots to Bronze C.
\.\' Courses run from April to October.
'1.\ 5 Day courses start from £185. (A few
3 day courses available)
~'r

A 10% dlscountfor bookings
placed before March 31st, 93

Courses enquiries to the course
organiser:
EGC NORTH WEALD AIRFIELD
North Weald, Essex. Tel: (0277) 218193

SAILPLANE & GLIDING

CLUB NEWS

ONDON GLIDING CLUB

COURSE

DATES
9-10 Nov
7-8 Dec
8-9 Feb

(2 days)
18-19 Jan
1-2 Mar

11-1 3 Nov
9-11 Dec
10-12 Feb

k30-22
days)
Jan

5-6 Nov
17-1 8 Dec
18-19 Feb
27-29 Jan
24-26 Feb
10-12 Mar

(2d1 s)
14-1 Jan
25-26 Mar
(3 days)

15-19 Mar
22-26 Mar

(5 days)

3-5 Mar

Cross-Country Weather Interpretation
Includes: How to gather information,
how to monitor weather from forecasts,
produce your own forecasts etc.
Cross-Country Ground School
Includes: Task setting, thermalling, speed
Wcin2, map reading etc.
or ronze Badge Pilots & above
Air Experience Instructor Courses
Follows BGA approved course
CFI Approval required
Bronze Badge Ground School
All theory subjects covered.
Test paper at end of course
Post Solo, Pre Bronze

Bronze Bad?ie Course
Flying & Brie ings - Include Air Law, Met.
Navigation, Principles of Flight etc.
Post Solo, Pre Bronze
Accommodation £8 per night
Call Val or Margaret on 0582 663419 for a booking form

Come gliding at theFAMILY SITE
Lleweni Pare, Denbigh, North Wales
*Courses from : £65
* Unlimited winch launches
* High instructor to pupil ratio
* Use of motorglider
* Free use of caravan site
* Close to beaches and hills
* River fishing on site
* Pony trekking and riding lessons
* Mountain bike track and woodland walks
* Special farmhouse B&B package on site

Details: 0745-813714 or 0244·336353

PRICE
£30.00

totype Prefect by Nev Churcher; Tutor by David
Shrimpton ; T utor by Mike Birch , Graham Saw
and their team; Rhonbussard w ith its original
long span ailerons by Ted Hull; Nord N 2000 by
Barry Smith and the Grasshopper and T-2 1B by
John Shaw.
New restoration projects include a Scud 1, !he
second Scud 3 (BGA No. 684), a Minimoa and a
Krajanek.

£45.00

Swanton Mortey)

c.w.

VOLUN TEER GLIDING SCHOOL 6 11 (RAF

£55.00
£45.00

£70.00

Graham Griffiths flew Gold height in October
at Abyone - it would have been a Diamond if he
hadn't accidentally switched off his oxygen.
Our beloved Blanik, which is kept outside, is
back having suffered at the hands of overnight
fabric slashers.
J.C.B.

VINTAGE NEWS
The poor season limited achievements in the air
to a 150km triang le d uring June by Harry
Chapple in his Mu 130-2 from Bicester, but there
were 14 resto rations to airworthy condition , 11
in Britain and three In Europe.
There was the Gull 3 by Peter Phllpot and partners- the second prototype which flew 52 years
after the first. Also restored and flown :- Kite 2 by
Peter Warren; HOtter 17A by John Lee; the pro-

We are celebrating o ur 50th anniversary this
year. The school was formed as 102 G lid ing
School at Hethersett and ren amed in 1955.
Fo rmer members who would like to take part in
the celebratio ns contact me - Sqd Ld r
D.A.Johnstone - at 6 11 Volunteer Gliding
School, RAF Swanton Morley, Dereham, Norfolk
NR204LJ

WOLDS (Pocklington Airfield)
At our annual dinner-dance awards went to Dave
Bowes (club ladder and lo ngest flight) ; Alan
McWhirter (best progress with an A EI rating,
Gold badge and sheer enthusiasm) and Derek
Roddy (most meritorious flight. again in a twoseater). Our thanks to chairman, John Paskins,
for the shortest speech on record !
The club fleet is in fine fettle thanks to Mike
Thompson and helpers.
N.R.A.
YORK (Rufforth Airfield)
T hank good ness for autumn wave wh ich took
Tom Stoker to 13 000ft and Paul Hepworth a nd
Howard McDermott (T· 21) to a very cold ?500ft.
Toby Winston has gone solo and a number of
ATC cadets are working for their Duke of
Edinburgh bronze awards.
H.McD-R

Club News Reporters: Thank you fo r keeping
our very early deadline for this issue. it would be
helpful if you gave your name, address and telephone number in case of que ries. Also. if the
copy is handWritten, please print all names.
However, a number of you still send your
reports to the BGA office which wastes valuable
time. Please make sure you use the Cambridge
address.

a

Why pay more for less performance?
We are now talclng orders for
Marianne -the high performance two seater with the low price tag prices from FF 330,000
Pegasus 90- waterballast, retracting undercarriage, new cockpit layout, canopy cover,
41:1 performance for FFr 197,000

[ NorthumbriAir)
February!March 1993

10 Castlaflelds, Bournmoor, Houghton·le.Sprlng, Tyne and Wear
Tel: 091·385·5515, 091·584·3011 or 0207 861763
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KENT GLIDINGCLUB
~

M_
K · E

N

· T

GLIDING CLUB

Challock,
A shford,
Kent
TN254DR

Courses to suit all grades of pilots
from beginners to cross country.
Situated on North Down thermal
and ridge site. Meals and
accommodation in comfortable
licensed Clubhouse.

For FREE brochure, write or
phone:

SHENINGTON
GLIDING CLUB
New club with exciting growth
potential
• M40 Corridor near Banbury (A pprox . 1
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

hour from London)
Ridge site. 7 day operation
Winch and Aerotows
Secure caravan/trailer storage~ economic
hangarage available
Triangular 1000 metre runways
Airfield restricted to Gliders only
Economic membership and flying rates
New members and visitors welcome

EDGE l:llLL AIRFlELD. SHENlNGTON.
OXFORDSHIRE

CONTACT:

Challock 0233 740274 or
740307

Paul(0295)680553
Colin (0295) 251716

SERVICES LIMITED
Telephone: 0763·852150

Facsimile: 0763-852593
Albany House, Litlington, Cambs.

LASH AM
Does your home club operate only at weekends?
At Lasham we operate all week , every week which
means we could provide a useful supplement to
your training. Whether you are not yet solo and
would benefrt from a week's consolidated
instruction. or a budding cross-country pilot
needing soaring or field-landing training. we have
the expertise and facilities to help.
Apart from our large two-seater fleet and excellent
aerotow and winch launch facilities. we have a
comprehensive briefing room for lectures or
instructional videotapes if bad weather prevents
flying .
On-site accommodation for club expeditions is
always available by arrangemenl.
Absolute beginners are of course always welcome
- we have a large choice of courses and types of
membership to suit your needs.

Lasham Gliding Society
Nr. Alton, Hants
Tel: 0256 381322/381270

UK SERVICE STATION FOR

HOFFMANN
Pi IOPELLER
GLIDING AT ABOYNE,
ABERDEENSHIRE THIS YEAR!
Try the C harlcston Hotel. Ahoync. Five minutes drive
from the Cluh. Family-run Hotel. excellent food and
comfortable accommodation . Al so self-catering
collage to sleep 5 in Hotel grounds. We specia lise in
serving food until IO.JOpm daily .

Tel: 03398 86475

LEARN TO GLIDE IN A WEEK

Holiday courses from June to September beginners to Silver C. Book now!
Motor Gilder Courses throughout the year Bronze or Silver C to PPL (SLMG).
VIsiting Aircraft welcome - ideal cross-country
site - cheap aerotows and temporary membership.
Friendly club - accommodation on site licensed bar.
Write to: The Course Secretary, Mrs G. Edwarde,
Gt Stonea, Hare Street, Buntlngford, Herta SGII OAD.
Tel: 0783 894410.

AND WHY NOT?
Last seaso n we trained more so lo
pilots than any other club, and over
two thirds came back for more training
with us. Send for a brochure to find o ut
why.
For this year we have two airfieldsEdgehill and Hinton - both near Banbury
in super soaring country. We guarantee
35 launches per week.

* ab initio to solo -in one week or two

* solo to bronze, 10 launchc.\ a day!
* bronze to silver
* silver-plus, 1OOkrn etc.
* assistant instructor/ AEI
* instructor completion/refresher/full cat.
* early season wam1-up - discount price
* motor glider PPL
* field landing training
* unlimited flying for ftxed prices

THE GLIDING CENTRE
Hinton in the Hedges Airfield, Brackley, Northants NN13 SNS • (0295) 812544
EdgehiiJ Airfield, Shenington, Banbury, Oxon OX15 6NY • (0295) 688151
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Sailplane & Gliding
You can buy the magazine from most Gliding
Clubs in Gt. Britain, alternatively send £19.00
(to include the 1992 Yearbook) or £15.50,
postage included, for an annual subscription to
the British Gliding Associatjon, Kimberley
House, Vaughan Way, .Leicester.
Red leather-cloth binders specially designed to
take copies of the magazine and gold·blocked
with the title on the spine are only available from
theBGA.

Price £5.50 including post and packing.
US.A and all other Countries
Payable in e~her Sterling E 15.50 (or US$30.00) (or US
$40.00 by Air Mail) direct to the British Gliding
Association.

SAILPLANE & GLIDING
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Astir Spigot Mod £400 + kit at factory price.

"'
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Purpose built glider workshop on a 500yd grass strip 2 nautical miles
SW of Warminster
Currently maintaining over 15 motorgliders

;:
"'

Please fly in, call or write to:

Tim Oews, Airborne Composites, The Hangar, Wing Farm, Long bridge Oeverill,
Warminster, Wilts BA12 700. Tel: 0985 40981 (workshop) or 0373 827963 (home)
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NEW FROM
NEWTON BOOKS .

CANOPIES

COMBAT and
COMPETITION

&
SCREENS

by David Ince DFC, BSc.
'

*

LARGE RANGE
OF SHAPES
AND SIZES
FOR GLIDERS
AND LIGHT
AIRCRAFT

*

EX-STOCK
IN CLEAR OR
COLOURED

*

Bob Reece

REMATIC
SchoolHouse
Norton
Nr Worcester WRS 2PT
Tei/Fax Worcester
(0905) 821334

February!March 1993

The author's wartime experiences as a gunner
officer turned Typhoon pilot and fighter leader
are a dramatic prelude to a life in which gliding
was to play an ever increasing part. As we
follow his test pilot training. and experience
some of the highlights of his tjme in the ajrcraft
industry, we are left in no doubt about his love
of flying.
David !nee took up g liding seriously at the
Long Mynd in 1948 and his writing throws an
affectionate light on the people and events of
that era. Competing in successive Nationals at
Camphill- crewing for Philip Wills when the
latter became World Champion in 1952- and
heady years of development and contest !lying
on the Olympia IV series- this is the stuff of
gliding history.
As a member of the BGA Council he muses
over the politics of change in the swinging
sixties and takes us be hind the scenes in the
airspace battles of those far off days. Later he
returns to Gennany. picking up trails from the
past. flies glassfibre. takes part in hi s last
contest and tries his hand at Championship
organisation.
A story almost without an ending. Too good
to be missed. First limite d editio n with
numerous photographs. List price £15.95 plus
p&p £1.25.
ISBN I 872308 23 6. Please NOTE: The
correct price for a hardback copy of "Combat
and Competition" is £15.95. plus £1.20 p&p
(UK on1y) . We apologise for the misleading
information contained in our advertisement
that appeared on p355 of the December/January
issue of Sailplane & Gliding . This hardback
e diti on should be available shortly . Ln th e
m eantime reade rs can obtain copies of the
paperback edition price £13.95, plus £1 p&p,
ex-stock. Should you experience any difficulty
with your order please phone: 0793-641796
and we will do ou r best to assist. Newton
Books, PO Box 236, Swindon. Wilts SN3
6QZ
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"SOARING"

MIDLAND GUDING CLUB

The official monlhly

David
Goodison
INSTRUMENTS
GAL/BRA TED, SERVICED AND
REPAIRED
PZL WINTER AND SMITHS
BAROGRAPHS CALIBRATED
GAL/BRA TIONS RETURNED
WITHIN THE WEEK
4 BROADACRES AVENUE
CARLTON, Nr. GOOLE
NORTH HUMBERSIDE DN1 4 9NE
Tel. GOOLE (0405) 860856

STORCOMM
TWO-WAY RADIO
Our NEW instrument panel mounting air set,
model TR 9005 ts now in production . Main
features :

THE LONG MYND

The only US periodical
devolad entirety 10 1he
sport.

We are confident that our 1993
holiday courses will be as
popular as ever, especially at
1992 prices!

For subscftption send

$35 US by tntemational
money order or inter·
national cashier's cheque
payable to the Soaring
Society of America,
Inc., Box E, Hobbs.,

New Mexico, 88241 · 1308,
U.S.A.

~q~e.&~
~

* Covers entire band 118- 136 MHz.
* Accepts up to B channels.
* Offers cost saving narrow band receiver ver-

EASTERN
REGIONALS

* Full power transmitter accepts both hand and

May 29- June 6 1·993
Tibenham, Norfolk

sion.

boom microphones.
Sensitive and selective receiver with crystal
filter.
Economic service for all our previous models
p lus most other air and g round radios.
Pye "Westminster" 6-channel ground sets available, fitted 130.1 and 130.4 Mhz.
Detailed information, prices and technical specifications from

*

GEORGE STOREY

Tel. 0932 784422

lt.T. CCIIIIIII fcaU0111, P.O. 8014,

START THE SEASON WELL

SAILPLANE
&ENG.
SERVICES LTD.

GLIDER
INSTRUMENTS

REPAIR TO GLASS-FIBRE
STEEL TUBE & WOODEN A/C
DART 17R-£7,550
K-4-£2,300
SPARES K-13;
PIRAT and SWALLOW
WRITE OR PHONE:

KEN BLAKE
BUXTON f0298J 24365
SAILPLANE & ENG. SERVICES LTO.
HOLMFlELD RD., BUXTON, DERBYS.

This season, March to October,
we are offering courses for abinitio to Bronze level pilots. From
May to August there will also be
regular X country soaring courses
for pilots with ambitions towards
Silver or Gold badges.
If you can't manage a 5 day
course why not come for a day or
2 or 3?
Excellent launch facilities
First class instruction, according to
the comments of previous
customers, wonderful scenery,
good food and a friendly welcome.
Private owners and groups
welcome by arrangement.
Call Janet Stuart

on 058861-206 soon.

Brochure and entry form from:
BonnleWade
Oak CoHage, The Hill,
Long StraHon
Norfolk NR15 2AH
Tel: 0508 31406

SUIIBUAY 011 THAMES, Mlddfesa1, TW16 7TA

C's of A
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journal of the Soaring
Society of America.

(M. G. Hutchinson)
Repairs and overhauls
carried out
P.Z.L. Sales and Service
Barograph Calibration centre
Instrument panels cut to order
Write or phone:
'Tanfield'

Shobdon
Nr. Leominster
Herefordshire HR6 9LX
Tel: 0568 708 368
(answering machine)

~ JSW SOARING
'Aquarius' (Dual Weight) Calculators ........ £13.00
W ind Component Resolvers.... ......

.. .... £6.50

'Gemini' Calculators
(Resolver on Reverse Side) .....

.. ....£13.00

Flight Planning Rulers ...... - .....................£4.50
Protective Wallets for Calculators & Rulers are
now includt.-d
'Dolphin' vario Conversions from ............. £40.00

SAE for Product Details to:

34 CASWELL DRIVE, SWANSEA
W. GLAM SA3 4RJ
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

OG·600 45149:1 15117m. Outfit in pristine condition. incl. wing
extensions. Masak winglets. instruments, Bohli compass.
Cobra trailer and full tow-out gear. Tel 0602 21 t480 (work)
0949 60350 (home)
K-7 very good condition, basic instruments, very clean , well
maintained, current C of A. £4500ono. Tal Col in 0295 2517t6

TO PLACE AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE
CLASSIFIED SECTION, please send your
remittance together wilh your wording to
BGA, Kimberley House, Vaughan Way,
Leicester. LE1 4SE (Tal 0533 531051 or Fax
0533 515939), before the 4th of the month of
publication. Rates 70p ~er word with a mini·
mum of £14.00. Black & White photographs
accepted £6.00 extra. Box No. £3.00 extra.
Prices Include VAT. For copy datea see
Contents page.

LIBELL E 201 outfit good condition. Never been pranged
£1 2250. Tel 0508 498264 for details.
FLAPPED VEGA 15117M gelcoated. Basic panel, wooden
trailer £14 000. Tel Shep at Backer or ~94 675723

VEGA FLAPPED 15M. Good co ndition, Cambridge, oxygen,
800hrs, brand new C of A. Tow out gear, aluminium trailer
needs ying up. Vi<Yii Dunstable £ t 4500. Tal 071 431 4010
NIMBUS 2c condition superb, 320hrs only. Complete with Instruments. Kernel trailer and many extras. Tel 044 284 2445
Fax 044 284 3200
ASTIR cs-77 1/4 sh are based Camphill. C of A June 93 .
Includes fu ll panel plus barograph , parachute. oxygen and
metal trailer. £2200. Tal 0335 60743 (home) 0335 330208
(work)

PARACHliTE (THOMAS) hardly used. as new condition, slim
back, carrying case £325 Tal Brian McFadden 0482
4454511849552

STD CIRRUS 566 AIH, T&S, Pn, Crossfell with Netto. radio .
etc. Complete with water ballast. covers, tow-out gear etc.
Good trailer, all in excellent condition, no prangs, 12 months C
of A. based Hus Bos. £13000. Tel Frank 021 353 2146 or Ray
0922 3t006

SLIMBACIC PARACHUTE, barograph, t2 to 14v regulated
converter. 121o 24v doubler, comp.ass. altimeter, Bendix inverter. Tal Alan Purnell 0252 615365

LS-6• flapped 15m. 400hrs, excellent condition, top instruments and tra1ler. Ready to fly £33 000. Tel Pam Hawklns 021
705 7900

FOR SALE

K-7 good condition, bubble canopy, basic instruments, 1 year's
C of A. realistically priced to sell at £4500+VAT_ Tel 0279
777328

EDELWEISS SIREH 1966 V-tail1 :35, private. retractable undercarriage, 600 launches, 1900hrs. Closed trailer. £5000. Tel
Cirrus FIYQ Boras, Sweden 010 46 33 114800

BOCIAN CLUB two-seater. immaculate condition. just relinished in two-pack. New C of A, ready for worl<. ciW trailer 1:4500
TeVFax 0754 86221

K-8cA wings recovered Ceconite 1990. wooden trailer. electric
vario. radio £4750+VAT_ Tel 0279 777328

AsnR
in exceptional condition with very low hours. Well
inslrumented, good trailer, all mods done. Full C of A£ I 1 500.
Tal 0908 562592

SKYLARK 4 excellent condition, complete outfit includes oxygen. radio, electric vario, barograph, parachute, two man rigging aids and first class trailer. 12 month C of A £6800ono. Tel
0282 423536

NIMBUS 4T as new. comprehensively equipped . Schroeder
trailer, self tow gear. Complete or 1/2 share O xford area.Tel
Bernard 0273 882169. John 08675 4125

K·7 choice of two, both good aircraft. rece nt C's of A, willing to
negotiate prices around £4800. Further information Tel 091 385
5515

PROTECT YOUR G LIDER wilh lightweight pyjamas. New waterproof, breathable material or dust covers in polyester/cotton.
So~ Viyella canopy covers. Ann Woolf. FaxfTel 0256 58540

FERRANTI HORIZON MK6 with inverter, Winter barograpn.
portable oxygen set. Pye Westminster radio glider frequencies.
Tel 0491 873375

IC-8, beautiful example, recovered in Ceconite. bubble canopy,
recent C of A, must be one of l he finest in the country, offers
around £5000. Tel 091 385 5515

c.n

EUROPEAN SOARING CLUB
THROUGHOUT EUROPE

1993 PROGRAMME
OF CLUB ACTIVITIES
FOR PRIVATE OWNERS AND CLUB PILOTS

Write to KEIRA HI88ERD
8 VIctoria Street. Sandbach, Cheshire CWll 988
Tel: 0844 281487 • Tei/Fi :a 0270 7 59246

iJ •••

WAVE CAMPS
SOARING TRAINING
CROSS-COUNTRY TRAINING
MOUNTAIN FLYING
BEGDVJNERS'COURSES
COMPETITION TRAINING
RALLYES

Pop-Top G ider Pilots Parachute
State of the art in emergency parachutes
The Pop-Top. External seated pilotchute providing the fastest possible deployment.
Fully encased risers resulting in a snag free parachute container system .
Steerable parachutes in a range of sizes to suit all sizes of pilots .
Soft, slim line design for the ultimate in comfort
British built, quality assured to BS 5750
Reliability, comfort and efficiency when it matters

•
~•
••
I
THOMAS Sports Equipment Limited
'ti-IOH.\$

Lofty's Loft • Pinfold Lane • Bridlington • North Humberside • Y016 SXS • Telephone: 0262 678299

February/March 1993
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An Alternative View
of Instrumentation

GLIDER/AIRCRAFT
INSURANCE DUE?
Contact:

Tony Fidler
Glider pilot fbr
27 years
32 years insurance
experience

Pundit 3 open for
development of new
features
D INOSAUR ELECTRONICS LTD
Whitehill Park, Weobley, Hereford HR4 8QE
Telephone : +44 (0)544 318191
Facsimile: +44 (0)544 318990

Competitive
quotations with
special attention
given to claims

SUPER DtMONA or GROB 109. 1/3 or 1/4 share based at THE
WAVE SITE , Lleweni Pare. N.Wales. Hangared , no landing
fees. Tel 0244 336353
K~B excellent condition, AT hook, no trailer. Tel 0952 460420
(eves)

YENTUS B full competition hull. trailer. 720 radio , viewed at
Bicester £22 500 Tel 0869 243030 (days) 0636 705235 (eves)
ASW·20FL low hours . excellent condition, AMF trailer, oxygen,
parachute. tow out aids etc. Based at Lasham Tel 0252 844293
or 0703 254930

K-6cR Instruments. parachute, trailer, excellent condition, CofA
£6500. T el 0638 51 0588
JANTAR 1 19m . Borgelt vario/director/computer, A/H, 720
VOR. oxygen . Complete kit AMF trailer, tow-out gear, wing cov·
ers. Tel John 0763 848478 (eves)
STD UBELLE 201 B Top and bottom air brakes, full instrumentation , barograph , oxygen . water, parachute, radios, enclosed
metal trailer. C of A to May 93 . Excellent condition £10 000 . Tel
081 467 2180
TRAILER. Good condition wooden trailer 27ft lOin (8.485m) in·
ternal length. Spare wheel. £800ono. Tel J Giddins 0865
351663 or0993 811675
DG-200 excellent condition . excluding instruments with steel
trailer. One syndicate ownership throughout . Offers around
£15300. Tel Claude Woodhouse 0455 202366
PEGASUS 90 1992 latest model. Six months old. Automatic
connections. full panel, Komet trailer, new parachute, handheld
radio , other extras . Sale due to break up of syndicate. An opportunity to buy a new glider at pre-devaluation price. Tel 0564
776601 (eves) or 027582 4372

Telephone or write to:

ANTHONY FIDLER & CO
27 High Street, Long Sutton
Spaldlng, Lines PE12 9DB
Tel: 0406 362462 or 363574
(evenings or weekends)

PINNn.GTONI CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTI
For accountancy and taxation services.
11 Worton Court, Worton Road. lsleworth ,
Middlesex TW7 6ER
Telephone John Gorringe
Day 081 568 8 745. Evening 081 948 3799

NO WAITING
at NYMPSFIELD

We 've taken the time-lag out of Gliding at
the Uristol & Gloucestershire Gliding C lub.
Book your lesso n by telepho ne: your glider
and instructor will be waiting o n the do t.
Flying dub service and high quality training
at gliding club prices.
An hours fly;ng- one to one with an experienced instructor for £50 or less.
Courses too - tailored to your requirements,
including holiday courses from only £325
and our intensive "seven days to solo".
Acrobatics, soaring, cross country, AEl and
instructor training, PPL to glider conversions - all available at Nympsfield, on the
edge of the Cotswolds ..

FLY SOLO SOONERI
Name/address/postcode .............................................. .... ..................................................

................... ... ... ............ ... ...................... Tel: ............ ...... ...................... ............... ... Dept: SPG
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For details COtltact :
The Course Secretary,
Uristo l & Gloucestershire
Gliding Club,
Nympsfield, Stonehouse .
G1os. GLIO JTX
o r phone 0453 860342

•

SAILPLANE & GLIDING

ATC GROUND ANCHOR
ALL TYPES OF GLIDER AND MOTOR GLIDER
MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR. FROM SMALL TO THE
LARGE INSURANCE REPAIR. REFABRICATING OF
TUGS. VINTAGE GLIDER AND AIRCRAFT
RESTORATIONS.
GLIDER WORKS
DUNKESWELL AIRPORT
HONITON, DEVON EX14 ORA

Phone:
Works (0404) 891338
Home (0404) 41041

T-21s. Late Christmas or early Easter present. Still a lew available. Realistically priced . For vintage soaring in 1993. Te l (oflice hours only) 0787 61919

JANTAR STD 3. Conditio n superb. 400hrs LX1000 fllg ht directo r, Boh li co mpass, oxygen , new C of A, alumin1um tra il r
£15500. Tel 0329 825088

DISCUS e £35 300, Grab Acre 11 £28 000, VP-3 Vanometer sys tem £1 ooo. Schanz compass £300, aerographibarograph £250.
Puchacz salvage . Tel Pete Wells 08444 4345 or 08444 3036

ASW- 15A complete With radio, parachu te. barograph. meta l
tra iler and tow ing gear . Very good condition £9500. Tal 0462
455848

K-6e immaculate condition with modern metal trailer. full rigging
and tow out aids . Well lnstrumented with radio and many extras. Much loved lamlly owned gl1der, many 300s !lawn and
winner ol recent Northern Reg,onals £9500ono. Tel 0462
711934
SLINGSBY SWAllOW 1967 recovered 1989. excellent cond ition. Basic panel. T & S . accelerometer. Wooden trailer. Col A.
£2100. Tel 0962 861044
STD CIRRUS excellent condition , complete with trailer.
parachute. barograph etc . £13000. TeiBarry 0934 515100 or
Peter 0934 4 12728
FORGET ABOUT EASTER EGGS - why not give a set of vi ntageS & Gs? Only £1 per back issue+ P & p _Tel 0494 442423
OlYMPIA 2e "Peve ril " 19 47 vintage glider. Very good condi -

tion, canopy mod . EJ~~cetl en t aluminium covered trailer. Full
panel. Delightful £3500 . Tel 0485 600260

Unstable conditionstether it with an ATC
Spiral Ground Anchor,
simple to use, just screw
it into the ground and
tether for peace of mind.
See Dec/Jan issue, p321 .
£25.00 each plus
£3.50 p&p

. ..

.~ .#. •
~

~~):

Little Humby,
Grantham, Lincs.
Tel: lngoldsby 318

KESTREl 19 AND SCHEIBE-FAlKE. For det ai ls contact
Roger Targett. Tel 0453 86086 1
DIAMAI'IT 18m 45 :1 complete o utfit. Syndicate disbanding.
Must sell hence £10000ono . Tel 0293 545976 or 0689 BS4653
K-6cR excell ent condition. Recent overhau l in 1990. Full instrumentation, 720 radio, parachute, electronic va rio enz. Enclosed
1railer £7500ono. Tel Belgium (32) 1 1 42 71 28

K-Be New large canopy . Fin early solo mach ine Good cond i·
!ion , new Ca t A Tel 0283 63054
HISTORIC SAILPLANES. A LL UNIOUE; Falcon I
(alfwo rthy)/Petreli Kranlch 11 (all three tral1ered)/Wl llow Wren .
Details from Mike Russell Tel 0279 850308

GOBE lWO-SEATt:R. 3 years old, pristine conditiOn £5000 ;n cl uding op n trai ler and instrumer1!s. Tel 0745 334930 or 0244
326 555 both after 6 pm

SWA LLOW good con dition . Dart canop y, basic 1nstrumen1s ,
erectnc variom eter. open 1ra1ler. suit early synd1ca1e £.250 0 or
good oHer. Tel 08 t 684 4200 (24hr)

TRIMBlE ENSIGN GPS new September, little used, com plete.
Nicads and charger. Reason for sale- surplus £500 . Te l 0303
268239

ASW-15 complete outfit. View at Gransden Lodge (Cambndge
Club) . D tail s Tel Ch ristoph Gro ta 0223 65339 or Frank
Zachan sse 0223 67836 (eves)

PIK 20 excellent condition _Speed director, AIH , HIS. Easy rig
from glass traile r. No gelcoat problems' Good shor1 held perfor·
rnance £11 800 . Tal 0379 651589

K-4 firs t bu1lt. sl1ght hangar rash to wmgs. fuselage already
stn pped. Make good rebuild pro;ec £500ono. Te l Dave 0745
813558 (work)

JANTAR 1 19m . Good condition, basic instruments . oxygen.
metal trai le r. £13000 . Tel 0527 853304 (work) 0527 854793
(home)
DG-100, November 1979. Less than 700hrs. excellent condition . T'mted DG -300 type canopy, full panel . radio . oxygen,
parachute, trailer. £16500. Tel 0265 58196
NIMBUS 3 25.5m. Excellent conditlon, no accidents, low hours .
many extras . Must sell . Total package £40000. Contact Peter
Craven 38 Yorkshire St .. Morecambe , Lanes LA3 1QE. Tel
0524 410 773 Fax 0524 832 77 1
CARMEN type JP 15/36, 1978. 1242 hrs. Retractab le landing
gear. Standard instruments without aircraft radio F Frs 60 000.
View a1 Abbeville Flying Field (50mls 1rom Boulogne on Main
N1). Tel0103322288821 (eves)
16 CHANNEl PYE MK 290 MOBilE RADIO with live glider
frequencies fitted £85 Tel 0602 846116
GliDER K-21 built 1980, no damage history, without tra1ler. Tel
Holland (0 10 3 1) 1650 68979
WINCH TYPE "WIZ". Two drums. VS 7.51trs Oldsmobile petrol
engine , powered undercarriage (Ope! Blitz). OM 10 000 . Tel
Holland (0 10 31) 1650 42356

PI
GGOTT
----Fluorescent Orange Windcones made
in Nylon or Ministry of Defence
Hypalon,®.
Flagstaffs suitable for Windcones supplied and fitted .
Landing Marker Sels in bright orange.
All types of Flags and Banners.
PIGGOTT BROTHERS & CO LIMITED·
Stanford Rivers. Ongar. Essex CMS 9PJ
Tel: 0277 363262
Fax 0277 365162

February!March 1993

NORTHUMBRIA
GLIDING CLUB
Currock Hill,

Chop-11 ,

Newculle upon Tyne NE17 7 AX

STD CIRRUS 1973
Extremely good condition with exce llen t gal.
655hrs. Cambridge vano , NH. 720 rad io ,
parachute, all aluminium compact trailer

Holiday Courses 1993
May-Sept.
Soar the beautiful Northu mbrian countryside.
Man y local places of interest to visit.
Winch and aerotow launches.
Club expeditions welcome.
Contact:

The CourH Secrelllry
5 The Ovat, Hough ton Park, Hollghton-Le-Sprlng

Tel 0949 837867 {eves)
0602 591669 (days)

ASW·20F FRENCH REGISTERED, 1978
800hrs total , hydraulic disc brake. V HF 720 eh. Dittel
e lec trical vario/ mc. Dittel arrival com pute r. Trailer wi th
tro lley and car tow- bar. Gelcoat l ully r rnad 1991
(wings & fuselage!.
Te l: 01 0 33 1 60 46 9945
010 33 169 84 8181
Fax : 010 33 1 69 38 1313

Tyne & Wear. 091 584 3011

Structured courses for beginners
from £195 - winch, aerotow or
mixed.
Bronze 1C' courses
Why not visit us for a
cross-country camp?
G ra n . dt' n

Lodg o offers:

100 acre gliding nly ite • Unr stricted <'li r;pace
7 day w eek operation (4 da ys in wi nte r)
win ch, :!. tu g s • .J lub tw o seaters
6 s in ~ l e seate rs from K-8 to ASW- 20

Supaca l

M em /Jer hip &
Mar" M t Cox,

c.o ur.~c ~ ~

PO Box J(,

Ro y sto n, H rts - e 7TY
Tel: 0 76 l 20802 1

O the.•r inform atwn :

Th e
r tary
Chris ulliv, n
10 Kenti ngs. omberton
C m bri dge CB3 7D T
Tel: 0223 263480
C lubh ou~e:

0767 677077

THE CL VB IS OPEN TO EVERYONE!
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TALGAilTH

July 3rd - 1Oth

FUN TASK WEEK

DEVON AND SOMERSET
GLIDING CLUB

HEREPORDSHIRE
CiliDIOG CLUB

North Hill, Honiton, Devon

Shobdon Airfield Nr. Lcominslor HRS 9NR
Telephone wcokcnds 0568-708908
o• evenings 0905-21740

Brochure and entry form
available from:
The Secretary
28 Salisbury Road,
Exmouth, Devon EX8,1SL
0395 264200

SIT\JAllONS VACANT

FOR SALE
400h1S TBO. newly refurbished air frame
£23000+ VAT
Acebell Aviation.
Hangar No. 8, Redhill Aerodrome RH1 5JY

THE
DERBYSHIRE & LANCASHIRE
GLIDING CLUB
Require the following staH for the 1993 summer season.

COBRA 15, Resprayed and new trailer in last 3yrs 38:1, good
panel, radio. etc. £9000. Tel 07595 338.

Assistant or FuJI rated Club
Instructor
Auistant or Full rated Holiday
Course Instructor
Wlnch Driver

ASllR cs. Excellent condition. easy to fly glass ship. Water bal·
lasl retractable wheel, I :38 glide. Ready to lly. New C of A al
sale. Only £10000. Te! David Richardson 0494 442501 or
472609 (eves).

Pie se wnte to:
John McK40ntle, Club Manager
Derbyshire & Lancashire Gilding ClUb
Great Hlfcklow, Derbyelllre SK17 8RQ

GLASFlUGEL 604 22m. Huge cockpit, 3yr old metal1railer, instruments, parachute and rigging aids. Whole outt11.
£21 OOOono or may split . Tel F. Russell 0462 677097 (home),
0462 6621 24 (office), 0462 481463 (tax ).

Closing date for applications· 28th February 1993

K~E..

Full panel. barograph. IS-29, LX I 00. Both aircrah oHered
for sale with new C's of A and wooden trailers at realistic prices
Tel Gordon 0 34 47 766"27.

L-SPATZ 55. Scheibe's version of the K-8. Lightweight and
very easy rigging. This machine flew six Silver legs in I 992.
Good condilion with fresh C of A. A bargain at £3750 including
trailer. Tel 0295 81 2544.
ASW-15& Repair project. Fuselage in kit fQrm (2 pans), wings.
lrailer and tail undamaged. £3000 or offers. Tel 0295 812544.

TKE ULTIMATE ADVEHTURE PLAYGROUND
We have more ridge, wave and thermal soaring than any other UK site. New club height
record 32,500' (1. 1.92) in SW Wave.
364 days a year operations. Tuition provided
for all levels. Fo r advanced and ab initio
course details or any otner enqutry.

Tel! 0874 711463 (airfield)
0874 711254}
.
or 0874 86619
(evenings)

COME TO SOUTHERN IRELAND! Full Cat instructor required
!or lour weeks July/August. Tug pilot with tail·dragger e•peri·
ence also requirea Applic ations wtlh references to· CFI. 12
Shrewsbury Park , Ballsbridge, Dublin 4.
SURREY HILLS GLIDING CLUB KENLEY AIRFIELD.
Instructor for 1993. Apply Peter Poole. Briok·KIIn. Rabies
Heath, Bletchingley, Surrey RHt 4LZ.

GLIDER TUG, JODEL D 1408

BLACK MOUNTAINS
GLIDING CLUB

28th May - lt.h June
All et••••• lnw•t•d
Co•ll•el Df•n• King ose•·7821151 •y•nfng•

IF AN ADVERT
IS WRONG,
WHO PUTS
IT RIGHT?
\
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adw.:rlisements mf·CL \\ilh the slrlr.t Cudc ul \ dH:rtlslnA

De pl. ~. l)ruo k lloust·.

Thrringtnn Place. l.untlun WC !I: 711~ .

TUG PILOT. 300hr BCPL with Silver C and aerolowlng experience see~s a full time position at a busy gliding site for some
senous aerotowing during the 1993 season. Tel 0782 373694
(after 6pm) or write to Andrew Ray, Broadstone, Old Road.
Barlaston, StaHs ST12 9EO.

SKYFORCE GPS DATA LOGGER

NOWO LY £149.95!!!

INC VAT

COMPLETE WITH CABLES, SOFTWARE AND USER MANUAL
FOR A THERMAL BY THERMAL BLOW OF THOSE MEMORABLE FLIGHTS JUST PLUG IN THE
DATA LOGGER TO YOUR GPS AND GET SOARING Ill
AT THE END OF THE FLIGHT, SWITCH OFF, DISCONNECT AND TAKE THE LOGGER HOME.
PLUG IT INTO YOUR PC, RUN SOME SOFlWARE, AND HEY PRESTO! YOUR FLIGHT IS PLOTIED
ON THE SCREEN ALONG WITH MAJOR TOWNS, AIRRELDS, VORS AND BGA TP'S.

CRABB COMPUTING 1/2 HALL RD ,WOLVEY, LEICS, LE10 3LG 0455 220899
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&tswold Gliders
!Plop. T. C""i

WIIITBI BLUES? -110117FRET
TaJgarth has good soaring all year round
Polish upyour ridge & wave soaring skills
Courses available at all levels, all year round

See opposite advertiSement for contact details

HIGH QUALITY SPECIALIST WORK IN

Glassfibre, carbon, kevlarkwood and metal inc. alloy. Blanik repair Agent.
All types of repair underta en -Motor glider engine approval
Kestrei/Ubelle aileron drive rebuilds, also rudder drive NOT testing
Machining facilities for oversize wing pins, axles, control rods etc. Tig welding.
Tony Cox (Senior Inspector)
18 Stanton Harcourt Road
Wltney, Ox on 0X8 6l0
Tel: Workshop 0993 n9380 OHice/Fax 0993 n4892

LLOYDS APPROVED
CAA APPROVED COMPANY
A/19182189

ACCOMMODA110N
PROVENCAL FARMHOUSE. Totally modernised. 50% enlarged. Superb family holidays. unequalled views. 5 minutes
Gap AJF, 30 mins Sisteron. Sleepf; 6/8 1Rlm Francs 2250/Week.
T el 0622 812385

TAN-Y-GYRT HALL

~
~~LIC«OM

["1i;bkl

R··•iok,.tia/

---

PRIVATE HOTEL
We l h Tourist Board
T~Pll0~:(074670J 307

10 minur..• (r am Glyndwr Soaring Club
Various glidmg Mt:-Sstons or le ns arranged, winch and
tow launches
Dinner. bed & brenkfaat from £ !9
Bed & bro~ald"as t fr om £12
Further de.Jnils on nqu.t!sl
SJSTERON & LA MOTTE Restored village house at Valernes.
furnished to high standard. S- tO minutes airti lds. Tel Ariane
0763 848478
HR BLACK MOUNTAINS GUDING CLUB, Talgarth. Selfcatering or B & B accommodation. Groups catered far. Tel 087
484 607
MISCELLANEOUS
LEARN TO FlY with High Adventure. Hang gliding, paraglidmg. sa1hng and more. Tel or Fax High Adventure 0983 752322

BOOKER REGIONALS 1993
June 12th - 20th
Two Classes
Entry form availa/Jie from:
Backer Gliding Club, Wycombe Air Pall<, Backer,
Marlow, Bucks SL7 3DR

WANTED
PI RAT or COBRA Tal 091 4160548.
Js-2&1 motor glider to exchange tor Venlura. Tel 0283 63054.
BORROW OR HIRE of glider for Standard or 15m Class
Nationals. Anything from Libelle/Cirrus perfonmance upwards
please. (I qualified flying a K-ScR!). Tel Damian le A ou ~ 0395
264200.

GLIDING BOOKS
Read all about it! All the gliding
books are available from the
BGA shop from the best
authors- Piggott, Bradbury,
Wallington, Reichmann etc.
Ask us to send you our
complete list of all the books
and gliding accessories
available from our shop.

Tel 0533 531051 Access/Visa Credit Card
bookins accepted.

TRAILER FOR T-21 . Must be in good condition. Tel 0638
668422 (9am-5pm).

The December Cover. Sorry, bUt discount all you
read about our cover In the last Issue. 11 was nearly
all wrong! lt was taken by Tony Smallwood not
Gavln Wllla and from the back cockpit ol Juslln
Wills's Twin Astir. Built was In New Zealand! Our
thanks to Mike Garrod (Tony chose to keep a low
profile) on spotting the mistake.

SCHOFIELD AVIATION -SAILPLANE CONTAINER SYSTEMS
Trailers for every type of sailplane manufactured • DS-15 Standard Class Trailer- £2,895 inc. VAT •
Specials for any requirement designed and built • Kits for own completion, ready to tow away with
all materials to complete from £1,995 inc. VAT • All spares and servicing. Possible part exchange
Ask about our new LIFT-TOP for 1993

Workshops: The Hangar, Lotmead Farm, Lower Wanborough, SWindon, Wilts SN3 4AJ
Telephone 0793 790160,0793 822300 or 0831 405272
February!March 1993
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ADVERTISERS' INDEX

GOING ABROAD?
FOR

FERRY BOOKINGS with or without Glider Trailers at very
competitive rates
FOR Comprehensive TRAVEL INSURANCE including cover when
gliding and competition flying
FOR CAR BREAKDOWN cover including GUder Trailers

..

Telephone 084 4281487
0270 759246
TeVFax
European Soaring Club
or write
Kiera Hibberd, 8 Victoria Street, Sandbach,
Cheshire CWll 9BB

V
-enSTone

INSTRUCTOR
WANTED
for
Summer Season

..CAGLES
GndmgDub

1993

5 Day Counle$, unllmlled wire launche$

Can be As i tant rated
but preferably
PPL&MGPPL
Dewils on request from
The Manager
Wolds Gliding lub-0759-303579

MANAGER/
INSTRUCTOR

~':...1
\A'IJ

Applications are invited for the
post of Club Manager at the
Wolds Gliding Club. BGA full
rating, restricted MGIR and
tugging experience required.
Further details from :
The Chairman
Wolds Gliding Club
The Airfield, Pockllngton,York Y04 2NR

£195
Magnificent Cotswold Soaring Location
Aero-tows available
New Members at every level made most welcome
Details from

ENSTONE EAGLES GL IDING CLUB LTO
Enstone Airfield. C hurch Enstone. Oxon OX? 4N P
Tel: (0608) 677535

(0869) 50767 (evenings)

WINCHING WIRE
• Available in stranded cable 4mm.
4 .5mm and 5mm d i ameter
• High tensile galvan i sed steel
• Special coated wire for use on
runway
• Tost release rings and weak links
and splicing ferrules available
• Also cable parachutes and shock
absorber ropes

BEST PRICES for gliding c lubs supplied by glider pilot

DAVID GARRARD
Bridge Works, Gt Borford, Bedford

Tel: 0234 870401

BALTIC SAILPLANES LTD

_.~

••

-·""C' ·.

.. .... .-.
~

~

·'

BAROGRAPHS

Exceptional value. New
Clockwolk type now available.
Send for details. £160 +VAT

ELECTRIC VARIO/FLIGHT
ARTIFICIAL HORIZONS
DIRECTOR
With inverters. New 80mm Czech

Invaluable soaring aid.
£400+VAT

made, electric 12v. Fast erect,
Bullt·in Turn and Slip. £400+VAT

BALTIC SAILPLANES LTD
Tel 0858 467723 (anytime) • 0536 81777 (eves) • 0536 85552 (office) · Fax 0858 467137
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Aero Marine Ltd
Airborne Composites
AMF Enterprises
Martin Alien
Anglia Sailplane
Anglo-Polish Sailplanes
Arden Trading Co
Baltic Sailplanes
Benalla GC
BGA
Black Mountains GC
BookerGC
Bristol & Gloucestershire GC
Buckminster GC
Cair Aviation Ltd
Cambridge Aero Instruments
Cambridge University GC
Centreline
Charleston Holel
Peter Clifford & Co
Clowes TL & Co Ltd
Competition .Enterprise
Corn1sh Glid1ng and Flying Club
Cotswold Gliders
Coventry GC
Crabb Computing
D & M Engmeering
Derby & Lanes GC
John Edwards
Enstone Eagles GC
Essex GC
European Soaring Club
Anthony Fidler & Co Ltd
Flite Lines Marketing
D. Garrard
Glaser-Dirks
Glider Instruments
Glyndwr Soaring Club
Goodison Glider Instruments
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Hill Aviation Insurance
HT Communications
ICOM
IMC
lrvin GB
Joint Air Services
JSW Soaring
Kent GC
Lasham Gliding Society
London GC
London Sailplanes
Lowndes Lambert
Marchington GC
Mclean Aviation
MendipGC
Midland GC
Newton Publishers
Nortolk GC
Northumbria GC
NorthumbriAir
North Yorkshire Sailplanes
Oxfordshire Sport Flying Club
Parker Sailplanes
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Rematic
Roger Targen Sailplane Services
Sailplane & Engineering Services
S&G
Schofield Aviation
Sco!1isl1 Gliding Union
Sedgw1ck Aviation
Severn Valley Sailplanes
Shenington GC
Skycraft
J.L.Smoker
Soaring Magazine
Soaring Oxford
Southern Sailplanes
Stemme Motor Glider
Tan -y-Gynt Hall Hotel
The Glid1ng Centre
Thornas Sports Equipmenl
Brian Weare
Wells Design
C.P.Winer
WoldsGC
Yorkshire GC
Zulu Glasstek
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CAMBRIDGE
REGIONALS
atGRANSDEN
August 21st- 29th (10 Days)
so good f ields e verywhere
Turbo gliders accepted
For full details contact Phll Jeffery:
Forge Cottage, Church Street, Henham,
Bishops Stortford, Herts. CM22 SAL
Telephone 0279-850713

Fly with the friendly club

at this super site
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

AVIATION LIMITED
SPECIALISTS IN INTEGRATED GPS/VARIO SYSTEMS
PHOTOGRAPH: VENTUS CT INSTALLATION BY RD WITH
.. GPS100 LINKED TO CAMBRIDGE L NAV

GARMIN

THIMBLE

GPS55 - HANDHELD

All Trimble GPS have the capability to
display position in ordnance survey

Available with/without aviation database
Data port for vario etc.
250 waypoints
9 route capability
Full accessory pack
Standard model
£645 + VAT
A VD with database
£689 + VAT

*
*
*
*

GPS100PANEL/COAMING
Available with/without aviation database
Data port for vario etc.
250 waypoints
10 route capability
Accessory pack
Standard model
£899 + VAT
AVD with database £1199 +VAT

*
*
*
*

FLIGHTMATE HANDHELD
A convenient pocket sized GPS with full
aviation database. 3 channel quick
response receiver. No data port. 2 leg
route
£669 + VAT

ENSIGN- AS FLIGHTMATE but
no aviation database. 91eg route.
£577 +VAT
TRANSPAK 11
Rugged high performance GPS with 6
channel receiver. 999 waypoints . Data
port.

REMEMBER OUR PRICE MATCH OFFER

WHEN QUALITY IS LIFE
GQ GLIDER PARACHUTES ARE DESIGNED AND BUILT TO THE SAME EXACTING STANDARDS AS THEIR
WORLD RENOWNED MILITARY PARACHUTES

* Heavy duty fabric pack
* Zero porosity 4.8m canopy
* 17-18 GPS rate of descent (nominal)
* Free carrying bag

* Meets TS023c/LBA approved
* Nominal 1.8 sec deployment
* Inflatable lumber pad
* Colour Blue

GQSHADOW

GQ SILHOUETTE

Pack size 52 x 32 x ?cm
Weight 6.8kg
£851.87 inc. VAT

Pack size 127 x 38 x 6cm
Weight ?kg
Integral cushion
2 point harness connection

PRE-SEASON SALE
5% discount off current stock

QUALITY
SUPPLIES

AND
SERVICE

£893 inc. VAT

RD Aviation Ltd.
25 BANKSIDE
KIDLINGTON
OXON OX51JE

Tel: 0865 841441
Fax: 0865 842495
24hr Answerphone & Fax

SOUTHERN SAILPLANES
Agent and Product Support for
the Schemp p-Hirth
range of
..
Superior S ailplanes

